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"Les transports violents ont des fins violentes et meurent dans
leur triomphe; aimez-vous donc modérément" (")

William Shakespeare
Roméo et Juliette
acte II, se. VI

C) Violent delights ...
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A B S T R A C T

Transport laws relating thermodynamic flows to forces by means of transport coef-
ficients in a magnetized plasma are derived here from basic plasmadynamics and non-
equilibrium thermodynamics.

Macroscopic balance equations are derived in the first part, taking into account the
energy of relative diffusion between species in an exact way. The resulting plasmadynamical
equations appear to be more general than the usual ones.

In the second part, the particular features of a two-temperature diffusing plasma are
taken into account in deriving the balance equation for the entropy density; the differences
with thermodynamics of neutral fluid mixtures or metals are explained.

The general expressions obtained for the entropy production rate are used in part III
to derive transport laws. Various equivalent expressions are obtained from different choices
of thermodynamic variables. Onsager symmetry relations are applied in a general way to
interrelate crossed transport coefficients. Basic transport coefficients are the electrical
conductivity, the thermo-electric coefficient, along with the thermal conductivities and the
viscosities for each species. The slight difference which appears between thermo-electric
effect and thermo-diffusion is explained. An important "resistive thermo-electric" effect
appears which describes crossed transport coefficients between thermal and electric flows.

Because of the anisotropy introduced by the magnetic field, the transport coefficients
are tensors, with non-diagonal elements associated with the Hall, Nernst and Ettinghausen
effects in. the plasma. Comparisons are performed with the literature.

The field geometry and applications to several particular cases are treated explicitly
in part IV, namely the neo-classical transport laws. The Ettinghausen effect (i.e. the non-
diagonal resistive thermo-electric effect) appears to play an important role in the transport
laws for radial electron heat flow and particle flow in confined plasmas.

Practical prescriptions are given in order to apply the Onsager symmetry relations in
a correct way.

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport Introduction 31'?
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The specific properties of a plasma, considered as a macroscopic
mixture of different species (electrons and ions), are known to differ
significantly from the properties of other fluids-, so that it seems
reasonable to denote its two-fluids "hydro"-dynamical description by the
specific name of "plasmadynamics" /1/.

The system of plasmadynamical equations has to be closed by the
introduction of phénomène!ogical expressions for the various flows: mass
flow in the continuity equation, momentum flow in the equation of motion,
heat flow in the energy balance equation, etc...

Such relations between flows and thermodvnamic forces (like density
or temperature gradient, electric field, etc...) involve a set of
macroscopic transport coefficients: these relations are called
phenomenological equations or "transport laws" /2, 3/.

Well-known examples are:
the Pick law for diffusion:

E= - D V n

the Fourier law for heat conduction:

J, = - K VT

the Ohm law for electrical current:

1 = o . F

and the Newton law for momentum flow:

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport I - Introduction 35
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n = - v( S\-* p \
V u + v u - - V.u J - £ 2-u

These simple transport laws define the most usual transport coefficients of
hydrodynamics: the diffusion coefficient D, the thermal conductivity K, the
electrical conductivity a , the shear viscosity v, and the bulk viscosity

These examples are particularly simple because:
- only one thermodynamic force is considered in each case ( V T, 37 n, E,

2"),
- the transport coefficients are just scalars in isotropic systems, and
- the phénomène! ogi cal laws are linear, i.e. flows are linear functionals
of the forces.

In more general situations, the linear transport laws involve
contributions from all forces in each flow. Let us introduce a vector J
composed of all the n possible flows (which are themselves
three-dimensional vectors or tensors J ):

J-1

J =

and a vector X for the n possible forces:

X =

Then the general linear transport laws can be written as:

T* = T* . T*

36 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport I - Introduction
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where the (n x n ) matrix *T* involves n2 transport coefficients (which are
a

themselves 3 x 3 tensors A of second rank (fourth rank for viscosities) in
ss

presence of a magnetic field).

In order to obtain a macroscopic description of plasmas by means of
a given set of plasmadynamical equations (for instance in order to develop
transport codes), the exact knowledge of the transport laws appears of
utmost importance in order to express the unknown flows in terms of the
basic thermodynamic forces. Of course, explicit values of the transport
coefficients can only be obtained from a microscopic theory; this would go
beyond the scope of the present work which only concerns the macroscopic
description of plasmas.

The purpose of the present work consists to present a complete
determination of the transport laws for a two-temperature plasma in a
magnetic field, starting from basic considerations of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics.

Although such a derivation of transport laws is well-known for
classical fluid mixtures like neutral fluids or even for metals, there does
not exist, to the best of our knowledge, anv thermodvnamical derivation of
the transport laws for two-temperature diffusing plasmas.

One has to quote however the work by T. KIHARA /4/ who deduced in
1958 - probably for the first time - the complete macroscopic equations of
plasmadynamics. The thermodynamic description of the irreversible processes
in the plasmas has been given later /5/, but was restricted by many
simplifying assumptions (excluding a temperature difference between species
and neglecting kinetic energy of convection or even the tensorial nature of
the transport coefficients). This latter work by T. KIHARA /5/ represents
nevertheless a first important step toward a systematic and general
description of the macroscopic and thermodynamic properties of the plasmas.

It was followed in 1960 by the work by T. KIHARA and Y. HIDZUNO
/38/ which brings a very clear insight on the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes in a plasma in a strong magnetic field. This work
makes use of the method developed by PRIGOGINE in 1947 /39/. The role of
the chemical potential (and thus of the density gradient) as a contribution
to the electric force in the plasma has been stressed probably for the
first time , and has been forgotten in many later works about plasma
transport. The practical usefulness of the explicit transport laws obtained
by these authors remains however restricted by the rather strong
simplifying assumptions used (no mutual diffusion, or uniform pressure,
a.s.o. ...).

Transport laws ( or the more restricted linear relations) are often

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport I - Introduction 37
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22 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport Introduction

used in the plasma literature, but rarely appear as exact consequences of a
thermodynamic theory. This is probably the reason why many authors have
their own and original transport laws, which do not seem to be compatible
with other's. Some equivalences can however be established, as done here,
but the present situation of the literature on this point is particularly
surprising in view of the importance of such transport laws for the
numerical codes which are presently developed for fusion (*).

The knowledge of exact transport laws is of crucial importance also
for the microscopic calculation of explicit transport coefficients, in
order to establish in a correct way the equality between conjugated
transport coefficients by applying the Onsager symmetry relations /11, 12,
13/. In the domain of linear transport, the matrix *T* is indeed a

symmetric one in absence of magnetic field: L = L (**) and the two

transport coefficients are conjugated ones.
m n

(*) On the other hand, microscopic derivations of transport laws in
magnetized plasmas (i.e. from a given approximate kinetic equation)
frequently appear in the literature, the well-known example being the works
by L. SPITZER and HARM /6/ and by S.I. BRAGINSKII in /7/. Let us quote also
the rather general descriptions by A.KAUFMAN /8/ and by I. BERNSTEIN /9/,
along with one specific approach (banana regime) in the work of M.N.
ROSENBLUTH, R.D. HAZELTINE and F.L. HINTuN /10/.

(**) Here L represents the transport coefficient describing the
~ m n

contribution of the n-th force to the m-th flow. Transposition (mn --> nm)
indicates the conjugated transport process L , i.e. the contribution

~ n m
of the m-th force to the n-th flow. In a magnetized system, anisotropy of
the unperturbed system has moreover to be taken into account: in this case
each transport coefficient L of the matrix L is itself a (3 x 3)

m n
second rank tensor A ( a fourth rank tensor for viscosities), with

=

components perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. The Onsager
symmetry relation has the general form L m n (B) = L n ra(-B) , where the
tilda represents transposition of the transport coefficient A with respect

to the 3 spatial components.

38 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport I - Introduction
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The principle for the macroscopic derivation of linear transport
laws is the following. It consists in finding a "good" set of thermodynamic
variables 2 and X in terms of which the entropy production is expressed as
a bilinear form

CT = J . )(

Then transport laws of the form J - *T* . X insure that the entropy

production

CT = X . T* . X » O

is a positive definite quadratic form in the forces, which vanishes at
thermodynamic equilibrium ( X = O), in agreement with the second law of
thermodynamics. For example, thermal conduction

J4, = - KVT

corresponds to an entropy production:

aq = K (7 T)
2 » O

For multiple transport processes, there exist of course other sets of
thermodynamical variables 2 and 2 which give the same entropy production,
and which define a new set of transport coefficients L' . Transport

a

relations are thus not unique, but they are all compatible. A general
theory for a class of transformations from J , j? to 2 and X? is known
since a long time (see part IV, section 2). A comparison between the
various transport laws found in the plasma literature however needs for
more general transformations.

In the present work we tacitly assume that collisions between
particles dominate as a microscopic mechanism driving the system toward a
local equilibrium. This is in contrast with the thermodynamic analysis of
collisionless plasmas performed by E. MINARDI /14/. In the same way,
transport theory for weakly collisional plasmas (banana regime), as
developed especially by GALEEV and SAGDEEV /15/, cannot be included under
the assumptions of the present work; this latter regime requires a
reformulation of both hydrodynamics and thermodynamics.

The main results of this report can be summarized as follows.

In Part I, we derive the macroscopic balance equations which
describe the time-evolution of the plasmadynamical variables

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport !-Section. 1 39



24 Thermcdynanric Theory of Transport Introduction

representing the plasma as a mixture of different fluids
("plasmadynamics"). These balance equations are derived only from the
elementary properties of conservation of a non-specific kinetic equation
for the microscopic distribution function of each species. Special
attention is paid to convective terms, which are generally omitted in the
plasma descriptions, because these terms introduce important differences
between plasmadynamics and hydrodynamics of neutral fluid mixtures:
definitions of temperature and pressure are indeed conceptually different
in a two-component plasma and in a fluid binary mixture. This is not only
due to the fact that ions and electrons have different temperatures, but
mainly to the fact that the macroscopic variables for each population in
the plasma are defined in the reference frame of this population, in order
to express the relatively weak interaction between plasma species, whereas
in usual fluids these variables are defined in the barycentric reference
frame of the whole mixture.

Part I presents a rather classical work, although the equations
derived here are more general than in the plasma literature. Continuous
comparison is done between the results obtained here and those of the
literature (as well for plasmas as for neutral fluids), in order to explain
several differences observed.

In Part II we come to the center of the subject. We describe the
plasma as an ideal mixture of perfect gases; this results in the additivity
of partial pressures and internal energies. The entropy of the plasma is
first defined for simple states of local equilibrium, on microscopic
grounds: this introduces the notion of chemical potential. In
non-equilibrium thermodynamics the same relations are assumed as usual to
hold "not far" from equilibrium. The evolution of the non-equilibrium
entropy density can thus be exactly deduced from the evolution equations
for plasmadynamical variables obtained in Part I.

In the balance equation for entropy, the general form of entropy
production for plasmas is identified: this is the starting point for the
derivation of transport laws.

Here too, the characteristic features of the plasmas make the
entropy balance equation different from that of neutral fluids or metals.
Because of diffusion phenomena of one plasma species into the other, we
observe a discrepancy with the celebrated GIBBS formula which describes the
entropy variation in terms of the variations of internal energy and
specific volume /2, 3/. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that
the domain of validity of the GIBBS formula does not exceed the domain of
linear transport: by taking into account the kinetic energy of diffusion in
a plasma we have included what is generally considered as higher order
non-linear terms which are not described by the GIBBS formula. The kinetic
energy of diffusion is thus responsible for a deviation of the present
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general results from the classical GIBBS formula.

Comparisons are presented with the classical thermodynamical
literature (DE GROOT and HAZUR /3/) and with the plasma literature
(BRAGINSKII /7/). These two approaches induce different choices for
thermodynamical variables, and classical expressions are radically
different in both cases. As an example, the Joule affect explicitly appears
in the entropy production for metals along with diffusion phenomena,
whereas these terms are absent in the classical expression for plasmas.
Moreover, the energy transfer between ions and electrons plays a central
role in the plasma literature but does not occur in metals... These
apparent divergences have been the motivation for the present unification,
in order to bridge the gap between thermodvnamic descriptions of metals and
of plasmas. These points are discussed in Section II.7-10.

Ue finally adopt a mixed representation of the entropy production
which is intermediate between classical thermodynamics /3/ and the usual
plasma formulation /7/; the basic processes used in the present description
are heat conduction, viscosity, heat transfer and diffusion. The
thermodynamic force of diffusion appears here to be a modified electric
field E0, which is equivalent to the friction of electrons on ions in the
BRAGINSKII description. We obtain the general transport laws in (III.2.2):

J4, = - K
e . V T8 + T6 a .

j' = a . I6 - a . V Te

Q = "Y (Te - T1 ) / T6

n = - Ve : V U6

= - v1 : V u,
1

The various transport coefficients appear to be electron and ion
thermal conductivities K* (a =e,i) , viscosities v°S along with electrical

conductivity a , thermoelectric effect a and heat exchange rate T.

Here the Onsager relation has been applied to relate the effect of

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport !-Section 3 43
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the modified electric field E6 in the heat flow to the effect of the
thermal force in the electric current density: this is the thermoelectric
effect a ; the precise relation between thermoelectric effect and

thermo-diffusion is explained in Appendix 5.

Thermodynamics however allows some freedom in the definition of the
forces and consequently in the definition o^ the transport coefficient
themselves. For magnetized plasmas the definition or t*f? electric force is
specially important, as already noted by i'.G. CGMLi^S /16/ {"One cannot
c7a/m that a magnetic field decreases the electrical cgn 'i-^tivity without
defining precisely on which electric field and on whicn conductivity one
speaks about") . The question thus arises wether the above transport
coefficients agree or not with those of the literature. Actually the above
definitions are in agreement with those found in the work of BRAGINSKII for
instance, but different choices have been made for instance by SILIN /17/
or by ROSENBLUTH and KAUFMAN /18/. The connections between the different
transport coefficients obtained by these different authors (from different
choices for the electric force) are discussed in Section III.5 and Appendix
4. It is worthwhile to mention here that not only the electrical
conductivity is modified by this choice, but also the thermal conductivity
and the thermoelectric effect.

Here too, an exact knowledge of transport laws is necessary in order to
apply Onsager relation correctly, and to determine which transport
coefficients are equal.

The presence of the magnetic field makes that even the local
equilibrium plasma is anisotropic; as a result, all transport coefficients
are tensors. Except for the viscosities which are of higher rank, these
transport tensors A have components parallel and orthogonal to the local

magnetic field:

A - A nI A
A A O

O O A,,

Physical effects like the Hall effect or the Nernst and Ettinohausen
effects are due to the off-diagonal components AA of the transport tensors.
The Ettinghausen effect appears as a combination of the non-diagonal
resistive and thermoelectric effects:

M 1 , ,!"A ~~ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ™̂«"̂ ^ I Qf- Q" — Qf fff, J
<* -5 •» » A _L **l A/
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from M = a . a "1 .

Because of the occurence of an electrical process (current or
field) as T force in the electron thermal flow ̂  , and because of the
conjugate effect of the thermal force in the electrical current (here j'),
the electron thermal flow JJj , when expressed in terms of the electrical
current j/, involves additional contributions due to this electrical
process. This introduces an effective thermal conductivity for electrons
A , in addition to the contribution of the electrical current which is

described by the resistive thermoelectric effect M (see III.2.8):

- T6 a.a -
1 .a). V T6 + T6 a.a

j' = a.*,,, -

"1

Q = y (T6 - T1 ) /T6

n = - pe : v U

II = - y' : 5 u-

A basic difference thus appears between the electron and ion
thermal conductivities since for electrons an additional contribution
appears, because of resistive { CT ~1) and thermoelectric ( a ) effects:

Aj = K1'

A6 = Ke - T a.er ''.ae

For electrons the question arises wether A or K has to be called thermal
~e ~e

conductivity. Different definitions may be given, according to specific
experimental conditions: K is obtained with E6 = O, while A is obtained

with i'= O. The latter corresponds to BRAGINSKII's definition, as seen in
Section III.4 .

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport !-Section 3 45
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A salient feature of these transport laws is that the particle
flows do not appear explicitly as thermodynamic flows (contrary to the
diffusion flows which are represented here by the electric current density:
see Appendix 5). This can be understood from the fact that a particle flow
rather appears as a convective phenomenon, not described by thermodynamics.
At first sight it appears that linear thermodynamics does not say anything
a priori about particle flows. The latter however appear (through_the
Lorentz force U0A B) as a contribution to the modified electric field E8 :
such a relation can be inverted and the particle flow (~ U6) can be
expressed in terms of this modified electric field and of forces like the
density gradient (see IV.3.9):

b A V.P - ee ne E + ee ne E6 + ee pe

Since this modified electric field I6 is given in terms of the electric
current and of the thermal force

a general transport law can nevertheless be obtained for the particle flow
by combining these two expressions. In Section IV. 3, we identify in this
law the contributions of equilibrium rotation, classical and neo-classical
transport.

Part IV involves several other applications developed in order to
obtain transport laws in simple general models, cylindrical coordinates,
cylindrical geometry and cylindrical symmetry, respectively.

As a first application, transport laws are derived in Section IV. 1
for the particular case of a neutral plasma (i'=i , see 1.7.12) with
constant-temperature magnetic surfaces. The (non-diagonal) Ettinghausen and
Nernst effects appear to describe conjugated transport processes in the
expressions for the radial heat flow and the radial particle flow (eqs.
IV. 1.37 and 38):

ne c f 0I 1

Here the coordinates are local ones: x denotes the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic surface, and "A" denotes the component perpendicular to the
magnetic field B = B b in the magnetic surface (azimutal, diamagnetic or

Thermodynamic Theory of Transport !-Section 3
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perp-tangential direction).

The magnetic field geometry is explicitly taken into account in the
application developed in Section IV.4. In a cylindrical coordinate system.
the general transport laws are given explicitly in (IV.4.15 to 23). The
transformed transport tensors in cylindrical coordinates have 6 different
elements (instead of 3 in the local reference frame), and no zero elements
any more:

A =

Azr

^
Ae 8 Sz

"j.

AA cos p.

- AA sin p

-AA cos \L

+ (A||- A1) sin
2M-

- A1) sin M- cos p,

AA sin M.

(A||- A1) sin p. cos M-

AH - (Air A1) sin
zn,

(Here cos n = BZ/|B| and sin M. = Be/lBl ). This feature introduces a
systematical coupling between any component of the flows with all
components of the forces. Although we do not propose here any new
microscopic expression for elementary transport coefficients, we believe it
is important to identify their occurence in global effects; for instance,
the effective radial electron thermal conductivity A^ includes in general a
dependence on the perpendicular electrical conductivity Cr1 , on the Hall
effect crA , and on the Ettinghausen coefficient mA (eqs. III.2.13-14 and
III.3.18-21):

mA)

where

"1I = ttJ. « 0A A

"1A - aA "L - aJ. 0A

For the particular case of cylindrical symmetry (V T= VrT), we show
that the radial electron thermal flow mainly depends on the electron
temperature gradient and on the total pressure gradient. This heat flow
appears to be conjugated to the classical part of the electron flow by
Onsager relations (eqs. IV. 4. 48, 49):
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«.,....-* V.-TÏr-TT^T V

Once more, cross-effects are described by the Ettinghausen coefficient mA.

Our conclusion is that the thermodynamic theory of plasmas can be
reconciled with the classical thermodynamic description of non-equilibrium
neutral fluids or metals, if one carefully takes into account the deep
differences between these two kind of systems.

On one hand, the macroscopic variables and macroscopic balance
equations are different, as shown in Part I ("plasmadynamics"). On the
other hand, the basic thermodynamic relations are not the same for a
neutral mixture and for a diffusing plasma (the GIBBS formula has to be
modified in order to describe diffusion, as it has been done for metals).
Finally, these differences naturally induce different choices for the
relevant physical processes producing entropy: diffusion and Ohmic heating
in metals for instance, while heat exchange and friction are chosen in
plasmas for instance. At the expense of a careful comparison of all these
differences, we have proved in Section II.9 the basic equivalence between
the two approaches when applied to plasmas.

Thus, contrary to what could be thought from a simple comparison
between the plasma literature and the classical literature on
thermodynamics, the plasma thermodynamics does not belong to a separate
branch of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Classical transport phenomena
like the Soret, Nernst and Ettinghausen effects appear to play an important
role also in plasmas.

A particular problem arises in connection with the particle flow -
a very important quantity for the description of plasma confinement. These
flows do not have a priori the thermodynamic status of irreversible flows
obeying Onsager-symmetric phenomenological laws like the electric current
and the heat flow. Nevertheless, in some important situations, they
naturally replace the electric current in the description of the plasma. A
set of transport laws can then be derived in terms of the new flows and it
turns out that these laws possess an Onsager symmetry imprinted on them by
the initial phenomenological relations (see for instance in Section
IV.4.D).

The non-equilibrium plasma thermodynamics which is developed in
this work describes transport phenomena for a plasma "not far" from a local
equilibrium Maxwellian distribution function. The validity of such a
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description is insured by collisions. Out of this domain of linear
transport, only few things are known, although this subject has received
recently a renewed attention. For a collisionless turbulent plasma, for
instance, the distribution function may be quite different from a local
Maxwellian; for such cases, the present thermodynamic theory of Part II
should be modified.

~ * * *

The first version of the present work was written in 1984; the
present report is a revised and extended version of the latter work. Since
then, one of us has published a book on Transport Processes in Plasmas
(Réf. /46/). Many problems discussed here are discussed in that book,
although mostly from a complementary point of view. In order not to
completely rehuffle the present report» we decided not to add systematic
references to /46/. The latter is therefore to be considered as a general
reference, presenting also a^ldetailed derivation of classical and
neo-classical transport coefficients.
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P A R T I

MACROSCOPIC BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR PLASMAS :
M B W W B V H _ M B B «••«••.•!• IKHHBMMMM •««•••••••<• ••••••<••

P L A S M A D Y N A N I C S

Introduction

In this first part, we derive the macroscopic balance equations
which describe the time-evolution of plasmadvnamical variables (density,
temperature, ...) characterizing the macroscopic behaviour of the assembly
of electrons and the assembly of ions. Hvdrodvnamical or one-fluid
variables appear sometimes to be more useful in order to describe the
plasma as a whole: each of these variables appears to be a linear
combination of corresponding plasmadynamical variables for each species
taken separately (barycentric velocity, current density, ...)•

This first part is a systematic derivation of a classical
macroscopic description of plasmas in terms of plasmadynamical variables
and balance equations. Great care is taken in describing the various
convective processes in the plasma. This is the only originality of this
Part I: its role consists in preparing the ground for the original
thermûdyTiamic treatment of Part II.

The passage from a microscopic or a kinetic description of a plasma
to macroscopic variables is recalled in Section I.I: each plasmadynamical
variable is a phase average of a microscopic dynamical variable, taken over
the velocity distribution function of the particules.

In Section 1.2, we consider the general form of the kinetic
equation describing time-evolution of the distribution functions for
electrons and ions in electro-magnetic fields. This equation is only
characterized by its stationnary Maxwellian solution and by its
conservation properties, which are explicitly used in order to derive the
plasmadynamical equations.
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The plasmadynamical variables are defined in Section 1.3 from
various velocity moments of the distribution functions. Here a first
difference appears with hvdrodvnamical variables usually considered in
neutral fluid mixtures or even in metals. Because of the relatively weak
interaction between the populations of electrons and ions in a hot fusion
plasma, thermalization between the two species is generally much slower
than in usual mixtures. For this reason a separate temperature is defined
for each population with its own reference velocity (3). This is quite
different from the unique temperature defined in metals for instance, where
thermal energy is defined with the reference velocity of the gravity center
of the mixture (barycentric velocity). From this difference in the
definitions of temperature, several differences appear in the
plasmadynamical equations as compared with hydrodynamics for usual
mixtures, mainly in the form of convective kinetic energy.

This is the reason why we pay special attention to convective
energy in the various plasmadynamical equations derived in Section 1.5.
Contrary to what is currently done in most of the plasma literature, we do
not neglect convective energy of the species as compared with their thermal
energy. This allows us to compare the exact balance equations obtained here
with those of neutral fluid hydrodynamics; as a consequence, several
differences will be found in Lhe thermodynamic properties derived in Part
II.

The exact plasmadynamical equations obtained here are otherwise
well-known and have relatively simple forms: continuity equation (1.5.1),
equation of motion (1.5.2), kinetic energy balance (1.5.4) or temperature
equation (1.5.8). We note however a few differences with the equations
found in the fusion plasma literature: these are( explained from several
trivial misprints in the beginning of the work of BRAGINSKII /7/ (Section
I.6.A), and from tacit approximations in the work of HINTON and HAZELTINt
/19/ (Section I.6.B).

The important transfer of energy from electrons to ions is obtained
in Section I.6.C.

(3) In plasmas, the same procedure is frequently re-iterated by considering
in the distribution function of electrons for instance, two populations
with different temperatures and velocities.
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The obvious difference with the balance equations in metals is
apparent in the occurence of the Joule effect. Because of the specific
definitions of macroscopic variables in plasmas, and also because of the
specific quantities used in plasmas, the Joule effect, or Qhmic heating,
appears indeed in a very different way in the two hydrodynamical
descriptions.

In Section 1.7 we introduce hydrodynamical or "one-fluid"
variables. These linear combinations of plasmadynamical variables are the
physical quantities which are effectively measured (total density, charge
density, electric current density, ...). In order to describe correctly the
relative motions of the different species of the plasma, we introduce the
diffusion flow (1.7.10): this quantity describes for each species the
momentum flow of the species with respect to the barycentric velocity of
the plasma. This quantity (the thermodynamic diffusion), which describes
the mutual penetration of each species into the other, is in contrast with
what is usually called in confined plasmas the "radial diffusion flow" (for
instance in the case of "ambipolar diffusion"). This difference has already
be stressed by BRAGINSKII who proposed to denote the "radial diffusion
flow" by the "leak rate" /7/.

The various energy densities are defined in Section 1.7. (particle
energy, thermal energy, convective energy, barycentric convective energy,
internal energy, field energy) along with the different pressure tensors
defined with various reference velocities. For instance, the particle
pressure in a plasma appears to be different from the one used in metals or
in neutral fluids (see 1.7.24): this is a consequence of the different
definitions of temperature. Similarly, the various stress tensors differ by
convective terms. More important is the difference between the heat flows
defined in the laboratory reference frame (as in Réf./19/), with the
reference velocity of the considered species (as in Réf./7/), or with the
barycentric reference velocity as done in neutral fluids or metals
(Réf./3/). Precise relations between these definitions of the heat flow are
given in (1.7.31-38).

The macroscopic (one-fluid) equations are obtained in Section 1.8
in the form of global balance equations for hydrodynamical variables, by
linear combinations of the plasmadynamical equations for each species
obtained in Section 1.5. According to the quantity described, each equation
takes a physically simple form when it is expressed in terms of flows or
pressure tensors defined with one or another of the different reference
velocities.

The balance equation for the energy density associated with
diffusion (1.8.23) is specially interesting: it clearly shows the
intermediate steps in the energy cascade which goes from the field energy
to the thermal energy (see Table 1.8.1) by means of:
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(i) the Joule effect which feeds convective energy,
(ii) the friction which feeds electrons thermal energy, and
(iii) transfer of energy from electrons to ions by means of collisions and

by the work of the ionic pressure force.

the exact form of the internal energy balance equations (1.8.17),
is specially important for obtaining (in Part III) the precise
thermodynamic relations between forces and flows, i.e. the transport laws.

Comparison of the thermal energy balance equation with the one
found in the fusion literature /7,19/ is done in Section I.10: our results
appear to be general and reduce to the latter in specific approximations.

All balance equations are derived here without approximations. In
particular, velocity terms are treated exactly. We have however restricted
ourselves to the case
- of an ideal plasma (with only kinetic energies : p = n T)
- without polarization effects (this allows identification of E and B
fields with electric and magnetic displacement vectors D and H). A precise
treatment of polarization terms in metals can be found in Réf./3/, Chapter
14.

The conclusion of this first part is that the differences between
plasmas and neutral fluids make a separate macroscopic two-fluid
description not only worthwile, but moreover necessary in order to describe
plasma thermodynamics and general transport laws, which are the basic
ingredients of numerical transport codes for fusion.
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1. FROM MICROSCOPIC TO MACROSCOPIC VARIABLES.

Tha aim of hydrodynamics (cr plasmadynamïcs) is to describe the
macroscopic evolution of a fluid (or a plasma). The latter is characterized
by space- and time-dependent variables like mass density P(X,t), local
velocity M(X,t), etc... Such macroscopic or hydrodynamical quantities are
defined as averages of microscopic dynamical functions. In a one-component
system, for instance, these averages are defined in terms of the
distribution function f(fl,y,t) :

P(x,t) = / dfl s(x-a) J dy m f(fl,y,t) (1.1.1)

P(X,t) U(X,t) = J da S(X-S) J dy m y f(fl,y,t) (1.1.2)

The general definition of a hydrodynamical variable B(X,t) can be expressed
as the phase average OT the corresponding microscopic dynamical function
which is localized at the position a of the particle by means of a delta
function (see Ref./!/):

Bte.t) = / da s(x-a) J dy p(a,y) f(a,y,t) (1.1.3)

Hydrodynamical equations can thus be deduced from kinetic equations
in a simple way. If we write the latter in terms of a general kinetic
operator O :

-Jc f (fl.v.t) = (D f (fl,y,t) (1.1.4)

the hydrodynamical equations for the various B(x,t) are

JE- B(x,t) = J QS s(x-a) J dy p(a,y) «0 f(a,y,t)

= J dfl J dy f(a,y,t) (©+ s(x-a) p(a,y)) (i.i.sj

and can be expressed in terms of the adjoint operator (D".
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2. KINETIC EQUATION FOR MICROSCOPIC DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS.

The kinetic equation describing time-evolution of the
distribution function fa(x,y_,t) of particles of species a (of charge ea and
mass ma ) in electric and magnetic fields, has the following general form:

B] . ± fœ(x,y,t) =ca = cap + ctta (1.2.1)a, +y.v + E + V A

Here Caa describes collisions between 1 ike-particles, and Cap collisions
between particles of different species. The index a represents electrons or
ions (a - e, i) and different species of ions can be considered in
principle .

We do not consider here any external source of particles, momentum
or energy, nor neutral particles: these effects can be incorporated at the
expense of a slight generalization.

Here E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, given by the
Maxwell equations, which may have external as well as internal sources
related with to distribution function. For details, we refer to Refs.
/20-23/.
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3. DEFINITIONS OF PLASHADYNANICAL VARIABLES AND FLOUS.

For each species separately, we define the plasmadynamical
variables from the various moments of the velocity distribution function
(3).

A. Zero moment;

particle density njx.t) = J* dv fjx.v.t) (1.3.1)

mass density Pa(x,t) = Ri0, na(x,t) (1.3.2)

B. First moment;

particle flow !̂ (x.t) = na(x,t) U01(̂ t)

= J" dv y fa(x,v,t) (I.3.3)

mass flow ma E01 (x,t) = na(x,t) ma U01 (x,t) (1.3.4)

The local velocity U01(Ĵ t) of species a plays an important role in defining
the reference velocity for which higher moments can be evaluated. In the
following we do not write any more the time- and space-dependence of each
moment.

(3) For simplicity of notations, we do not take into account any more the
difference between the phase space position g_ and the physical space
coordinate x.
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C. Second moment

The kinetic pressure tensor is:

P = m f dv [ V - U ] [ V - U ] f = Pa I + n (1. 3. 4}ma f dv [V
J

a

Here n is the trace! ess viscous stress tensor (in absence of any bulk
~a

viscosity):

I : n = O (1.3.5)
OL

and p.. the partial pressure of species a in the mixture:fa.

I

The thermal energy density is defined by

4cth = J <& \ >"<* "Ji-UaI2 f* - J Pa - I "<* TOC d-3.7)

and allows one to define the temperature T0. of species a (here in energy
units, i.e. the Boltzmann constant Ic8 =1). This definition of temperature
for each species of the plasma is in contrast with the definition of
temperature in usual mixtures like neutral fluids or even like metals. The
peculiar feature of a plasma is that different species generally have
different temperatures, as a consequence of the very slow collisional
thermal izat ion between different species. Because of this relative
de-coupling between species, each temperature is defined bv the average
thermal energy, with respect to the bulk velocity of this species. In
neutral fluids or metals, on the contrary, temperature and pressure are
defined with respect to the center of mass velocity of the whole mixture
(the barycentric velocity V : see 1.7.3 and 21):

P°GH = ma dy [y-V] [v-V] fa(y)
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The total momentum flow of species a (called "stress tensor" by
HINTON and HAZELTINE: see their eq. 22 In Ref./19/) is defined as /9/

P" = ma f dv v v fa(y) = P + Pa U0, "a (1^-S)
s I =a «I at

The index "H" is added here to the original notation of these authors in
order to avoid confusion with the present notations (&4). The particle
kinetic energy is

4,part = j ma f dv v* fa = I P" : I
J "a.

It includes the thermal energy (Eq. 7), along with the convective energy
measured in the laboratory frame:

• \ Pa «£ (1.3.10)

(&4) We remark that our P is denoted by P' H in Eq.(2.5) of /19/, and by
~ot =<x

PB in Eq.(1.19) of /7/. Here we add suffices H or B in order to refer to
Ôl

the original notations of these authors.
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D. Third moments:

Third moments actually represent flows or currents of previously
defined quantities. The (kinetic) heat flow with respect to the species
velocity :

a = flH (1.3.11)

is denoted by a," in Eq. (2. 6) of /19/.

The energy flow in the laboratory reference frame is defined by
HINTON and HAZELTINE (shortly noted HH) /Î9/ as:

= m0J ay vz y fa

P + JPoXUoc (1.3.12)= t-
a.

where Jl " is a modified heat flow

J^ = J m 0 J d V I y - U 0 J 2 V f 0 1 = J0* + | pa U01 (1.3.13)

Ue note that in HH Eq. 2.30, an approximate form of Eq. (12) is used:

JJ s £ » J U - ip. U01 (1.3.14)

which neglects convective energy as well as viscosity.

Let us anticipate the definition (1.7.3) of the barycentric

velocity V = ]T pa U0. / ^ P0. . This is the usual reference velocity
a ' a

considered in transport equations for neutral fluids or metals. With that
reference velocity, the heat flow is defined as /3/:

Jdy ima iv-Vl2 [v-V] fa (1.3.15)

Its relation with J* and fl^ is:

- y).P + (a.-» Il P. + in. i j u - V.
~oc

1 x ( U 0 1 - V ) ( U 0 1 - V ) ] - V [|Pa + I p a U 2
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-JP. ( J U - W V2 (1.3.16)

In terms of the particle energy density (9) and of the quantities PDGH , J0.

and 4^nt defined below (1.7.21, 10 and 16), one simply has:

- V).P + (U0. - V) &j
nt

u - JO + (IU - ï).n
~a

. l j ^ V 2 (1.3.17)

E. Fourth moments;

We define

it Iv-IUI2 [V-U01] [V-U01] 4 (1.3.18)

similarly to (see HH eq. 2.4):

dv v2 j/ v fa (1.3.19)
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4. COLLISIONAL EXCHANGES.

Elementary considerations about collisional invariants in
different- or 1 ike-particle collisions described by the general kinetic
equation (1.2.1) allow one to derive important conservation properties for
hydrodynamical quantities.

We define:

the friction:
B* = J dy ma y Cap = F£ (1.4.1)

and the scalar heat transfer

Q01 = J d V I m 1 I y - U J 2 C 0 1 (Î .4.2)

Conservation of particles yields:

O = J d V C 1 = JdVC0101 = JdVC0 1J5 (1.4.3)

Conservation of momentum and energy in like-particle collisions gives:

JdVm 0 1 VC 0 1 0 1 = O (1.4.4)

JdVm 0 1 V 2 C 0 1 0 1 = O (1.4.5)

Exchange of momentum and energy in uni ike-particle collisions gives the
following relations between friction vectors

J dy ma y Cap + J dy mp y ̂  =

(1-4.6)

(see HH eqs. 2.8 and 2.11, or B eq. 1.24) along with:

J dy - In01 v2 cap + J dy 1 nip v2 Cpa = O (1.4.7)

Since

V m 0 1 V 2 C c 1 - U 0 1 . ^ (1.4.8)

eq.(7) also takes the form
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S [ QCC + "<*• B01 ]

or (see HH 2.12 or B 1.24):

SQ.- -H. . DI.-a,]
a

For higher-moments exchanges, we also introduce:

YIm 0 1 Iv-U01I2 [Y-U0,] Ca

= Jdv Jm0 1IVl2 YC01

(1.4.9)

(1.4.10)

(1.4.11)

(1.4.12)
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5. BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR PLASMADYNANICAL VARIABLES.

The above relations allow one to derive the various moments of the
kinetic equation (1.2.1), which express balance relations for
plasmadynamical variables.

A. Continuity equations;

Integration of (1.2.1) over velocities gives

"a + S-"a

B. Equations of motion:

Taking the first moment of (1.2.1) yields

Pj at + y*-2 1 "oc = Ba - 2.P + ea na [ E + I U01A B] (1.5.2)

(see for instance HH 2.15). Combining eqs. (1 and 2) gives the momentum
equation

9t POC IU = - 2- [P + PocJUu] + eoJv[ I + ^- "«A B] + R ^ (1.5.3)
~oc

in agreement with HH (eq. 2.15) where the first bracket is denoted by PH .
S
OL

C. Energy equations:

The second velocity moment of the kinetic equation gives

(1.5.4)

The evolution of convective energy can be exactly described from
(1) and (Z):

*»t \ PoX + 2.[lUyP«JE] = y o c - [ E a + e a n a E ] - u a. [v.P ] (1.5.5)
~oc

By subtracting this result from (4), we obtain:
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thus

2.

which introduces in a natural way the modified heat flow Ĵ  ""defined in
(1.3.13). It 5s important to remark that different heat flows appear in the
different forms of the energy balance equation (6) or (7). Combining (7)
with the continuity equation gives the temperature equation

V. - P : 2. (1.5.8)

in agreement with B (eq. 2.3).

O. Third moments;

The evolution equation for the heat flow J* (with the U01 reference
velocity) is

(L5-9)

The evolution of the heat flow Q0^ (defined in the laboratory reference
frame) is

E. PH + E -& A B
C

(1.5.10)

When we compare with the basic eq.(2.16) in HH, we note that convective
energy is lacking in <gPart in their equation since the term parallel to
the electric field £ only involves S *hand not the complete particle energy
<gPart (see 1.3.9). Several comments are made in Section (1.6) for further
comparison with the literature.
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6. REMARKS.

A. Misprints In BRAGINSKITs definitions.

Although it may appear as trivial to all those who have worked with
the celebrated paper by BRAGINSKII /7/, we think worthwile to mention here
two important misprints which appear in the beginning of BRAGINSKII's paper
/7/.

We note that the equations (1.5.2 and 4) obtained here are
identical to those given by B (eqs. 1.14 and 1.20): this proves the
correspondence between the present heat flow JC with the notation p£ used
in B's work. Actually this cannot be expected from the definition of g£ in
B (1.21); the latter should rather read:

a
B = IJdy v2 Y- f = n m(iv2 y) (I.6.1)

Obviously a double misprint appeared in B's work where both vectors
are printed as y instead of y = [y - U0J . (This can be checked easily
since most of his balance equations would be wrong with the definition
printed). In spite of the definition given in B's work, we thus conclude to
the identity of the two definitions of the heat flow:

B. Approximation In HINTON and HAZELTINE's energy equation.

By introducing the electric current density

1 ' S VJJa * l6' EM M1-- H6U6] (1,6.3)
OC

where
ee = - lei , e,- = Z IeI (1.6.4)

the conservation equation (1.4.9) can be written:

Q6
 + Ma-Be + B6H6E-U6 = - Q, - U , - . R , - Z l B l H 1 U 1 - E + l.E (1.6.5)

This allows us to write the energy equation (1.5.4) for electrons as

9t \2 Pe + J pe Ul] + 2-fle = - Qi " U1-[E5+ H, |6|Z E] + j.E (1.6.6)
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When convective energy is ommitted in the l.h.s., this result reduces to
eq.(7.32) in H /19/. This approximation has been tacitly applied in most
balance equations of reference /19/. In a general way we can write (6) in
the form:

Pa + POC Ul + 5-Qi - Qa + iU'tBot+ ea "oc El (1.6.7)

C. Energy transfer from electrons to ions.

It is interesting to put (1.5.6) in a form which explicitly
exhibits the transfer of energy between electrons and ions. Introducing the
relative velocity

Ue,- = Me - M,- (1.6.8)

and the total pressure tensor

P = P + P (1.6.9)
~ ~e ~i

we split

"e- (5.P J = U 6 1 - - (v.P ) + u, . (v.P ) - U1- . (v.P ) (1.6.10)
~e =e = =i

Using the conservation relations (1.4.6 and 10), we have

Qe = - Q5 -Mei-Ee (1.6.11)

and eq. (1.5.6) can be written for a =(e, i) in the form

3t |pe +V.[j^ + I u 6 pe + U6. n ] = - Q1 - U 1 - . [v.P j
e ~

^1-- (v.P ) + U, . (v.P ) - U61. . R (1.6.12)

9t J pi + 5- U + j u, p, + Uj . n = Q1. + U1- . fc.P 1 (1.6.13)
L =. J \ = /

1 i

transfer of thermal energy from electrons to ions is thus
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(1.6.14)

In the work of HH, the convective energy--* P0, u_; Is neglected. From- --_ - - z . _ .'

(1.6.15)

(1.6.16)

Using this approximation in (12) and (13), we obtain the following
approximate equations:

(1.5.5) this means that the following approximation is considered:

luJ^e^-v.P Uu
l = J

Ot

i.e. by summation over species:

- Ue,- -Se + ̂ eI • fe-P ) + M,- - fe-P 1 * J-£
\ — / \ _ /

I Pe +V.jJ| +JlI. P. +Jl. . n] a- Q, - U,.[v.P j +i .E (1.6.17)

t 7 P1- + 3 - 4 + I u , p, + u, . n = Qt + U , . (v.P ]
L c =. J V = ;

(1.6.18)

which indicate that the Joule effect (J..E) only concerns the electrons,
while ions are heated by the transfer term (14).
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7. HYORODYNANICAL "ONE-FLUID" VARIABLES : DEFINITIONS.

Instead of treating electron and ion variables separately, it
appears to be significant to introduce one-fluid hydrodynamical variables,
defined by weighted summations over species. We define, as usual:

P = A fra - ̂  "ot
a a

A. Froif! the densities:

total mass density

charge density

where Z = e, /IeI > O.

B. From the velocities:

a) barvcentric velocity of the plasma:

I"0

ff = E e«noc - I6 '
Qt

[ I "t - "e 1

1_
P

Inversely, one has:

Pe

-

in terms of the relative velocity:

(1.7.1)

(1.7.2)

(1.7.3)

(1.7.4)

(1.7.5)

(1.7.6)
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b) electric current density

(1.7.7.)

In terms of the particle flow

(1.7.8)

It is also useful to introduce the non-convective part of the
electric current density:

(1.7.9)

in terms of the (thermodynamic) diffusion flow:

J* = Pa (Jl. - V) = ma J dv (v - V) fa

(1.7.10)

such that the sum of (thermodynamic) diffusion flows exactly
vanishes, by definition of V:

(1.7.11)

We have to stress the difference between the particle flow F̂  (eq. 8)
and the diffusion flow J01 (eq. 10) which describes the thermodynamic
diffusion process, i.e. the relative penetration of one species into
another, measured referred to the barycentric velocity /3/.

The difference with particle flow clearly appears in the case of what
is usually called ambipolar "diffusion" of a neutral plasma with
Ue = M1- = Y, for which the particle flow is described by

£ = "e Ue " "e ¥

while both (thermodynamic) diffusion flows are exactly zero:

J. = J1- = O

As the two densities obey approximately a diffusion equation
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9t n = - V.r = - D Ve n + ...

this phenomenon of ambipolar diffusion is a kind of self-diffusion.

c) A quantity which frequently appears is the current j/ associated with
the relative velocity U01- (see 6):

i- = j - au, - = e? ne (I.7.12)

It reduces to the electric current density j in the case of a neutral
plasma ( a = O).

C. From energy densities:

particle energy density

*p'rt

thermal enery density

JP0X ]

=1
a

convective energy density

(1-7.13)

conv . ,gconv T P« «« (1.7.15)

It is also useful to define the internal energy of each species by the
difference between the particle energy density cgi>art minus the

i
barycentric convective energy density of each species ̂ p01 V

2:

dV ly- V|2 fa

j mft J dy I v - U01I
2 f a + I Pa Iu01- Vl

(1.7.16)

This is found to be the thermal energy plus the convective energy of
each species measured with respect to the barycentric reference
velocity.
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By summation over species one has:

2

= ,gPart - p V2 (1.7.17)

;.e. the total particle energy density minus the total barycentric
convective energy density * p V2.

The total energy density for fields and particles is

S = S part + \ ( E2 + B2 )

= I PV
2+ Sint + j ( E2 + B2 ) (1.7.18)

and involves the barycentric energy of the plasma, the internal energy
along with the field energy.

D. Pressure tensors

Because of the separate reference velocities U01, the total pressure
tensor (1.3.4)

P = £ P = p I + £ n = £ <"a / dv (V - U41) (y - U01) f. (1.7.19)
a =a = a =0. a

is different from the total momentum flow (1.3.8):

P" = S PH = P + U P01U01IU = ̂  ma J* dv v v fa (1.7.20)
a =„. = QC

In the neutral fluid literature, or for metals, the corresponding
quantity is defined with respect to the barycentric reference velocity
(see p. 340, in Réf. /3/ which is denoted by the superscript DGM):

pDGM = E <"<* J" dv (v-V) (y-V) fa(v) = E P°GM = S [P + P«(il<x-V) (U01-Y

*

p" - - P V V = P + ̂  Pa t u u ^ - p v v (1.7.21)
oc

This definition has also been used sometimes in the plasma literature,
namely by HERDAN and LILEY /29/ and by ROBINSON and BERNSTEIN /32/.
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From these three definitions (19-21) the diagonal parts of these various
pressure tensors can be evaluated in order to derive the following
expressions for the "hydrostatic pressure":

P = T l = P = TSmoJd* |v--̂ '2 f* = £ H01T01 = |<g<" (1-7.22)J = = J a a °

pH = 1 i : pH = p + I. y p uz (1.7.23)
3 _ 3 T* * "

I I : P°G" = p + i 2 Pa I1U - Vl 2 = T 2 m<x / <te i v - Y i 2 fa4 = a a

= p" - i p V 2 =la*n* (1.7.24)

since

£ Pa u2 = p V2 + £ Pa Iu01- Vl 2 (1.7.25)
a ce

We note that, according to the last definition (24) which is used for
metals /3/, the scalar pressure p°GH is 2/3 of the internal energy
density, while p is 2/3 of the thermal energy density. This means that
in neutral perfect oases or metals (24) the kinetic energy of relative
diffusion is interpreted as a contribution to the temperature, contrary
to the case of plasmas (22).

TAe definition of temperature thus appears to be conceptually different
in p/asmas and in metals.

The non-diagonal parts of the pressure tensors are given by:

P - p I =2 n - n (1.7.26)

P" - p" I = n" - n + ^ P a ( f l a J U - J< l) d.7.27)

P°'H . pDGH i = rfGH = II + S Pa (u, U01 - I Ul l] - p (V V - I V2 l)

t + Pa [ (U01-Y) (U01-Y) - Y Iu01-YI2 I 1 1 (1.7.28)
'at l = J J
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and are traceless In the absence of bulk viscosity:

O = n : I = H H : I =n°GH : I (1.7.29)

As we adopt In plasmas the definition of n as the viscous stress

tensor, we see that convective terms appear as a difference with the
DGM "viscous" stress tensor as defined in metals or neutral fluids (see
28).

E. Heat flows

Summing (1.3.11) over species gives

which we adopt as definition of the total heat flow for plasmas.
Similarly for the flows fl£ (see 1.3.12) and 0°GH (see 1.3.17):

(1.7.31)

(1.7.32)
a *

Useful relations can be derived between these flows:

(1.7.33)

+ J01 U01+ V S înt + i U P c c V 2 (1.7.34)

sÇ + (a*- ïî-f + OU- Ï) £lnt (1.7.35)
~ot

which give by summation:

fl" -J, +S L-P +"«Si?*] (I.7.36)
QC
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I! f K-V)-P + (Ua-V) <g;nt 1
a I- -a J

+ K-V)-P + (Ua-V) <g;nt (1.7.37)

JOGH = flH_. V>POGH . v ^ part (1.7.38)
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8. GLOBAL BALANCE EQUATIONS: ONE-FLUID HYDRODYNAHICS.

A. Continuity equations.

From the continuity equations (1.5.1) for each species, one derives
the mass continuity equation for the plasma

(1.8.1)3t p + 2- P V = O

along with the charge continuity equation

at er + v. i = O (1.8.2)

B.Equations of motion

From the equations of motion (1.5.2) one can easily derive the
equation for the plasma barycentric motion:

P [3t + V-fl V = - V.

V. p» - p V V + j A B + a E
C

- V.P°™

(1.8.3 a)

(1.8.3 b)

(1.8.3 c)

Equation (1.8.3 a) is the generalisation of the approximate form B.6.14
which holds to lowest order in the mass ratio [p V V « Z^ P01U01U01 ]; this
same approximation has also been applied tacitly by KIHARA and MIDZUNO
(eqs. 24-24 in Réf./38/). This form (1.8.3 a) is obviously in agreement
with the conservation of total momentum of matter and electro-magnetic
field:

9t [P v + IE AB ] = - v.Ip y y + PDG" + TM| (i.s.4)
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where T" is the Maxwell electro-magnetic stress tensor:

T" = E E + B B -Il [E
2 + B2] (1.8.5)

= ' 5=

Eq. (4) shows that when the plasma is considered as a single fluid, PDGH is
=

the physical pressure tensor of the mixture considered as a whole. This
cannot be the case in plasraadynamics.

The evolution law for the relative momentum is an equation for the
electric current density. This expression is rather complicated and rarely
appears in the literature in its complete form:

m. r ",-I i ns
—— 9t 1 - £ 1 + » Z

2 -1 + - V A B a(ma) Z — [1 + Z n]
n e2 I "eJ c "e

- Z n V. P + P 1 - U j U -
i

- I j A B 1 - ^- a(n,«j) Z ̂ - [1+Zd] - R6
L P " e J

Hère M- = me/mj is electron-to-ion the mass ratio, and

£_o_J •'
P ee nj

slightly differs from unity only for a non-neutral plasma with finite mass
ratio.

In terms of hydrodynamical variables (j and V) this result for the
evolution of the electric current density takes the form:

-̂ 1- 3, 1 = £ 1 + H. Z2 y + I V A B a(n,a) Z ̂ - [1 + Z rf
ne e2 I n

e j c n
e

1 (pi}2 . . { ?l "il

"̂ " IT"] J a r + pjz d
- 11 A B 1 - ^- a Z ̂ - [1+Zu]J - R6 [I+Z1,] 1 (1.8.7)

L " "e J J
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In the simple case of a neutral plasma (er =0), this exact result
reduces to:

ne e
2

- Ii Ag [l - ^- [1+Zu]] - RJl+Zp.] ] (1.8.8)

and to lowest order in the mass ratio:

a ti-

- v.fv j + iv - ̂I-iij +Q(P.) (1.8.9)

The ion viscous contribution has been kept with its mass ratio in order to
allow for a possible contribution of the same order as the electron viscous
term.

In the stationnary case (sj/9t = O) this yields the generalized
OHH' s law. The term i A B takes the HALL current into account. We note that
in SPITZER' s book /40/ it is further assumed that

B6 / e ne = T1 i

where TI is the scalar resistivity. We will come back on such transport
relations from a general viewpoint in Part III.

C. Barvcentric convection energy.

For the energy balance equation, one can first deduce from (1.8.3)
the evolution law for the barycentric convective energy density:

t I P V
2 = - V. (V \ pV2) - V. (s.P"") + I Y U A B) +a V.E(1.8.10)
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D. Particle energy.

The evolution law for the~particle energy density (1.7.13) can be
obtained by summing eqs.(I.5.4) over species (use 1.4.9 and 1.7.35):

] -" ; - '-" -ux • - (I.8.H)
a

- 2. (J2GH + y.p°GH + v <gp f l r t ] + J.

"-'J-Ij+ 2*
I a

The last (Joule) term describes the energy exchange from the fields to the
particles.

E. Total energy density (field plus particles)

The evolution law for the field energy is the POYNTING equation.
For cases where polarization phenomena can be neglected (as assumed here),
this POYNTING equation reads in Gaussian units (see eq. XIII.29 in /3/ for
instance):

3t aï ( EZ + 8Z ) = - ̂V. ( E AB ) - i.E (1.8.12)

One has to note that the E2 term in the l.h.s. is further neglected in
B.6.34. By summing (11) and (12) we obtain the conservation of total energy

3t J= - V-J5 (1.8.13)

where the flow of total energy (in the laboratory reference frame) is found
to be

^ - e + (EAB-> =^ot (1-8.14)
ot

in the present description. This flow is denoted by gjot in B.6.35.
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F. Internal energy of the plasma.

It is interesting to remark that the sum of the densities of
barycentric kinetic energy and electro-magnetic energy is not conserved. By
summing eqs.(10) and (12) one has indeed:

(i.s.is)+ PDGH : v v - Î.[E + I V A B

This equation indicates that an amount of energy (per unit time)

J..[E + Iv AB] - PD G H : V V (1.8.16)

is transformed into another form of energy, obviously the internal energy.
Subtracting (15) from (13), we obtain indeed the internal energy balance
equation:

t S
înt . int - P°GK : Y V + i. [E + I V A B]

— L C J (1.8.17)

with the same source term (16) involving the essential Ohmic heating term

The flow of internal energy obtained in (17) is found to be:

J _ IDEM j. U JP înt
Ii » i n » - lia T V. <5int

- v).P
OC

fl" - v. (1.8.18)

one has
Introducing the convective derivative along the barycentric motion,

v.v - y A B ( L S . 19)
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For the internal energy per mass unit (specific internal energy):

eint = ! ,gint (1.8.20)
P

we use the continuity equation

Dt e ~ p OF P" ~"~

with

£ « a t + Ï . Z (1.8.21)

to obtain

P t + v.v] esnt = - V.J°GH - p°CH:vy + i . E + VAB (1.8.22)

in agreement with Réf./3/ (eq. 35 p. 343). We recall that eint includes all
the kinetic energy which is not barycentric.

G. Convective energy.

In order to calculate the evolution of thermal energy density
(1.7.13) we have to subtract from the particle energy balance (1.8.11) the
evolution of the convective energy. Using (1.4.6), (1.7.6-7) we obtain from
(1.5.5):

a a - a

(1.8.23)
or

j- u TT 1 *̂ 2 *̂ / in »7 2 ^1 2 r7

a a

H. Diffusion energy and cascade from field energy to ion thermal energy.

From (1.8.23) and (1.8.24) we derive the evolution equation for
that part of the convective energy density associated with diffusion (or
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with the electric current):

ipV'M-Si ï.fe.P"") -Iu.-(S-P
^ = ' f* ^ =

+ i-[E + i-y A B] + He,-. (1.8.25)

The last two terms clearly express the fact that the energy of diffusion
(or of the electric current) has its source in the work performed by the
Lorentz force (more briefly the Joule effect), and a well in the friction
term - UeJ-E6-

 Tnis loss is in turn transferred to the electron temperature
(see 1.6.12). The cascade of energy from the fields to the electrons thus
passes through the energy of diffusion. This cascade is schematized in
Table 1.8.1, along with the final transfer from electrons to ions.

I. Thermal energy.

The evolution of thermal energy density 3p/2 (1.7.13) can now be
obtained by subtracting the convective energy (23) from the particle energy
(U):

8« P - - 2- - S MOC Poe"* S MOC-
Ot

We remark that the Joule effect J..E does not appear any more in this exact
equation. This surprising point is explained in the schematical cascade of
energy of Table 1.8.1. In eq. (26), the terms of convective energy actually
cancel those involved in UH (see 1.3.12):

[ Qi - JU |I
a

+

= 2
a

(1.8.27)

Using. (I. 6. 10) we obtain

3t S th = dt I p = - V. J + — ̂ "" U P=q 2 ^* 1^* *
- P:V M,- - P =2 M6J - u

~e
ei-Be

(1.8.28)
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The evolution of thermal energy is expressed as the divergence of a flow
(including the flow of thermal energies, along with convection of thermal
energies) and a source term including relative friction and the work done
by pressure forces. It is easily checked that this result may also be
obtained by summing eqs.(I.6.12 and 18). It can also be written as

^ + _ pe u e.+ _ p u. ] . p y,,,. + y.,- .2 Pe- U., -Ee

- n:V U,- - n :£ U61- (1.8.29)
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r) Ohmic Heating:

(1.8.15)

DIFFUSION ENERGY

S 7 P* I U. - Ï I

(1.8.25)

FIELD ENERGY
8 IT

B2]

2*) Electrons to ions transfer

ELECTRON THERMAL ENERGY

ION THERMAL ENERGY

(1.8.12)

J.E

(Joule effect)

CONVECTIVE ENERGY

^ 1
I] T Pa u

(1.8.23)

(1.6.12)

(1.6.13)

Table 1.8.1: Cascade of energy from fields to ion temperature
through Joule effect, friction and electron-to-ion transfer
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9. IHTERNAL ENERGIES.

The evolution equation for the internal energy density of each
species can be calculated from its definition (1.7.15):

» eonv _ [ _ n +in u? I - — n U* - V .1 H Q U
* ~ I 2 P* Z " * J 2 * --•«. \l-y-1!

The evolution of the quantity included in the bracket is described by
(1.5.4). The evolution of the partial barycentric energy * pa V

2 can be
derived from (1.8.10) and from

at T " -^S-Ua Pa -^- 2.V P (1.9.2)
P P p2

to obtain

*t JPaV 2 * -^-2. JP V2 V- ^- V. (s.P06" ) + y[erV.E -Ii .(V A B ) ]

+ j^-V2 V. Vp -I V2 V-U^p01 (1.9.3)

(by summation over species, -one can check that 1.8.10 is recovered).

The evolution of the last term in (1) can be described as follows:

ôt V.4 = 3t Pat V-(U01-V) = J01^V -i- V.3t4 (1.9.4)

Using

v.atJoc - v. {Paat U01 - Paatv + (U01-V) at Pa } (1.9.5)

we obtain (use 1.5.1-2 and 1.8.3):

3t V-J4x = ^.[-V. VV - I v . P " H + I I i A B + I « r E ] + V.3t J01 (1.9.6)

and

P*
P .v J01 + [ pa v.v v - Pa u^.s V]
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i {I*9'7)

In this form it can easily be checked at first sight that both sides vanish
by summation over species, as they should by. eq. (1. 7. 11).. Collecting these
partial results and using the relations (1.7.33-35) between the heat flows:

& - v.[PD G H ' -+ J01 vl - U01 iP(xv
2 I - J* + (U01-Y).? + U0

"•~«, •* J ~o.

int
Ql

» J2G" + Y <5i.nt (1.9.8)
Qb

we obtain:

+ ̂  + Qa +(Ua-Y)-Ba + J0

- - 2-[jaGH + Y ̂ a"*] - P00":? Y
~a

)-Ba + £ Ja.(5.PDGH) (1 -9 .9)

Here we have introduced 0̂1 to describe the contribution of the
electro -magnetic fields to the rate of change of the internal energy
density per species:

"a (Ua-Y) - - Ja "] -I + £ [*«."„!*«• (Y A B) - - J01- (j A B)]

(1.9.10)

The sum of these contributions is of course the total Joule effect:

(1.9.11)

which depends (i) on the complete Lorentz force , and (U) on the
non-convective part i of the electric current density j (see 1.7.9).

Introducing the convective derivative in the reference frame of
species QC:
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we have from (9):

^- S lnt = - V. [j£ + (U01-V)-P J - P0^rS V - S lnt V
~ ~

.2 y . jint j.̂

+ 9". + Q* + (Ua-V)-Ba + ̂-(S'f GH) (1.9.13)

By summation of (9) over species, we recover of course (1.8.17).
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10. COMPARISON WITH THE LITERATURE.

A. Comparison with HINTON and HA7ELTINE /19/

In the approximation where all convective energies are neglected,
both sides of the exact eq.(I.5.5) are approximated by zero (see Eq.
(1.6.15)):

Ua-(B^e0Ji01E - V.P ) «0 (1. 10.1)
~<k

Ue recall that this does not imply that the bracket has to be small in
general: its component perpendicular to the magnetic field can be quite
large, as indicated in Réf. /19/. By summation of (1) over species, we have:

U61. -R8 +J-E = U6-(V-P) +U1-. (V-P) -U61-. (v.P )+ U1-. (v.P) (1. 10.2)
~e ~i ~e

which means that the Joule term j.E and the friction term are related
approximately by (1.6.16):

j.£«- U^-E6 + Ue,- -S-P + M J - V - P (1.10.3)

When this approximation is substituted into (I.8.28), one obtains

3 f 5« Ï
3t J P

 + S-Nq + J 2 Ua P, + E Ua-n »!•£ (1.10.4)
l a a -<J

(which is also obtained by summing the approximate equations (1.6.17) and
(1.6.18)), i.e.:

3 f 1 Ï
st £ P + 2. PJ

1 - 2 U0, 2
 p*u* *!•£*- Ue,- -B6 + U6J - (V.P J + MJ . (V.P)

(1.10.5)

When this equation is compared with the exact result (1.8.11) for the
particle energy, we can check that the approximation (5) consists of
neglecting convective energy compared with thermal energy in both the
evolution term of (1.8.11) and in the flow term.

Actually this approximation
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S T BW »4« O (1.10.6)
at.

has only been partly applied by HH in Ref./19/ (eqs. 7.32-33) since the sum
of the latter equations is

3t I P + V-fl" ~ LE (HH) (1.10.7)

When compared with the exact equation (1.8.11) we see that HH have only
neglected convective energy in the evolution term but not in the flow term.
This expression (7) of HH is thus not consistent as long as one does not
approximate flH by expression (1.8.27), i.e.

fl" « Eq. (1.8. 27) (1.10.8)

In summary, the thermal energy balance used by HH in Réf. /19/
(i.e. eq.(7)) can be shown to result from exact relations (1.6.12-13) if
one performs the following approximate treatment, which consists of:

(i) applying approximation (3), which gives

3t I P6 +2- [04 - jPe ^ <4] *- Qi - M , . ( : Z . P ) +i.£ (1.10.9)
=i

at I P, + 5- [U1
- - j P,- Ji1 j j f] = Q,- + M1 . (v.P ) (1. 10. 10)

=i

and

(ii) by further neglecting the convective term K pa U01 u* in the brackets.
This yields the approximate thermal energy balance (7).

(Hi) The contribution U1- .Iv. P J to the transfer term is moreover expressed
=i

by means of approximation (1) to finally obtain the result of HH
(eqs. 7.32-33 in Réf. /19/):

9, I Pe + 5-S£ » - Q, + J.E - U1- .(B1 + e,n,£) (1. 10.11)

9 t | p 5 + V . f l » »Q, + u.. (R. + 6,H 1-E) (1.10.12)

In conclusion we see that the approximation (1) has been applied more or
less tacitly by HH: this explains why their results (11, 12) are different
from the exact equations (1.6.12, 13) obtained here.

Let us transform (4) for later comparison with BRAGINSKII. Since
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IU Pa • Uei P + M,-
OC

eq.(4) also reads

9t I P + 2. ( J< + |u«iPe + § M1-PJ * - He, -Ee+ U^ -2Pe+ M1-S-P ' U H .V U01

or

3t I P + 2- (jq + I M61-Pe) + 2-J P Mi~ - "<.,' -B8+ iUi -2P6" P V.U, - J] II :V U^

(I.Ï0.13)

Summation of the results (11, 12) over species gives (with the
consistency equation (8)):

3t |P +2- J^ + I £ JU P a+ I! Uoc-n «LE (I.10.14)
I a a -a J

instead of the exact result (1.3.28).

B. Comparison with BRAGINSKII.

The BRAGINSKII equation (1.20) is the exact result (1.5.4) for the
particle energy density per species.

Let us see how the exact eq.(I.S.ll) for the total particle energy
density can be reduced to BRAGINSKII's eq.(6.33). In order to show this, we
introduce the small parameter e related to the electron-to-ion mass ratio:

€ = —= -VL (1.10.15)
P5 n,

which gives

~P~ ~ FTT
and

C t

P 1 + €

The convective energy density (1.7.15) is
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and the species velocities are (1.7.4-5):

U,- -Jt-J^11-I7 (1.10.17)

U e = V + Û 1-I7 (1.10.18)

The convective energy (16) thus includes the barycentric convective energy
plus the convective energy associated with the electric current (see
1.7.7). By neglecting the latter contribution, we can restrict ourselves to
the lowest order in e (as long as V_ is much smaller than U0, ...), and
(1.8.11) becomes

V.$ = i.E + <? ( € ) [B] (1.10.19)

with the flow

^= 0«, +|uei Pe +"ei-n + V.J + V [ | p + I p V
2 ] (1.10.20)

~e ~

When compared with the flow appearing in BRAGINSKII' s result (6.33), we see
that the lowest order eq.(19) involves an additional term U8J. n which

~e
seems to have been further neglected in BRAGINSKII' s approximation.

For the evolution of thermal energy, BRAGINSKII writes (see his
eq. 6.36):

9t 2 P
 + 5-| P V + p V.V = - 2- L + § P6 Ue1-] + Uei -2 P6 - Jl., -E6 + Qvisc

(1.10.21)

This result can immediately be deduced from the exact eq. (1.8.29) by
considering the usual approximation

V as u, (1.10.22)

(which holds to the lowest order in e : see 17). The viscous term is thus

QVÎSC --Sn : 2 U01 = - n : C U1 - Il : V U^ (1.10.23)

a =«.

- » - n : v y - n : s jj., +0 (e)
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The B result (21) (his eq. 6.36) may now be compared with the HH
result (their eq. 7.32-33) in the form (14). Applying approximation (22) in
(13) immediately gives (21).

This proves that B's result (21) (his eq. 6.36) for the thermal
energy density is entirely equivalent to HH/s result (their eq. 7.32-33) in
the same approximation (22), at least if we impose the additional
consistency relation (8) in the heat flow used by HH.
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P A R T I I

ENTROPY PRODUCTION:

T H E R M O D Y N A H I C S

Introduction

The most delicate thermodynamic function is also the most fruitful
one: the entropy. Actually this quantity cannot be simply defined as the
average of a microscopic dynamical function like for macroscopic
plasmadynamical variables (see Section I.I}, but rather as a non-linear
functional of the distribution function.

The importance of entropy for transport phenomena is that the
positive definite entropy production rate allows one to define
thermodvnamic forces and flows, along with the linear relations between
them: these are the phenomenological relations which define macroscopic
transport coefficients. The derivation of these phenomenological relations
is the aim of the present work.

From a thermody nanti cal point of view, we consider here a plasma as
an ideal mixture of perfect gases (p. 127 in Réf. /2/). This means that
potential contributions to thermodynamic functions are systematically
neglected: they involve indeed binary correlations which vanish for a
classical perfect gas at equilibrium (see Ref./l/, Chapter 7, p. 240). The
pressure of species a in the mixture reduces to the perfect gas pressure

This assumption of an ideal mixture (p. 185 in Réf. /20/) implies that
global quantities of the mixture, like internal energy density, or total
pressure of the system, are the sum of corresponding quantities for
separate species:

Thermodvnamic Theory of Transport II-Section 3 103
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("-2)

From (1.7.17) we know that the total internal energy density of the plasma
«gint is the total particle energy (here a kinetic one) minus the
convective energy:

«"" =1 f (IvIm01V* f. - I p V = Efdylm, IV-Yl' fa(II.3)
ce ce

For each species the internal energy density

S int = J dv I ma iv-Vl
2 fa = J dy I ma ly-uj

2 fa + I Pflt Iu01-Vl
2

= I naTa + Ip01 Iu01-Vi
2 (II.4)

involves the thermal energy plus the convective energy associated with
diffusion. This is in sharp contrast with the definition of temperature in
neutral fluids or metals: in such systems, the temperature is defined from
<SÎnt with the barycentric reference velocity and thus involves both terms
in the r.h.s. of (II. 4). This has been taken into account correctly in the
macroscopic description of plasmas.

The additivity of partial pressures and partial internal energy
densities in an ideal mixture (II. 1-2) does not mean, however, that all
quantities are additive. Special reference has to ,be made to the GIBBS free
energy density and to entropy (the latter being minus the temperature
derivative of the former). Mixing of the two components gives rise to a
nonvanishing GIBBS free energy of mixing, and an entropy of mixing.

Whether an entropy of mixing is produced or not in an ideal mixture
is mainly a question of language: as often in thermodynamics, the answer
depends on the choice made for the variables. This can be explained as
follows.

Actually the GIBBS free energy is simply additive when it is
expressed in terms of the chemical potentials of the components in the
mixture. In that sense, no entropy of mixing appears in these variables.
However, when expressed in terms of the chemical, potentials of the isolated
components taken at the same final pressure (or, equivalently, in a part of
the volume, before mixing), then a contribution of mixing does appear. The
corresponding entropy of mixing can be understood as due to the larger
disorder" obtained after mixing of the two species in a larger finaln
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volume.

In the present work no entropy of mixing explicitly appears since
all partial quantities are expressed in the mixture with their partial
pressure and total volume, and not before mixing. For more detail, see
Appendix 1.
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1. ENTROPY AT LOCAL EQUILIBRIUM

The local equilibrium state is generally described by a Maxwellian
distribution function with local values of the hydrodynamical variables
na(x,t) , ujx,t) and TaU,t). The latter evolve on a longer time scale
toward absolute equilibrium by means of hydrodynamical processes.

For a plasma composed of several species, each species generally
has its own temperature. This makes the difference with other mixtures
where collisional processes between different species are usually efficient
enough in order to bring the system to a common temperature. In a plasma,
the state of local equilibrium is thus described as separate local
equilibrium states for each species, each one with its own local density
njx,t), local velocity û x.t) and local temperature.

The local equilibrium distribution function of each species is the
Maxwellian function:

3 i IV-U0, (x, t) I
2

with normalisation

J dv J dx f°(x,y,t) = Na = J d* na(x,t) (II. 1.2)

given by the total number of particles of species a. With this
normalisation in y_ space, the entropy density of each species is defined
locally by (p. 414-416 in Ref./!/):

ya(x,t) = - /dv f.te.y.t) 7/7 fa(x,v,t) + njx.t) In 1-1(11.1.3}
Ir

which can also be written as (7n e = 1)

_

x.t) = - J* dy fa(x,y,t) [ 7n fjx.y.t) - 1 ] + njx.t) In -^-
h3

(II.1.4)

(this is actually the entropy density in units of the Boltzmann constant kB
which is taken here to be unity for simplicity).

The first term of (II.1.3) has been obtained by BOLTZHANN in 1872; the
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second term is important for ensuring correct dimensions. As indicated in
Ref./l/ (p.240), the appearance of PLANCK's constant h shows the
impossibility of deriving the thermodynamic properties of a gas or a plasma
from a purely classical theory. Actually the second term in (3 or 4) just
contributes a constant to the entropy per particle

(II.1.5)a na(x,t)

i.e.:

fjx.v.t)
In— 1 + In — (II.1.6)

h3

We substitute the distribution function (1) in (4) in order to
calculate the entropy density in local equilibrium. We first introduce as
an intermediate variable the (local equilibrium) chemical potential p.° per
particle of species QC, by:

na(x,t)
In - + 7.1

h3

-7 — rr- -
x, t) T3/*(x,t) 2* mj3'2

(II.1.7)

This allows us to write down the local equilibrium distribution function as
(M)

Iv-U0, U.t) i
2 Ta(x,t) (II.1.8)

Substitution of (8) into (4) immediately gives

y 1(X,t) = dy f£(x,v,t) Ta(x,t) •+ 1 - Ta(X,t) (II.1.9)

where the logarithmic constant has been cancelled. We thus find the
following relation defining the entropy density:

(&4) See for instance eq.(2.5) in Réf./21/, where the function is
normalized by N = J dg J dp. h'3 f , which explains the appearance of the
present factor (m/h)3.
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Ta(x,t) y°(x,t) = <Sl
h(x,t) + pjx.t) - na()c,t) n°(x,t) (II. 1.10)

in terms of the thermal energy density S^ defined in (1.3.7).

Ue remark that in the present description of separate local
equilibria for each species» the entropy density involves the thermal
energy density, and not the complete internal energy density

<§intU.t) -|p.(x,t) + iPot(x,t) lyjx,t) - V(x,t).

= «nh(x,t) + <if(x,t) (II. 1.11)

which satisfies our requirement of an ideal mixture (II. 2). In other words,
we find that for a diffusing plasma (i.e. <g£if * O), the local equilibrium
entropy calculated from (3) and (8) does not agree with the general
relation of equilibrium thermodynamics, which relates entropy with chemical
potential:

T *=£'•"' + p -5Xu01 (II. 1.12)
QL

The latter indeed involves the internal energy and not only the thermal
energy.

The same problem has already been considered by OE GROOT and MAZUR
(p. 28 in Réf. /3/) from another point of view. They actually introduce a
modified chemical potential in order to take into account the diffusion
energy (&5). Without modifying the local equilibrium distribution function
(1), we define a modified chemical potential so that the local equilibrium
entropy density (10) agrees with the thermodynamic relation (12):

(&5) Their point of view differs from ours because they consider a
one-temperature diffusing mixture: the reference Mawxellian function is
referred to the barycentric velocity V (instead of û  here), and the
definitions of temperature and pressure are actually as explained in
Section I.3.C.
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. th -O
(II.1.13)

(Let us remark that in DGH, <g £h is denoted by <§*, and \in by M.*). Equation
-o

(13) thus implies the following relation between M. and \Lo.

(II.1.14)

-O/.e. (froin (7)) the following definition of p. :

-o

I»'* Z-T.
in (II.1.15)

We stress the fact that this do«>s not modify the Maxwellian (1 or 8), but
the latter has a different form when expressed as a function of the
chemical potential :

Iv-u,I'

(II.1.16)

and does not reduce to a Maxwellian centered at the barycentric velocity V:

-o
_1_
Pa

ma IV-Vl
2

T* (II.1.17)

Here J01 = P01 (U01-V) is the (thermodynamic) diffusion flow which takes into
account the difference between a local Maxwellian centered at U01 (as in the
present case) and a Maxwellian centered at the barycentric velocity V (as
is the case in one-temperature mixtures).

In terms of the explicit expression (15) of fL° , the entropy
density (13) now reads:

* int
OL Pa - na Ta In

1
— - j PJU.-VI' - na T0In h3

(II.1.18)
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and the entropy per particle:

>V-«int- . ,-. 31 - In tr. + •=• In T0, - 7 - = -- In
- " 2 T

f- - /n na + j In Ta - 7n - ̂-— (II. 1.19)
2 2
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2. NON-EQUILIBRIUM ENTROPY.

The deviation of the distribution function fa(x,v,t) from the local
Maxwellian (II.1.1) is the origin of transport processes. In a general way,
this function can be written:

fJx.Y.t) = f£(x,Y,t) ( 1 + <Mx,v,t) ) = f£(x,Y,t) + fi(x,v,t) (II.2.1)

where 4> and f̂  are â  least of order one in the thertnodynamic forces which
maintain the system out of equilibrium.

A. Definitions

In non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the entropy density of the
perfect gas is defined by (II.1.4):

*«- - JdYf01 [ In fa - 1 ] + na In -?- (II.2.2)
fr

The same functional relations are assumed to hold also not far from
equilibrium:

i int
oc • foc "ocP - n ii = i£ *" + n - noc 11Oc l*nt *" oc "oc "o (II. 2. 3)

and

M-OC "oc 1 moc 1^Oc" Ï'2 h3

T- = In —— + ^- = + In
t I _, / rt _^ 1

T
1

. 2.4)
OC

This allows us to write the explicit dependence of the entropy density in
terms of na , U00 and Ta :

T V1OC J OC
- int .

Ot

. "OC 1

OC POC '" , , _ O POC 'J3/Z C
Hoc- Vl2 - Pa 7n

h3

(2* mJ3/2
\ (x*

(II.2.5)

For the entropy per particle, we obtain
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«slh v*
= _±_ + l * (II.2.6)

Pot Tot

where the constant C is given by

C = I- in (II.2.7)
O T / 92 (2* mJ3/2

Ue thus have

^4-£ (II...3)
"ot ot

A simple form of the result (6) can be found in BRAGINSKII (p. 211 in
Ref./7/) as

y T3/2s = —st Inn n

B. GIBBS-DUHEH relation for plasmas

From eq.(3) one can derive a two-temperature generalization of the
GIBBS-DUHEM relation (see eq. 5, p. 45 in Réf./3/). The variation of the
internal energy density per species can be written from (3):

d * «"* - Ta & «x + y ot dTot - dPot + l̂ ot dnot + "a «C* (U.2.9)

The last term can be expressed in terms of na and Ta by using (4):

~ » di f

d ̂ r-= d 7n na - |d 7nTa + d —̂ - (II.2.10)
ot "QI

and «e obtain

d «£ !"* = r dy „ + n 5_
2

(X
dna + Pad—— (II.2.11)

"ot

Because of the difference between sînt and S^ (see II. 1.11), the bracket
in the second term is different from zero: from (6) we have
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;înt s th
a. S a

i d i f1 a
(II.2.12)

and we find

"a

: + 2"Pa

da. +d

d &

- V i 2

Subtracting this result from eq.(9) gives:

<g dif

dna - d s

(II.2.13)

(II.2.14)

The variation of the chemical potential Ii0. is thus given by:

- y dpa +iPot dim- Vi
2 (II.2.15)

which means that the chemical potential na (see II. 1.14) satisfies

(II. 2. 16)

When summed over species, these relations give

dTa + dp + 2 POC dlUoc- Vl2 (II. 2. 17)
a

Z
a

(II.2.18)

We thus reach the conclusion that the chemical potential ^ satisfies a
two-temperature generalization (17-18) of the classical GIBBS-DUHEM
relation (eq. 5, p. 45 in Ref./3/)

dT + dp (II.2.19)

In earlier works on plasma thermodynamics, the effects of convection
energies £%* = - pa Iu00- Vl

2 and of temperature difference between
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species [ T6 * T, ] have been entirely neglected /5/.

Such equations (17-18) are useful for expressing the gradient of
the chemical potential in terms of temperature and pressure gradients:

n<* 5 v* = - y « 2.Ta + 2 pa + ̂ p01 v Iu01- Vl
2 (II.2.20)

From (II.2.4) in turn, we have

^ j = 2 7 n n a - | 2 7 / j T a (II. 2.21)

which simply expresses the chemical potential na in terms of temperature
and density.
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3. HICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF THE ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION.

The time -evolution of the entropy density (II. 1.4) can be related
to the evolution of the distribution function by:

d f 9 f * n£ 9 IT01(X,!)
-3>^ - J dv in fa. _+ /„ - — _ (II.3.1)

Ue now use the continuity equation (1.5.1) along with the kinetic equation
(1.2.1) in the form

v.V fa - F01.

with the Lorentz force

Z01 = jjp [E + I Y A B ] (n.3.3)

to obtain

3t P0= - J dv In fa. [-v.Vfa- F a. ^+C01] - In ^2-njl. (II.3.4)

Noting that

ln fa-5 fa = ? fa t In fa - 1 ] (II.3.5)

we may also write

9t ^a= 5- J dv v fa [ In fa - 1 ] + f dv In fa. [ F a. îl± - C01)
if I OV IW L J

- In ^2-"JIa (II.3.6)
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This naturally introduces the convective flow of y a with the velocity U0

(&6)

3t y a- - 5.U01 y a + 5- J* dy (V-U01) fa [ In fa - 1 ] +

{dy/nf , , . - ç ^ (II.3.7)

This result takes the form of a balance equation for the entropy density;

- -S-

with a total flow of entropy

tot

including the convective flow and the entropy current:

= - J dy (V-U01) f. [ 7n fa - 1 ]

(II.3.8)

(II.3.9)

(II.3.10)

which can be interpreted as the transport of the microscopic quantity

- fa [ 7n f« - 1 ] (II.3.11)

The entropy production (per unit time and unit volume) is, for species a:

aa = - J dy 7n fa [ Ca - F01. L± ] (II.3.12)

The contribution of the Lorentz force equals

V F 0 1 f 0 1 [ 7n f.- 1 ] =0 (II.3.13)

(II.3.14)

and vanishes identically by partial integration. We thus have:

- J dy In fa . Ca

(&6) Ue note that the same result could be obtained if we had neglected the
quantum term in the entropy: this has been done by DGK (p. 170 in Réf./3/).
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The entropy production rate is thus entirely due to collisions. The
disappearance of the Lorentz force does not mean however that the electric
field would not contribute to the dissipation described by the entropy
production: such contributions appear in an indirect way and correspond to
Ohmic heating.

The balance equation (II.3.8) for the entropy density can also be
written for the specific entropy y J pa (per unit mass of species a ) as:

^
cc

(11.3,15)

since

In spite of the fact that the entropy of a perfect gas cannot be
defined from a purely classical description, we remark that the entropy
balance equation (8 or 15) does not depend on the PLANCK constant: this
justifies the classical treatments which are usually performed to describe
entropy /3, 7, 19/.
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4. ENTROPY FLOW.

Let us evaluate the entropy flow (II. 3. 10) for species a for a
non-equilibrium distribution function which has the general form (II. 2.1).
Ue find three contributions:

where the local equilibrium value Ĵ 0 vanishes by parity in (V-U01) (see
II. 1.8):

JTo = - J dï (V-U01) f° [ In f» - 1 ] = O (II. 4.2)

The term at least linear in the deviation f = f° 4> from the local
Maxwelli an is

J?, - - J dY (Y-U01) [ f° In (H4.J + fi (7n f» - 1 ) ] (II.4.3)

and the third contribution in (1) is at least quadratic in this deviation:

£2 - - / <Jv (V-U01) fi In (1**J (II. 4.4)

Expanding (3 and 4) in powers of this deviation, we find

SC1 = - Jdv (V-U01) [ ̂  In f« - i<£ i* + O («I»5) ] (II. 4. 5)

£2 = -Jdy (V-U01) [ f£«£ + O t*
5) ] (II. 4. 6)

and thus

JT= -Jdv (V-U01) [ fi 7n f» +!«£ fl + G(4?) ] (II. 4. 7}

Here the first order term in the deviation from the Maxwellian can easily
be evaluated by using (II. 1.8):

f. - T T̂  IW + T̂  + 7n I TM I (H.4.8)

which is by definition proportional to the heat flow (1.3.11):

£(ii - * j*ci> (II.4.9)
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because the last two terms in (8) vanish by definition of U0, (&7).

This approximate expression (9) has been used for instance by
BRAGINSKII /7/ in order to isolate the entropy production term in his
entropy balance equation (B. 4. 50). We stress, however, that this expression
(9) of the entropy flow only holds to lowest order in the deviation from a
Maxwelli an distribution.

The next order term in (7) has been considered by PRIGOGINE /21/:
this term indicates that the entropy density explicitly depends on the
deviation from a local Maxwellian. This effect is the reason for the
failure of the celebrated GIBBS formula to describe entropy variations
beyond the first order terms in the CHAPMAN-ENSKOG expansion /22/.

Another definition, of macroscopic origin, has been considered by
DGM /3/ for the entropy flow. For a one-temperature mixture they define the
total entropy flow (including the convective flow y V ) by (&8) :

(ii. 4.10)

The relation with the heat flow J£ (defined with the U01 reference velocity)
can be derived by using (1.7.37):

T jj« = J°<" . Y T J. = I JJ + Z Ot-D-l P * i ( *Int - n.
a '""• a a l =a =

(II. 4.11)

The scalar pressure term can be used in order to introduce the entropy
density (use II. 1.13):

T 4GH = 2 ̂  + I (JU-V)-H + I OU-V) y a T (II.4.12)
a a =a a

and the total entropy flow defined by DGM finally takes the form:

(67) When compared with eq.(5.2.) in PRIGOGINE /21/, we see that the term
in M£ Ou-X) does not appear here. This is due to the fact that the local
Maxwellian is defined here with respect to the species velocity U01 and not
to the barycentric one (V) as is the case for neutral perfect gases
considered by PRIGOGINE.

(68) Slnt and JI01 correspond to S and p. in DGM, while S^ and p.a
correspond to S * and IL' in DGM /3/.
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GHs, tot
v

G H - —

(II.4.13)

In the one-temperature case this choice made by DGH thus agrees with the
choice made by BRAGINSKII (use II.4.9):

(II.4.14)

except for the viscous term.

The reason for this difference is the following. As (U01-V) is
proportional to the (thermodynamic) diffusion flow of species a, this
viscous term in (13) actually appears to be at least of second order in the
gradient: this is beyond the range of validity of our result (9), and thus
beyond the basis of the BRAGIMSKII expression (14). The relation between
the two definitions is

I
ot

In the two temperature case we have (1.9.35):

(II.4.15)

and thus

i =" - j

Consequently

(II.4.17)

JDGH
^s, tot -
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This concludes the comparison of the various entrop> flows with the exact
microscopic result.
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5. COMPATIBILITY WITH THE GIBBS RELATION FOR ENTROPY VARIATION.

The celebrated GIBBS relation gives the entropy variation in terms
of the variations of internal energy and of specific volume. For each
component a separately, this relation would be

= d eint + Pa d va (U.5.1)

where V01 is the specific volume, S" the specific entropy (I.e. per unit
mass):

= J_ s* - —
" P a * POC

and C0;"* the specific internal energy (see 1.8.20):

aint
' i nt
OC

(II.5.2)

(II.5.3)

If valid for each component, this GIBBS relation would give:

1 Slnt + [ Ta y ^ - <slnt - pa ] — dpa (II.5.4)
* G I B B S l

i.e. from our definition (II.2.3):

)
GIBBS

d s

1
7 POC

(II.5.5)

On the other hand, if we consider a one-temperature mixture (T01 = T), the
GIBBS relation takes the following form after summation over species

(T d *s > GIBBS p d V - I d

with the total specific entropy, specific internal energy and specific
volume defined by
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(II.5.7)

(II. 5.8)

(II. 5. 9)
P

respactively, thus:

T à- y )
GIBBS

int I dp (II.5.10)
P

From (II. 2. 3) we see that the bracket in (10) is identically zero in a
one-temperature mixture, so that we find that the global application of the
GIBBS relation (6) to the mixture gives

( T d y ) = d & int - T JL dna (II. 5.11)
GIBBS tt

which is also obtained by summing (5) over the species (in the
one-temperature case) (&9). In conclusion, ec.fS) exactly represents the
GIBBS relation in the present case, independently of the fact that we may
apply this relation for each species a separately considered as a simple
system (5), or for the mixture of both species globally.

Let us now compare this GIBBS relation with the results obtained in
Section (II. 2). The question of compatibility arises because it has been
proved by PRIGOGINE in 1949 /21/ that the validity of the GIBBS relation
does not exceed the domain of validity of linear transport theory. This
domain is defined by the validity of linear relations between flows and
thermodynamic forces, and is usually described from the second order term
in the CHAPMAN-ENSKOG expansion /22/.

(&9) There is indeed no entropy of mixing in these variables (see the
comments below II.4, and Appendix A.I.).
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Here, for a two-temperature mixture of diffusing perfect gases, the
corresponding result for the variation of entropy can be written from
(II.2.13) as:

d S

d«V

dn_

(II.5.12)

This equation has the same form as the GIBBS relation (11) but in the
variables S th and p.. Let us recall that these relations (12) are the exact
consequences of:

(i) the microscopic definition (II.1.4) of entropy, and of
(U) its thermodynamic relation (II.2.3) to the chemical potential.

Eq.(12) is different from the GIBBS relation (5). The difference, however,

a " oc ot GIBBS 2 a ^01 ~

appears to be the variation of the diffusive energy, which is at least of
second order in the gradients, and is described by the third term in the
CHAPKAN-EKSKOG expansion.

In summary, our relations fll.2.13) and fll.5.12) do actually agree
with the GIBBS relation (applied to each species separately and to the
mixture) in the domain of its validity. 7.e. in the domain of linear
transport. Kinetic energy of diffusion introduces a difference (13) which
only plays a role beyond the domain of validity of the GIBBS relation
itself.

A direct comparison with the GIBBS relation used by DGM /3/ for a
one-temperature mixture would need to take into account the fact that their
definitions of pressure and temperature are referred to the barycentric
velocity for a neutral system, while they are referred to the species
velocity U0. in the present plasma case: kinetic energy of diffusion always
appear as a difference between the two definitions.
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6. ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION.

In the previous Section, we have proved that the general form of
the GIBBS relation (II.5.11) exactly holds in _the variables <g*h and na
(see II.5.12). If the variables S ïnt and ̂  are used instead, an
additional term occurs, involving the kinetic energy of diffusion. This
conclusion is in qualitative agreement with the thermodynamic treatment of
a mixture of neutral perfect gases, as presented in DGM (p. 20, Chapter III
in Réf./3/).

Taking diffusion energy into account, we deduce here the entropy
balance equation for a two-temperature plasma from (II.2.6). For a mass
element of species a, the variation of entropy per particle along its
center of gravity motion (U01) is obtained as

dt na

d
= dt

S th
d v<*.
dt T^

d <
dt '

v î n t
* (X d Pa.

' dtt7

where

3 j i _ 1 d

' "
_ _ _
2 Ta dt <* na d t

(II.5.1)

Since <g£h / pœ = 3/2, the variation cf entropy
variation of the dimensionless chemical potential
By using (II. 2. 3) this can be transformed into

simply reduces to the
Ta. (not °f vj Ta )•

— y - _^th .

ji_
dt (II.6.2)

This equation is of course equivalent to the generalization (II.5.il) of
the GIBBS relation.
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This balance equation is actually Galilean invariant; by going to
the reference frame of the barycentric velocity, we have

where

and we obtain from (2):

(II.6.3)

(II.6.4)

D S th

"~D~T
D "»
D t

The last bracket vanishes identically as a consequence of (II.2.13), and we
obtain:

D t

4

D~E

D n a

D t
(II.6.6)

This equation has the same form as (2), but in the barycentric reference
frame. By summation over species, we obtain:

D t Dt ma D t
(II.6.7)
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7. EXPLICIT ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION AND

THERHODYNAMIC FORCES ("à la BRAGINSKII").

We now derive the explicit entropy balance equation by taking into
account the plasmadynamical balance equations of Part I. We use here a
formulation similar to BRAGINSKII's /7/, and derive an exact balance
equation for the entropy, along with an expression of the entropy
production valid in the domain of linear transport.

A. Entropy balance.

The entropy balance equation (II.6.1) takes a simple form when
expressed in terms of temperature and density:

H y «, •* d T,v d 1V_ Q Ot J Oi _ « . _ _ _ .

Using the balance equations (1.5.1, 8), we obtain:

d * *
a ~ot

= Ta -g-̂ - + Ta V.u^ y a (II.7.2)

7.e.

f J-
L 1Otl Ot •« 'ot OL = 'ot

(II. 7. 3)

This result is exactly the one obtained by BRAGINSKII (eq. 4.50-56 in
Réf. /7/). We have proved that it is an exact result which does not neglect
the kinetic energy of diffusion

From (I.4.S) we know that the heat transfer terms Q01 are related to
each other by

Q6 = - Q5 - B6- (Ue-Uj) (II. 7. 4)

This allows us to write down the entropy balance equation for the electrons
and the ions in the form:
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Qi

t ^1- +2. [̂ 4 +M, y, ]=©, + ̂ = a,"

where

3»,- = - Y74-2 1n Ti " t~" :2M'
1 1 ~;

(11.7.5)

(11.7.6)

(11.7.7)

(11.7.8)

This corresponds indeed to BRAGINSKII's equations (4.50, 51) where his
notations are Qfi = Q,- , na sa = y fc , R = R6 and u = U^1- = (U6- Ji1) .

By summation over species one finds:

*t y + 5. 1 f i- jj + m ̂ . 1= ®e * ®Ot I 'a. •"

where the total entropy production is found to be:

. 7.9)

OCB = - S r JÎ-2 1« Ta - 2 J-H :2 U. - f B6.(II.-M1- ) + Q1- (f - w]
a '* a '<*• = '« v'j 'e^

(II. 7. 10)

We note that eq.(9) has the form of a balance equation. The bracket,
however, represents the total entropy flow Ĵ - tot only in the
approximation where J£ ~ J£ / Ta , i.e. in the first order approximation in
the deviation from a Maxwell i an distribution function. One can conclude
that the exact entropy flow and entropy production are:

=H I T- +H<2> (II. 7. 11)

(II.7.12)
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where some contribution W(2) can only be determined microscopically: this
function is at least of second order in the deviation from the Maxwellian.
This flow has been assumed to be zero in the BRAGINSKII description, which
indicates that the BRAGINSKII description of entropy production is only
valid in the domain of linear transport theory, i.e. for flows linear in
the thermodynamic forces, and entropy production terms quadratic in the
thermodynamic forces, i.e. in the domain of validity of the GIBBS relation.

Extended thermodynamics beyond the domain of linear transport has
been the subject of recent investigations /22-25/. In summary, eq. (10)
only: represents the entropy production .terms to_ the second order in the
forces. ' ' " " - . - _ - ~'_--~:-\'_:_

B. Thermodvnamic forces and flows

In eq.(10) we recognize the contribution of thermal conduction,
viscosity, friction and heat transfer. This can be expressed schematically
in the classical form:

n
*B = 2 Z£-£ (II.7.13)

m=l a

where the thermodynamic flows and forces are represented by J1n and X1n ,
respectively, with n representing the total number of transport phenomena.
Expression (10) suggests the following choice for forces and flows:
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Flow and
r'orce -»

Transport
Phenomena 4-

m = 1

Thermal
Conduction

m = 2

Viscosity

m = 3

Friction

m = 4

Heat
Transfer

j-

**
!

^=*

!
T6 ~*

Q1-

X*

- V 7n Ta

— —a

- K-M,)

f 1 1 ^ _ Te - T1-

I T6 T, J T6 T,

(II.7.14)

Such results are very different from those of the thermodynamic
literature for metals for instance /3/. Comparison will be performed in
Section 11.10.

It is interesting to remark that transfer of energy contributes to
the entropy production term, i.e. to the evolution of the total entropy
density. If, instead of (9) we evaluate a summation over species, weighted
by temperature factors, then we obtain from (5-6):

t if
a a a

This is the equation considered by HINTON and HAZELTINE (HH) who introduce
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the quantity (eq. 2.113, p. 252-53 in Réf./19/):

* = Z T* ©oc= -SsÇ-2 7nT* - S ^ r V u 0 1 - R 6 - (U 8 - U1-) (II.7.16)
a a a %,

which has the meaning of a rate of heat productiOD. In contrast with the
lowest order entropy production rate (10), the heat production rate X does
not involve the energy transfer term. Only in the simple case of a
one-temperature plasma, can both production terms be proportional to each
other, when no transfer occurs any more.
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8. ALTERNATIVE FORM OF THE ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION

AND THERHODYNAMIC FORCES ("a la DE GROOT and MAZUR").

A. Entropy balance.

From the balance equation (II.6.1) we have derived the BRAGINSKII
results by using the variables & ** and M-O. » thus Ta and na . Let us now
introduce Sint and jLa in (II.6.2) by using (II.1.11) and (II.2.3):

> th
a.

int .

d S f

(11.8.1)

(11.8.2)

We find

_ _
a dt a ~ d t d t 2 ot eft

(II.8.3)

Making use of the internal energy density balance (1.9.13), we obtain:

- 2- j + (U0,- Ï)-P

nt T01 y J v.u

cc + Qa + (Ma- V)-

in terms of J? , or:

' V) «Sint]

- PDGH:2 Y

- - (Hoc- V ) (II.8.4)

+ Qa + (JI.- V)-R01 + . K- V) (II.8.5)

in terms of 0°̂ H. In both expressions (5 and 6) we use (II. 2. 3) in order to
introduce the pressure P0. and we split:
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- V.J = - T 2. J - J.2 In T (II.8.6)

to obtain :

^= - T. S. [^- J£ + H.*. 1 -2 . [ (U 0 1 -V) .? 1 - P»«:2 V +
1 l '* J l -» l =a

Q, + (U0,- V)-R01 + I J01-(V. P"MJ - J01.̂  (U01- V)-2 7/1 Ta + S»a +

.J in Ta + Ŝ  a + Qa + (U01- V)1R01 + I J.. (v.P
D««) - J..̂ - (U01- V)

(II.8.7)

B. Entropy flow and entropy production.

In the r.h.s. of (7) we adopt the DGM definition of the total
entropy flow for each species in the form (see I I. 4. 10):

jtot DGH . l_ I joaM .£ Ja] + <,a y (II.8.8)

We thus obtain the entropy balance eq.(II.3.8) with the following
expression of the entropy production:

- Ta V . - - J01 - Ta2. K- ï)y B + 2- (U01- JO «S ;nt - P°G« :V Y + pa V.ÎU
111Ot ' Ot =

OC

-5 In T01 + 9= fc + Qa + (U01- V)-R01 + I O01. [v.PDGH) - J0,.^ (JJ01- V)

(II.8.9)

This expression may actually be greatly simplified by using the following
partial results (10-13). First:
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which introduces the dissipation due to the diffusion flow. On the other
hand:

lnt =- - V. J01 + Y. ( u^ -V

[ £lnt ~ na H0C ] 2-(U0C- V) + (U0,- V) .V *i"t - ^ (U01- V) .V na (II. 8.11)

and

(II. 8. 12)
lnt - "* *J S-(U01- V) - n"6": 2 V - ( p»«" - p. ) V-V

which introduces the viscous dissipation due to spatial variation of the
barycentric velocity. From (I I. 2. 3) we further have:

a[ pa + Sl" - na ÏLa ] V-(U01- V) - Ta V-(U01- V) y fc = - T
(II. 8. 13)

By summing these partial results (10-13), we obtain:

Ta 2 . - - J01 - Ta 2-(U0C- V) y a + 2.(U01- V) <g j,nt - P°G*:2 V + Pot
"1Ot 1Ot =

OC

'. - J Pa "Ma' VI2 2.V

2 na - Ta 2 y a ]

From (II. 2. 13) we see that the last bracket reduces to * pa V Iu0.- Vl
2. The

whole expression (14) thus represents the entropy production due to
diffusion and viscosity, plus terms associated with the diffusion energy.
We finally obtain (II. 8. 9) in the form:

. + CC + (U0C- V)-R01 + i J4x. [2.PDGM) - -L-^- K- V)

x- V). Ip01V Iu01- V l 2 - IP(X IiJ01- V l 2 V.V (II . 8. 15)
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C. Transformations into physically meaningful expressions for entropy
production per species.

Let us consider the meaning of the term P-1J01.Iv.P°
GHj. This term can

advantageously be related to the force (1.9.10) if we write this latter in
the form

SPa = SJ=I + Vl (II.8.16)

where we define the first term as

^ I = ea nfc (^- V)-E + I ea na Jj01. ( V A B )

in such a way that its summation over species gives the complete Ohmic
heating term:

S S»=i = i.[E + I v A B 1 = £ ^a (U. 8.18)
a l c 1 a

Consequently the second term is:

(IL8.19)>- j

and vanishes by summation (see 1.7.11):

£ SP* = O (II.8.20)
a

This term & * involves the electro-magnetic force which, in the case of
global equilibrium of the plasma ( V = O) is balanced by the pressure force
(see the evolution equation 1.8.3 for V). It is therefore natural to bring
these terms together in the entropy production:

a E + - i A B - v.PDGHc ~ ~ _

= & 1 - J .^=- (II.8.'I)ot ^-QL n t \**«w«tai/

The first term ̂  ̂  describes the partial contribution of species a to Ohmic
heating, and the second term takes into account the inertia effects in the
barycentric motion, which appear out of mechanical equilibrium DV/Dt * O
(p. 43 in DGH Réf./3/). The corresponding term for the relative motion
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appears as

. j^. .̂ (U00- V)

in (15).

A physically meaningful expression of the entropy production is
(use V (u/T) = (1/T) V n - (M/T) V In T ):

-;r4x .7 In Ta - n O G M :7 Y + Q01 + (J^- Y) .R0

- *.. 2 il. - ea E + U01 A B + m. + ma (̂. y)

+ Ip01 K- V).7 IU00- Yl 2 - y Pa IJ^- Vl 2 V.V (II.8.22)

The successive contributions to entropy production per species O0,
correspond to heat conduction. viscosity. heat transfer (or
"equipartition") and diffusion. Like in the original DGH formulation /3/,
we note that inertia terms, in the case of mechanical non-equilibrium,
actually modify the thermodynamic force of diffusion 7 p. , exactly like the
Lorentz force does; (we recall that Y A B may equally be written U00 A B as
done here). However, we remark that the global non-equilibrium term DV/Dt
vanishes when T00 OOO

DGH is summed over species, while this is not the case
for the-term dQi^ -V)/dt : this latter term has its origin in the deviation
from the GIBBS law (see II.5.13).

The last two terms of (22), which are related to the kinetic
energy of diffusion, can be understood as follows. First of all we note
that the last term cancels one term in the viscous tensor nOGH (see

1.7.28):

:7 Y - Ip00 Iu00- Vl 2 7.Y = - [ II + PJu00- Y) (U01- Y) 1:7 Y (II.8.23)
a

which means that this non-traceless tensor actually contributes to the
"viscous"1 term beside the traceless P , and this process is due to

Ot

diffusion. Secondly we have, in terns of the variable U00 (use II.8.2):

- — J01-T. U00'+ ^p00 (U00- Y)-V Iu00- Yl 2

OL

- - <JI«- Ï) • nfc 2 M* = - =J- i!«.2Mfc (II.8.24)
"1Ot
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and we finally obtain for the entropy production "à la DGM":

ENTROPY PRODUCTION "à la DGM"

T crDGM
'a a

MU
ma

.2 In Ta - [ n + pa (U01- V) (U01- V) ]:V V

- j- J01- [ 2 M61 - ea [ E + I U01 A B ] + ma ̂  + ma A (U01- V) ]

(II.8.25)

In the first term, describing dissipation by heat conduction, the complete
P^ appears in the diffusive contribution to the thermal flow, while the
incomplete ̂  appears in the thermodynamic force for diffusion.

This expression (25) differs from the result (11.7.10) for T01 O01
8 ,

not only because the variables chosen are different, but also because the
definitions used for the entropy flow are different (compare II.4.14 and
II.8.8).

It can easily be checked that the non-viscous part of the momentum
flow pa (U01- V) (U01- V) is exactly cancelled by the non-equilibrium terms
involving the barycentric velocity:

- Pa (u«-

and we may write

V) (U01- V): SX-J01. [ —- 1.] V = O (II.8.26)

ENTROPY PRODUCTION "à la DGM"

Q0,+ (Ua-V)-
(II.8.27)

If 5 j- is chosen as the thermodynamic force of diffusion, we may rearrange
• ru

(27) to obtain also:
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T (T DGH
1Ot 0O.

ENTROPY PRODUCTION "à la DGH"

2 - n : V V

Q 0 1 +

- e

(II.8.28)

D. Total entropy production and heat production

By summation over species, we obtain for the heat production (see
II.7.16):

HEAT PRODUCTION

Z n :v y
a =0,

(II.8.29)

For the total entropy production in turn, the transfer of energy between
electrons and ions does contribute. From (I I. 7. 4) we have:

Q6 + (Ue- V)-R6 = - Q1- + (U1-- V)-R6

Moreover we use J = - J so that

-E01 ]

= - t- Q,- + (u,- V)-B6 ] + ̂- [ Q, - (U1-- V)-R6 ]
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- [ Q , - U1-- V)1R6 ] (-S-Y
1I (II.8.30)

\ e i /

We obtain

ENTROPY PRODUCTION "à la DGM"

S -CCDGH - - - J * In
a a '

+ [ Q1- - Ee-U1--V) ] -^=-
'e 'i

(II.8.31)

This result involves many effects in addition to those described by the
earlier work by KIHARA /5/ (his eq. before 4.9).

Because of the temperature difference, heat transfer Q5, friction
R6 and mechanical non-equilibrium actually contribute to the entropy
production. Those features have not been considered in the original DGH
formulation /3/: in the one-temperature case, expressions (29) and (31)
become of course proportional to each other.

The detailed examination of the terms involving kinetic energy of
diffusion in (25) actually shows that they all begin at least with third
order terms in the gradients and thermodynamic forces. Their detailed
comparison with the original DGM formulation /3/ is rather tedious: the
difference comes from the fact that we have here a deviation from the GIBBS
law. In addition, the notations are entirely different: this diffusion
energy appears in our notations in the terms |I and <gdif, while in DGM that
energy appears to be included in T and n DGH.

In the next Section, the comparison will be performed with the
BRAGINSKII result. Although written in a more complicated form, the results
of the present Section have the advantage of being closer to the
thermodynamics of non-equilibrium processes, occuring in metals for
instance. In particular the essential role of Ohmic heating is clearly
apparent here (see 18), and appears through the total Lorentz force, like
in the case of metals.
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E. Thermodvnamic forces and flows

The present DGM-like formulation leads us to define thermodynamic
forces and flows as natural extensions of their definitions for transport
phenomena in metals for instance /3/. With the condition that (II.8.8)
adequately represents the total entropy flow for species a ( J^0^ ), the
entropy production is described by aa

DGH (II.8.27), and the entropy balance
equation reads:

• OGH
â.

+ O01
00" (II.8.32)

But we have seen on microscopic ground that the correct entropy flow to
lowest (first) order in the thermodynamic force is (II. 4. 9 and II. 3. 9):

£°l (1) - J-J^ + a* ** (11.8. 33)
a.

in the present case of perfect gases which are not far r om separate local
equilibria with their own reference velocity U0.. From the relation
(II. 4. 17) between the heat flows J°GH referred to the barycentric velocity,

OL

and J referred to the species velocity, we may write (32) as

(II. 8.34)

As the viscous term takes the form of the divergence of a flow, it is
reasonable to interpret it as a contribution to the entropy flow which is
of higher (second) order in the force.

From the above arguments £ °otDGH can De considered to be the
Qt

entropy production rate, and be decomposed for each transport phenomenon as
the product of the flow J times its corresponding thermodynamic force X
(see 31):

n
_ DGH _ T"1 T"1 -ICt vot m a tc\0 ~ 2* Z* iV4n ( I I . 8 . 3 5 )

m=l a

with:
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Flow and
Force -*

Transport
Phenomena i

m = 1 (a =e,i)
thermal conduction
(total flow minus
contribution from

diffusion)

m = 2 (a =e,i)

Viscosity

m = 3 (a = e,i)

Diffusion

m = 4
heat transfer

(minus contribution
from friction)

JL [ JDGH . ̂  j 1
T ^a. m ̂'a 1 * '"«. J

1

T"=a

^

Q1-- E6-(U,- V)

- 2 In Ta

1

- a I E + — - U A Ba I c J

du^ TI

Te « T1

Te T,-

(II.8.36)
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Me note that the heat transfer can also be decomposed in a different way:

Flow and
Force -•

Transport
Phenomena i

m = 4'

heat transfer

m = 4"

friction

<

( I I \
( T6 T,- J -

Te » T1-
Te T1

(U - V)

(II.8.37)

This last friction contribution is actually a contribution of third order
to (35), and is thus beyond the range of validity of the linear law (35):
it may usually be neglected; this is equivalent to considering as usual
U1- ~ V, i.e. to approximating the barycentric velocity by the ion velocity.

On the other hand, if 5 (n&AJ is chosen as the first contribution
to the thermodynamic force of diffusion, o-B

D6H can be written in the form
(28) and we may obtain the following alternative choice for flows and
forces:
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Flow and
Force -»

Transport
Phenomena 4

m = 1 (a =e,i)
thermal conduction
(total flow minus

relative convection
of diffusion energy)

m = 2 (a =e,i)

Viscosity

m = 3 (a = e,i)

Diffusion

m = 4
heat transfer

(minus contribution
from friction)

— f J DGM - s dlf (u -V)]Ta I - a» « -<* - J

Ot

H

! j

'ot

Q1-B1-U1-V,

- 2 7n Tfc

- 2V

-.L[T 7 —
"1Cc I " ~ Ta

[ E +
1 V A B l

•**l
Te - TI-
TO T1-

(II.8.38)

where the thermodynamic force of diffusion now reads (use II. 2. 21):

- ̂  [ T01 2 /« na - |T. 2 in Ta - ea [ E + Iy AB ] + ma ̂

- Afi 7n

(II. 8.39)

When compared with the definitions (II. 7. 14) deduced from the
BRAGINSKII formulation, the main difference is that the diffusion
phenomenon appears here instead of friction between electrons and ions:
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these are two different wavs of considering the same dissipative phenomenon
which is due to the relative motion of the two species (in other words, due
to the electric current density).

F. Transformations of thermodvnamic forces and flows.

We now perform a series of re-grouping of terms: the physical
meaning of these operations appears from the fact that they are equivalent
to transformations of the thermodynamic forces and flows, i.e. to
transformations of the thermodynamic variables.

By using the equation of motion (1.5.2), the thermodynamic force of
diffusion in (36) can also be written:

58 - — [ "«Su.* + R* - 5-P ] (II. 8. 40)
~a

and from the GIBBS-DUHEM relation (II. 2. 16) this force is reduced to
contributions from friction and thermal gradient:

a - !f fc 2 Ta - V.n (II. 8. 41)
— J

CK

The last term appears to be a higher-order viscous contribution to the
thermodynamic force of diffusion. Using (41) allows us to write down
another form of the entropy production:

DGH -S-î-e T̂

+ Be-(U1-Y)(^ -f) (H.8.42)

Thermal gradient terms can be put together, and using (II.2.3) we have:
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ENTROPY PRODUCTION

DGH _ . V —

(II. 8.43)

If we only keep terms quadratic in the thermodynamic forces (i.e. in the
domain of linear transport), the last term and 2-n can be eliminated as

~<x
cubic ones, and we obtain another set of consistent thermodynamic forces
and flows:

Flow and
Force -*

Transport
Phenomena 4,

m = 1 (a=e,i)
thermal conduction
(total flow minus

relative convection
of enthalpy)

m = 2 (oc =e,i)

Viscosity

m = 3 (a = e,i)

Diffusion

m = 4

heat transfer

±[jDGH.i_ (p. + *;-«) J.)

^=Ot

1

TOC-*

Q,-

- V In Ta

-H

1

SmT^
(II. 10.8)

T. -T,

T. T1

(II.8.44)
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with ) - (f Pa + Yp« ly*'ï|2 )'

We remark that, here, friction appears to be the thermodvnamic force of
diffusion. This is actually an "inner force", as remarked by KIHARA /5/.

6. Comparison with the BRAGINSKII formulation.

In the complete form (43) of the entropy production, the friction
term appears in a similar way as in BRAGINSKII (B). Both contributions of
R0. in (43) can indeed be put together to yield:

1 r i • \ ] i
=- J5GH ( Pa + <£ int ) jL -2 In T - V =- n :v V
I I Qt D I ^^*t i
Qt, L "Ot J fY Qt ™

• J^B6-K- u,-) + ̂] =!- (U01- vj.fe.n) (II.8.45)
e a '* v =J

The last term in (45) can be interpreted as minus the divergence of a
contribution to the entropy flow (see II.4.19):

v V -L (u V)-n + V — V) T —
a * =a a T« ~* =«. a T* =a "*

(II.8.46)

along with two additional terms: one term (the second in (46)) can be
associated with thermal transport, and the other (the third in (46))
replaces v V by V U0. in the viscous term. We obtain in this way:

2- -
a '«

The entropy balance equation is thus (II . 8. 32 summed over species):
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a *

Ta

-if H = V y 0 1 - Q , ( f - f ) -T- IV(JU-J I 1 ) (II.8.48)
a * "a e ' e

Using (II. 4. 17) and (1.7.35), we find:

3 t y° G " = -2.2 f i JJ + B. j r . ] -Sf J^JnT0 1
a «• * J a a

-if H - V U 0 1 - Q 1 . (f - f ) -7- JJ.. (Jl.- Jl1) (H.8.49)
a * =0. ^ e * ' e

which is exactly the BRAGINSKII result (II. 7. 9) summed over species.

We have thus checked the complete équivalence between both
treatments ("à la DGM" and "à la B"). The only difference lies in the fact
that the first term of a DGM (see 47) is included in the divergence of the
entropy flow defined by B: in either case this is a third order term in the
thermodynamic forces. The successive forms we have derived for the DGM
entropy production indicate how different definitions of thermodynamic
forces can be obtained.
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9. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE BRAGINSKII AND DGN FORMULATIONS.

In order to compare the results of the two previous Sections, we
summarize here the results. In the B formulation of Section 7, we have I^
exact result:

f j-
l 1Ot

-2 7n T« • - n

(II.9.1)

We do not separate here any precise form of the total entropy flow since we
have seen that the bracket in (1) only represents this flow modulo some
unknown function which is at least of second order in the thermodynamic
forces (see II.7.11).

On the other hand, in the DGH formulation of Section 8, we have
obtained (U.S.8, 25):

at y £
G" = - v.

T- I Qa + ("oc- V)-R01 ] - -if- J01.1 V P̂  - ea f E + I U01A B 1 + m^ -̂ -
Oc. ot. O t » - L u J U t

(II.9.Z)

Let us now compare these two results.

The first one is expressed in the usual language of plasma
physicists ("à la BRAGINSKII"). The second one is the two-temperature
generalization of the usual formulation of non-equilibrium thermodynamics,
as used to describe transport phenomena in metals for instance ("à la
DGH"); the generalization is due to the fact that our basic local
equilibrium in plasmas is referred to the separate species velocities for
ions and electrons. As a consequence, we have a deviation from the GIBBS
law which usually holds for metals (see Section 5).
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In spite of their radically different forms, the expressions (IV
and (2) are actually equivalent, as they should.

This can be checked as follows. The relation between the heat flows
J|jGH and JJ is given in (II.4.16, 17). This allows us to re-write (2) as

a, yi™ = - v. U-Jj+ Y-(IU- v).n + ya iu I
l Ot Ol -̂  J

- y- [ JJ + (IU- ï)-n + UU- Y.) * a T01 ]-2 Ia Ta - ±- H :5 Y

+<"a
(II.9.3)

By comparing with (1) we remark that all terms of (1) appear in (3) except
the viscous term in n (which appears here in VV). The sum of all other

~0t

terms can actually be proved to vanish exactly, i.e.

O = - T04 s.J- [(JU- V).n 1 - (U01- V).[n + I ^1x îj.s In Ta + n :v (U01- V)
' Ot *• = •! — ~ —

Ot Ot Ot

+ (IU- V)-R01 -i- J01-J S M 8 1 - ea [E + I u 0 1 A B ] + ma J^ ] (11.9.4)

which yields the complete equivalence of both formulations in spite of
their different aspects:

DGM
(II.9.5)

The proof of (4) goes as follows. First of all, the summation of
the n terms gives:

1

~ot ~ot ~a =a.
(II.9.6)

Moreover the terms involving entropy and chemical potential can be put
together to give (use II.2.16):

- (Ua- Y).[ ya v Ta + na Vu00 ] = - du- Y)-V pa (II.9.7)

We thus have the entire pressure tensor P and (4) can be written:
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(U.9.4) = - (U01- V), V.P - R01 - eana [ E + - u* A B ] + Pot dt
(II.9.8)

This identity can easily be checked since the time derivative of U0. exactly
cancels the three first terms in the bracket (see 1.5.2). We remark that
both cancelling groups of terms have been neglected in the description of
HINTON and HAZELTINE /19/ (remember their approximation (I.10.1) which is
equivalent to also neglect dû /dt here). This exact cancellation we observe
in (8) between inertia terms (describing relative acceleration of species
a) and friction plus pressure plus the Lorentz terms, is the reason for the
surprising non-occurence of the Ohmic heating term in the BRAGINSKII
formulation of entropy balance in plasmas.

This is the main difference between the two formulations: a
transfer term Q01 appears in the B formalism (1) while diffusion phenomena
and Ohmic heating appear in the DGM formulation (2).
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10. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE NON-EQUILIBRIUM THERHODYNAHICS

FOR HETALS AND FOR A TWO-TEHPERATURE PLASHA.

A detailed comparison has been made in Section 9 between the DGM
and the B formulations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, when both are
extended to describe a two-temperature plasma: their complete equivalence
has been proved.

We adopt one formulation here (the DGM one), and try to make a
bridge between the formulation of non-equilibrium thermodynamics in terms
of electric fields (as done in metals) and in terms of friction (as done
for plasmas by B). Such a comparison is motivated by a question which is
immediately raised from a first glance at the expressions for the entropy
production in the literature: why is Ohmic heating j.£ apparent for metals
and does not appear in the entropy production for plasmas ?

Starting from (II. 8. 34) with expression (II. 8. 28) for crœ ,the
entropy balance equation can be written

- JJ + a. ya + -L (U01- v).nI =

- - n :V Y + = [ Q01
'* "

Iu01AB] +ULx-^l (II. 10.1)
C J Ut"fot

where the last two brackets describe transfer and diffusion processes,
respectively. By using (1.7.35) we introduce J£ in the thermal conduction
term:
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t a

- - + OU-
1Ot

T *:

.2 In T

T-[ Q01+
*

J - T 2 - e (II. 10.2,

Next, we re-organize the viscous terms:

- 2- - - f- ̂- Y-)-11 -2 7n T« - rn :?ï
'*

-^-n IVu01 -J-(U0,- VJ.fo.n) (II. 10.3)
'« a

and obtain:

- - n ̂ u01 + - [ Qa+ Ou- V)-R01 ]

(II.10.4)

This is the entropy balance in the DGM formulation, i.e. in terms of
diffusion ( V na ) and of Ohmic heating by the Lorentz force

A. Friction considered as a modified electric field.

Now, we take into account the explicit expression (11.2.21) for the
chemical potential: the last bracket in (4) then writes:

[ ] =T
f 1 T l U

- ea [E + -U01AB ] + - V.n + m» -gc-
OL

- e a l « - v T a (II. 10. 5)
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where we have defined a modified electric field for each species by

Modified Electric field:

<.*.-

= e.[£ + Iu

I
i i i OU
1 D I D

* Ot

« A B ] - V T01 - T01 V 7/7 na - ^L 2.n - ma -^-
OL

(II.10.6)

In these terms, the balance equation (4) reads:

-TÎ  + T:
1 .

(II.10.7)

In this modified electric field (6) the inertia term (last term)
takes into account a deviation from the GIBBS law, which does not appear in
metals: in plasmas, in turn, each species tends to reach a separate local
equilibrium state with its own reference velocity and with its own
temperature. The presence of the inertia term allows us to make use of the
momentum equation (1.5.2) and we obtain a simple relation between the
modified electric field and the friction:

(II.10.8)

The treatment of the present Section does not reduce to a formal
re-labelling of the friction term: it allows us to explain the important
difference between the non-equilibrium thermodynamics of plasmas and of
metal s.
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B. Entropy production In metals Mn terms of diffusion).

In the case of a one-temperature metal, the term (Qa + (U01- V) .R01 )
in (7) vanishes by summation over species and thus does not contribute to
the total entropy production:

(X

-T-T a mo
(II.10.9)

In that case one is naturally led to define thermodynamic forces and flows
from

m=l a
(11.10.10)

in the following way:

Flow and
Force -»

Transport
Phenomena i

m = 1

thermal conduction

m = 2 (a =e,i)

Viscosity

m = 3 (a = e,i)
diffusion

OR
m = 3' (a = e,i)

friction

J.

-Jq

1

T = o c

I g
OL

T m,^ ""*

j
j B0,

X1n

- V In T

- v u

L

(u - V)

(11.10.11)
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Here wo have the freedom to choose, either:

(i) a description in terms of diffusion, where the force is

(Since the GIBBS law is valid, no inertia term d^- V)/dt appears
which would allow to transform DV/Dt into du^/dt as in the case of
(6), and only DV/Dt remains to describe cases of mechanical
non-equilibrium).

or:

(U) a description in terms of friction.

The 'irst possibility is very close in spirit to what is currently done for
metals in the DGM formulation /3/.

C. Entropy production for plasmas (in terms of friction and of
heat transfer between species) : "à la BRAGINSKII"

The case of a plasma is quite different because of the two
temperatures, because of the different reference velocities, and because of
the deviation from the GIBBS law. Using the expression (6) of the modified
electric field with its inertia term (due to the deviation from the GIBBS
law) yields (8), and consequently yields the cancellation of the friction
and electric field terms. By summation over species one obtains the
BRAGINSKII expression (see II. 7. 9, 10):

- S f C-* 7n T«a *

,- (T-- T-] " T-^-(y«- M'-} (n-10-13)\ 'i 'e / 'e

where the last two terms appear from the transfer term: ̂] Qa / Ta by using

(II. 7. 4).

The important point we want to stress is that the J01-E01 term and
the (U0,- V)-R6 term in (7) have entirely disappeared: this eliminates the
thermodvnamic flow of diffusion from the entropy production when expressed
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"à la BRAGINSKII". This cancellation explains why in the case of a
two-temperature plasma, not much can be said in general about diffusion
flows from the thennodynamic point of view (see Section IV.3).

Definitions of flows and forces are then given by (II.7.14), i.e.
in tarms of heat transfer. Here the friction may be described in two
equivalent ways (use (8)):

Flow and
Force -»

Transport
Phenomena i

m = 3
friction

OR
m = 3'

electrical
conduction

J.

1

TT^

j

TT1'

-ffl

-(U6-U,)

(11.10.14)

in terms of friction or of electrical conduction. We note that what
"naturally appears as the thermodynamic flow for electric transport is j/ =
1 - (T M1 (see 1.7.12).

In Appendix 2 we prove that the present result (13) can also be
deduced when the velocities are measured with respect to an arbitrary
reference velocity: it is thus invariant for such transformations.

D. Choices of the electric force

Actually the thermodynamic force of electrical conduction appearing
in (II.10.14) is not independent of the associated current j': the
definition (II.10.6) of I6 still depends on the electron velocity U6 which
is the dominant contribution to the current.

The species velocities û  and MJ are two plasmadynamical variables
which can be expressed- in terms of the fluid variables j (current density)
and V (barycentric velocity): see (1.7.3,7). Since j/ is chosen as a
thermodynamic flow, it may seem useful to define a conjugated thermodvnamic
force which would only depend on the hvdrodynamical variable V (and not on
the current j).
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Let us make apparent the j/ dependence in the electric force, which
is involved in U6AB . From (1.7.12) and (II.10.6) we have (use the
definition 11.11.7 of j'):

I u 8 A B = - V A B + I ——pj' A B (11.10.15)

hence

(11.10.16)

Let us analyze the meaning of the various terms. The first two terms
represent the electric field £' in the reference system moving with the
plasma (see for instance COWLING, p. 108-111 in Réf. /16/):

£'= £ + i V A B (II.10.17)

The next two terms mainly represent the electron pressure term, which can
be of great importance in plasmas as compared with metals:

Minus the last term of (11.10.16) is the exact expression of the HALL
field:

where

b = -̂ j-B (11.10.20)

and

with

I "e (11.10.22)-fl g "e

(The HALL effect is discussed in Section III.6). In these terms we have:
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Ê = ï

~" = " ee "e
Be = £' -«• E" - EU

the
One can immediately

entropy production 1'.E6

(11.10.23)

see that the Hall term does not contribute to
/ T6 since the Hall field is perpendicular to

1'. By defining the modified electric field

= I6 £' + £' (11.10.24)

i.e.

I = E ni- - V A B - -î-v.P
me du,,

' ee dt (11.10.25)

we have indeed:

i'. I8 (11.10.26)

In other words, both fields I6 and £ can be used a priori in the entropy
production and could play the role of the thermodvnaniic force.

If the modified electric field | (25) is chosen, we have a
definition of the thermodynamic force which only depends on the barycentric
velocity V of the plasma, and which does not depend on the electric current
j'; this is satisfying from a theoretical point of view.

If the field E6 (23) is chosen (which is equivalent to the
friction), we have a thermodynamic force which formally depends on the
current j' through the Hall field: this could appear as rather un-orthodox
from the viewpoint of thermodynamic theory. But we have to realize that the
subtraction of the Hall field E1, from the modified electric field I=E' +
E" allows one to obtain a purely dissipative term I6 (proportional to the
collisional friction) and this can be, on the other hand, considered as a
"good" thermodynamic "flow". This is the viewpoint considered by BRAGINSKII
(see Section II.10.A).

By using (11.10.15, 26) the entropy balance equation (11.10.13) can
be written:
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ENTROPY BALANCE EQUATION

a
T- + Jl. Jr -̂2 7n

*
(11.10.27)

When we consider £ or I6 as the thermodynamic
processes, we obtain the following forces and flows:

force for electrical

Flow and
Force -*

Transport
Phenomena 4.

m = 1, 2
thermal conduction

m = 3 ,4
Viscosity

m = 5
heat transfer

m - 6
diffusion

(of electrons
with respect to ions)

= electrical conduction

4,

Tl^

1

~ot

1
Ti '

-j'

*.

- 5 Jn Ta

- B f c
Te - Ti

Te

£ OR £.

(11.10.28)

Actually the process of electrical conduction appears to be a simple
generalization of the general diffusion process in presence of an
electromagnetic field. This can be understood immediately from the fact
that the electric current is due to the relative motion of electrons with
respect to ions. Moreover the thermodynamic force E (11.10.25) appears to
be a generalization of the usual force for diffusion process, i.e. the
gradient of chemical potential: eq.(25) involves indeed the Lorentz force
acting on the barycentric motion, the inertia effect of electrons, viscous
effects, along with the pressure term
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The latter appears from the GIBBS-DUHEM relation (II. 2. 16) to be simply the
gradient of the chemical potential, taken at constant temperature:

2 P. - ne { 2 M^ )1 e

One can thus write the thermodynamic force | for diffusion and electrical
processes in the following form:

£ - 1 * II A î - i - -I- v.n - JL ( j M. ) (ii.io.29)

which clearly generalizes the usual gradient of chemical potential by
taking inertia, viscous and electromagnetic processes into account.

The last term in (29) can be symmetrized by using the GIBBS-DUHEM relation
(II.2.16) which gives

Z na ( V p.* ) = 2 p
a T<*

along with the expression (1.7.2) for the charge density. Contrary to what
can be found in Réf./38/ for instance, we do not neglect the pressure
gradient term (p effect) in the evaluation of ( V a. ) as it has been

'Te
considered in /38/ (in analogy with neutral systems where this condition
means mechanical equilibrium). The two gradients of chemical potential are
related by

n, (Xi*,) = - ne ( V ne ) + V p
Ti e

hence

and (29) can be written

B - - --- —1— v.n~ ee dt ee ne ~ =
(11.10.30)

The explicit expression for the modified electric field £ (24) can
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also be written in terms of V { p Te ) in the form:

I =£ + IvAS -J_v(pTe )+^.v7n
w *e " e

The first three terms represent one of the definition of the electric force
in microscopic calculations; the 4th term vanishes for a neutral plasma (a
= O); the last two terms are dissipative and non-equilibrium terms usually
neglected in microscopic calculations of linear transport coefficients. As
a conclusion, the thermodynamic force for electric processes £ , defined in
(11.10.17, 18, 25) appears to slightly generalize one usual electric force
of microscopic calculations; on the other hand, Ĵ  (23) is the purely
dissipative force considered by BRAGINSKII.
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P A R T I I I

T R A N S P O R T L A W S

1. GENERAL PHENONENOLOGICAL RELATIONS

BETWEEN THERHODYNANIC FORCES AND FLOWS IN A HAGNETIZED PLASHA.

We have seen that various explicit forms of the entropy
production rate induce different definitions of thermodynamic forces and
non-equilibrium flows (see II.8.36, 37, 38 and 11.10.11, 14 and 17).

In this Part III we want to derive, from one form of the entropy
balance equation (11.10.27), a set of definitions of forces and flows. From
this consistent set of variables, one can deduce a set of phenomenological
equations between forces and flows

4 =2 i -4 (III.1.1)
p -« P

along with the corresponding ONSAGER relations between the transport
coefficients L (which are tensors in presence of the magnetic field).

The plasma literature clearly shows that there exists a great
variety of ways of defining these flows and forces, and thus a great
variety of ways of applying the ONSAGER relations (&9). Here we describe
one choice which has the advantage of being rather similar to that of
BRAGINSKII. In Section III.5 we present an alternative definition of
transport coefficients, which is based on a different choice for the
electric force.

(&9) The validity of ONSAGER symmetry relations has been recently discussed
critically for cases of thermodynamic flows averaged over the magnetic
surfaces of a Tokamak /26/, and more systematically by one of us /47/.
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A. Forces and flows

Let us start with the entropy balance equation (11.10.27):

at y

where the entropy production

a a

*?
rate

» 1
?T;

[̂  + Uo^* ] +0- (III.l.

is

o f 1 1 1+ l •' E
-." ̂+ f I Ti " Te J+ Te J ' -

with the modified electric field

. Ê 1_
-" = " ee ne £' + £" -

me d

(III.1.3)

(III.1.4)

proportional to the collisional friction.

Natural definitions for flows and forces can be derived from (2) in
the domain of linear transport. For this case we have seen that the first
term in (2) actually represents the divergence of the entropy flow, up to
the second order in the forces (or gradients) : see (II.7.11, 12). As a
consequence, the expression (3) for <r correctly represents the entropy
production rate up to the second order in the forces:

m
II
m p

with the following choice for flows J1n and forces X1n :

(III.1.5)
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Flow and
Force -*

Transport
Phenomena i

m = 1
electron

thermal conduction

m = 2
Ion

thermal conduction

m = 3
electron
viscosity

m = 4
ion

viscosity

m = 5
HP at "fry a ncfp Y*

(electrons to ions)

m = 6
diffusion

(of electrons
with respect to ions)

= electrical
conduction

3.

J1 = 7-°41 Te ̂

*-£*

.-h

,̂
J = 1 QJ5 « T. Vi

ee ne

^ = HT~ (^- M,-)
'e

•**

Xm

X1 = - V 7n T.

X2 - - 2 In T,

X - - V u 6

=3

X = - 2 M5
=4

v . Te - Ti
- T6

X6 = £e

(III.1.6)

The diffusion flow J6 is simply related to the electrical current density
(1.7.7) by:

T6 J6 - (III.1.7)

where a = £ ea na takes eventual non-neutrality into account (&10).

(&10) The presence of rapidly varying processes <r(t) (for instance due to
plasma waves) may even modify the validity of the hydrodynamic description.
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"Up to the second order in the forces, the contribution of J.n to
S
a.

the entropy production has to be neglected in the force of diffusion, which
reduces to:

ee £ =ee [E + I V A B ] - ̂ vpe - ̂-1' Ab - me -̂  (III.1.8)

The last term does not contribute when the electron population is in
mechanical equilibrium: this is probably not the case in violent processes
like disruptions in TOKAMAKS, where the present deviation from the GIBBS
law could play an important role.

B. Linear phénomène!ooical relations: CURIE principle and ONSAGER symmetry
relations.

In order to derive phenomenological relations (1) between flows and
forces, we have to remember the CURIE principle /3/ which indicates that,
in the linear approximation, flous and forces of different tensorial rank
do not couple together. As a consequence of their tensorial rank (of order
zero, one and two, respectively), transport processes of the various groups
m = (3, 4), m = (5) and m = (1, 2, 6) cannot couple together, but can b&
coupled in the same group (m = 1 and 6 for instance).

We are thus led to the following form for the phenomenological
relations ( we do not specify the tensorial nature of the symbols here):

J1 = L11 X1 + L12 X2 + L16 X6

J2 = L21 X1 + L22 X2 + L26 X6

J6 • L61 X1 + L62 X2 + L66 X6

J5 = L55 X5

J3 = L33 X3 + L34 X4

J4 = L43
 X3 + L44 X4 (III.1.9)

In view of the de-coupling between ion and electron populations, it
is quite natural that ionic forces do not contribute to electronic flows,
and vice-versa. As a consequence, we assume:

(1) L12 = O = L34 (IÏÏ.1.10)

which means for instance that 7 T1- does not contribute to Jjj . The ONSAGER
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relations make a connection between conjugated transport coefficients;

(III.1.11)

where the tilda indicates the transposed tensor, and B is the magnetic
field (see footnote (**) in the Introduction). From the ONSAGER relation,
(10) implies of course that

L21 = O = L43 (III.1.12)

Similarly, we may consider J6 as an electron flow of diffusion (with
respect to ions) and, for the same reason, we assume that no coupling
appears between X6 and the ion heat flow J2 , thus:

(11) L26 = O = L62 (III.1.13)

The analysis of the present Section is based on the two assumptions (10 and
13) which are widely used in the literature of hot plasmas. In Appendix 3,
however, we study a possible generalization and we deduce more general
transport laws which are obtained by relaxing both assumptions (10 and 13):
a possible higher order ion thermoelectric effect is introduced as a
macroscopic possibility of thermodynamics (§11).

By applying assumptions (10 and 13), we are left with the following
phenomenological relations:

J1 = L11 X1 + L16 X6

J2 = L22 X2

J. -
J5 =

J3 =
J4 =

LOI X1 + L66 X6

L55 X5

L33 X3

L44 X4 (III. 1.14)

(§11) Note also that in the neoclassical "banana" regime, a (weak) coupling
between ion and electron flows appears: this question (which is outside of
our present treatment of collision-dominated plasmas) is discussed in HH,
V.B. 3-4 and VI.F.
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which can be written explicitly as

- J^ = - L .V In Te + L .
e =1 1 =1 6

- L .

'i' = - L .V7 / jT e + L
e =61 =66

O ,
T-Vi ' L55
'i 'e

=- n - - L :
e =e

=33

- n - - L : V U, (III. 1.15)
' =

44
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2. TRANSPORT LAWS.

A. Transport coefficients defined in terms of the modified
electric field En

The various coefficients L have a simple physical meaning in terms
of the usual transport coefficients:

electrical conductivity; <j - Te .L
" "66

thermo-electric effect: a * L » L - ct(-B)
" "61 "16 '

electron thermal conductivity: Ke » L

ion thermal conductivity: K1 - L

electron viscosity: we - TB L

33

ion viscosity: v' - T- L

44

heat transfer rate: T - T . L55

(III.2.1)

In these terms, the phenomenological relations are:
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Phenomenological relations

in terms of the modified electric field L

- Ke . T6 5(-B). E6

• S

1' = 1 - o M1- = - a.2 T6 + ff. E6

Q1

n « - ve : v
~e ~

S

n = - v'1 : 7

(III.2.2)

The general form of these transport relations actually generalizes
those obtained microscopically by a statistical mechanical calculation of
the microscopic flows in the framework of "classical" transport in plasmas
from the GRAD 13- and 21-moments method (see /17/).

Here the present general relationships have been obtained from
non-equilibrium thermodynamics, with special emphasis on the specific
features of a plasma as compared with a metal for instance, I.e.:

- tendency of the plasma to first evolve toward separate local
equilibria at different velocities U01 and temperatures Ta for electrons and
ions,

- sufficiently slow exchanges between electron and ion populations
to prevent cross transport phenomena beyond the obvious heat transfer
occuring in a two-temperature mixture,

which imply the deviation from the GIBBS law for the evolution of entropy
densities.
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B. Transport laws in terms of density and temperature gradients -
the effective electric field £cff.

Having defined the thermo-electric effect in terms of the modified
electric field I6 , we may now make explicit its dependence on the Lorentz
force and pressure gradient.

From (11.10.18) we make explicit the thermal term:

-I2T A5
ee ee

me d U6
e7 TT

and (11.10.23) can be written

~ £eff " £~' ee ne
(III.2.4)

in terms of an effective electric field |Lxf defined by:

Effective electric field £gff

T m. d IL i
letf = £ ' - £ « - r 2 / n n e - ^-^--—-v.n = E

C6 ce u b ce U6 _^

1 1 Te me d "e
- E + - V A B - _ i ' A b - - 2 / n n e - -^-

1 Te me d ^e 1

ee ee a i ee ne

+ i -VT-e T ~ Z- 'ece

:̂-e

=
e

(HI.2.5)

The physical origin of the thermal term in the friction (4) is explained in
a simple way by BRAGINSKII (p.223 in /7/). This author however used another
decomposition of the friction (eqs. 2.6 and 2.9 in /7/) into an electric
current term and a B A V T term; this can be understood as a result of
eq.(IV.3.6) below.

Substituting (4) into the expressions for the heat flow and the
electric current (2) gives
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je . . f Ke + IlS(-B) l.V T6 + T6 5(-B). £.ff
I = ee = J

j' = o . E6, f - a + —a .V T6
= L = "c = J

(III.2.6 a)

(III.2.6 b)

The latter equation is a general form of the OHM law, which holds in the
domain of linear transport: it involves an effective electric field ̂ 6 ff
(5) along with a contribution of the electron thermal gradient. The
effective electric field includes the Lorentz force, the Hall field, the
density gradient, along with viscous and mechanical non-equilibrium terms
for electrons.

In terms of the usual variables like the bare electric field E, the
density ne and temperature and T6 , we thus find that:

T) The thermo-electric effect a contributes to the effective thermal
s

conductivity

2°) Similarly, the electrical conductivity a contributes to the effective

thermo-electric effect

a + — a
= 6e =

7.e. in the contribution of 7 T6 to the electric current.

3") The electron density gradient term, involved in E6̂  , contributes to
the electron thermal flow because of the thermo-electric effect. Such terms
have proved to be important in order to simulate TOKAMAK discharges by
means of magneto-hydrodynamical numerical codes (MAKOKOT code in Réf. /28/).

4°) The electronic density gradient also contributes to the electric
current, by a modification of the effective electric field.

5°) Viscous effects and mechanical non-equilibrium of the electron
population may produce an electron thermal flow because of the
thermo-electric effect.

In (6), obviously the ONSAGER relations do not hold for the flows
Ĵ  and j' = j - a U1- when V T6 and E6, f are chosen as thermodynamic forces.
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This is due to the explicit form of the entropy production which is not a
bilir.aar form in such variables, but rather in VT6 and E6 (see III.2.2),
or in V Te and E (see 11.10.27).

In the literature, transport laws have been obtained which are
ONSAGER symmetric in spite of the fact that the bare electric field £ (i.e.
a particular case of £eff ) and 2 T6

 are cnosen as thermodynamic forces.
This is only possible due to a simultaneous transformation of the heat flow
(see Appendix 4).

C. Transport laws in terms of electric current density

(friction considered as a force, à la BRAGINSKIIl

As indicated by BRAGINSKII /7/, it may sometimes be more convenient
to work in terms of the electric current density rather than the electric
force. From (III.2.2), the modified electric field can be expressed as:

'1 . j/ + a •1. a . 2 T6 (III.2.7)

This is a thermodynamic expression for the (collisional) friction. By
substituting it into the other transport laws, we obtain a form similar to
the one obtained microscopically in BRAGINSKII (eqs. 2.10-11 in /7/):
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Phenomenological relations "à la BRAGINSKII'

( friction Ê  as a forve)

= - [ Ke - Te 5(-B). a -1.a ]. VT6 + T6 5(-B). a '1J.
I = = = = J a =

- Kf . 2 T1

s j - a Ji1 - - a.2 T. + a. £. = - [ * + — ff j.2 Te + *. £.f f

Q, -

n = - Ve : v
s ae

n : 2

(III.2.8)

We note that the electrical transport law may be inverted to give friction
as a flow:

Electrical transport law

(friction I8 or effective electric field as a flow)

•' . j' + < r ' 1 . a . VT 6

„ - i' + '1
e. =

(III.2.9)

An important conclusion of the present thermodynamic method can be
deduced at this stage. In the framework of the present set of transport
coefficients, there does not exist any general transport relation for what
is called the "diffusion flow" of the particles across the magnetic field.

In Appendix 3 we show that separate transport relations for ion and
electron particle flows can however be obtained, at the price of
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introducing a set of additional transport coefficients.

But, with the present set of transport coefficients, we will see in
Sections IV.3-4 that relations for the particle flows can be obtained in
particular cases, namely for classical particle flows in cylindrical
geometry (Section IV.4). A more elaborate theory, in toroidal geometry,
leads to neoclassical transport in which the radial particle flow also
obeys thermodynamic transport laws.

D. Difference between ion- and effective electron- thermal conductivities:

the "resistive thermo-electric effect".

Let us consider the two coupled phenomenological equations for the
electron heat flow Ĵ  and the electric current density. These can be
written:

Electrical and heat transport laws

J! = - Xe . V T6 + T6 M

• / I i I T̂  T

(III.2.10)

or:

£.„

+ a ' . a . 7 Te

(in. 2.11)

(III.2.12)

Here Xe is the effective electron thermal conductivity defined from the

heat flow measured in a neutral plasma with no current; it is related to
the previously defined Ke by the relation:

(III.2.13)

where N involves the electric conductivity a and the thermo-electric effect
a :

Xe = Ke - Te N
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N
B

= 5(-B) . CT "'
S

. a (III.2.14)

This thermal law (10) for electrons is in contrast to the ion heat flow (8)
which does not depend on a nor on a- .We thus see that an "anomalous"

S SS

thermo-electric effect would lead to an anomalous effective electron
thermal conductivity, but not necessarily to an anomalous ion conductivity:
such a situation would be very similar to the experimental one in TOKAMAKS.

In (10), the contribution of tha electric current density to the
heat flow is measured by the "resistive thermo-electric" effect that we
define by:

H = 5(-B) . o -i
(III.2.15)

Obviously, the relation between N and the resistive thermo-electic effect N

is:

(III.2.16)

Inversely, the contribution of the electron temperature gradient to
the electric current (10) is measured by

N = M . QL

I
t = Ot + CT
= =, ee .

(III.2.17)

which is the thermo-electric effect ( a ) modified by a contribution in

VT6 .The corresponding contribution to the modified electric field I6
(12) only involves «r -1. a which is just H (see III.3.16 below).

The thermodynamic OHH law (10) defines the electric conductivity as
the coefficient of the effective electric field. This field does not
include the temperature gradient contribution of the modified electric
field, but only the Lorentz force, the density gradient and the mechanical
non-equilibrium: see (6).

This OHM law can also be written in terms of the modified electric
field (or friction):
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OHM law

L = a'1 . i' + M . V T 6
(III.2.18)

This form clearly exhibits the ONSAGER symmetry with the electron heat flow

Electron heat flow
- Xe . 2 Te + Te M (III.2.19)

The results (8-12) are the most general transport laws derived
here. Other possible definitions are discussed in Section III.5 and in
Appendix 4.
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3. LOCAL COORDINATES IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD, MAGNETIC SURFACES

AND TRANSPORT TENSORS.

The physical properties of the plasma actually depends on the local
direction of the magnetic field; it it therefore useful to define a
coordinate system in which one axis (let us say OX3 ) is oriented along the
direction of the local magnetic field.

In the specific case of toroidal or cylindrical geometry (see
Appendix 5) the axis OX1 is chosen in the radial (outward) direction;
consequently OX2 is in the direction called "diamagnetic", "tangential" or
"pero-tangential" direction in order to obtain a right-handed
tri-orthogonal system (see Fig. III.3.1).

(parallel) //

(perp—tangent)

X
1

(radial)

Fig. III.3.1: Local coordinates
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Elementary symmetry considerations enable one to deduce the general
form of the tensorial transport coefficients

A= { <r , a , K, A, M, N, tV
= ^ — K = = = = =

for systems which are isotropic in absence of the magnetic field (this is
the case for linear transport coefficients). The general form of these
transport tensors is (see Réf./3/):

A =

A11 - A21 O

A21 A22 O

O O A33

=

Ax - AA O ^

AA A1 O

O O A1,
N /

(III.3.2)

and involves three different components A1 , AU and AA . In terms of the
tensor

<3) = 1 O O
0 0 0

it also reads

A = A1, b b + A1 ( I - b b ) + AA m
(3) (III.3.3)

Symmetry considerations also allow one to deduce important parity
relations with respect to the inversion of the magnetic field. Let us first
decompose these tensors into symmetric and antisymmetric parts:

where

and

A = A8 + Aa

= i ( A + A )
A11

O

O

O O

A11 O
0 A33

(III.3.4)
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A° = •=•

O

A2,
O

-A21 O

O O

O O

(III.3.5)

Symmetry also insures that the symmetric part is even in the magnetic field
(see p. 237 in /3/):

AS(B) = AS(-B)

while the antisymmetric part is odd in the magnetic field:

A"(B) = - Aa(-B)

(III.3.6)

(III.3.7)

This implies that parallel and perpendicular components are even

A1(B) - AJ-B) (III.3.8)

An(B) = A,,(-B) (III.3.9)

while non-diagonal or perp-tangential components are odd in the magnetic
field:

AA(B) = - AA(-B)

in agreement with eqs.(34-35) in Réf./38/.

The inverse tensor defined by

A -'. A - I

is simply

(III.3.10)

(III.3.11)

(III.3.12)

The transposed tensor is
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O

O

and from (8,9) one deduces the following property

R(-B)

(III.3.13)

r

AA
O

- AA

AJ.
O

O

O

AII
A(B) (III.3.13)

(which is actually a particular form of the ONSAGER relation applied to the
three spatial components of any given flow).

With the present simple form (2) of the transport tensors, the
ONSAGER relation (III.1.11} between conjugated transport tensors is simply:

Lm P(B) = Cp J

which implies for the crossed effect :

Lp .(B) (III.3.15)

5(-B) .= a(B) (III.3.16)

(This simple relation is presently due to the specific form (2) of the
transport tensor, which holds in a magnetic field). Consequently the
resistive thermo-electric coefficient is:

H = 5(-B) . a '1 - a . a'1

1
mx

"1A

O

- mA

m±

O

O

(III.3.17)

where we have introduced

"1X - «L 0L + aA 0A

"1A = «A 0J. *

(111.3.18)

(111.3.19)
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2 4. ,T. 2

m,, = a,, (III.3.20)

Ue note moreover that

= (T ' . tt (III.3.21)

The non-diagonal component of this resistive thermo-electric effect is
actually related to the ETTINGHAUSEN and isothermal NERNST coefficients
which are well-known in metals (see Section III.6 and Réf./3/).

The transport tensor N (III.2.14) thus takes the form:

N = M . a

where we have introduced

1
a 2 + a z
1 A

nx

"A
O

- "A

"l
O

O

O

"Il

(III.3.22)

nx = ax mx - aA "1A a 0I (ai2 - aA2 ) + 2 <*A «L

nA = «A mx + ax mA = - CTA (ax
2 - tt/N

z )+ 2 aA Ot1

a,' + ax
n,, = a,, m,, = a,,2

(111.3.23)

(111.3.24)

(111.3.25)

In a general way we may use the decomposition (III.3.3) of the
transport tensor A in order to write a flow

in the form

where

J = A . X

J = Ax X1 + An b b.X + AA fe A X (III.3.26)

Xx= ( I - b b).X = b A ( X Ab) (III.3.27)
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and

b AX. = m(3). I = (III.3.28)

The perpendicular components of the flow.are thus given^by the_:vector

Jx = Ax Xx + AA J2 A X (IIi.3.29)

The contribution in AA describes important "off-diagonal" effects described
in Section III.6.
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4. COMPARISON WITH THE BRAGINSKII DEFINITION OF TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS.

Comparison of the thermodynanuc OHN law (III.2.18) with the
BRAGINSKII expression (p. 216 in /7/) can be made more precise. By
splitting the friction into a thermal contribution j£ "and a contribution
from the electric current , we have:

with

B.

BS s - e. n. <r -1. i' - - e. n. t| . i'
= s

£5 = - ee ne M . V Te

(III.4.1)

(III.4.2)

(III.4.3)

where we have introduced the resistivity tensor in the local field
reference frame (use III.3.12):

= a
- 0

ul

O

O

O
(III.4.4)

i.e.

(III. 4. 5)

•HA
^ * -A2 )

1

(III. 4. 6)

(III. 4. 7)

We decompose in a general way the scalar product of a tensor A (of

the form III.3.2) with a vector u as follows:

A.u = A1, U11 + A1 U1 + AA b A u

where the vectors u(| and Ux are defined by

(III.4.8)
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O
O
U3

= u.b b (III.4.9)

and

M1 = u - u.fa b = (III.4.10)

in terms of the unit vector b along the magnetic field b =B/B and of the
vector product

b A u= m(3). y.

written for convenience in terms of the following matrix

m,(3) ̂

Thus

- ee ne i, . 1'

0 - 1 0
1 O O
0 0 0

(III.4.11)

(III.4.12)

* * f z 2 X - f
I ( °L + 0A2 ) ( <*?

= - ee ne H . V T6=

b A V T6 +

(III.4.14)

T.1
^ V "J. ' WA y V "X ' "A / 0 I + 0 A /

where m± , mA and ni|| are given by (III.3.18-20). When these results are
compared with those given by BRAGINSKII (B p. 216) we see that in his
eq.(2.6) B has neglected the term b A j/ in R^, and in his eq.(2.9) B has
neglected the term Vx Te in R^ .

In his eq.{2.6) we check moreover that parallel components of the
electrical conductivity are indeed the same:
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(III.4.15)

while his perpendicular conductivity is related with ours by

(III.4.16)

This difference explains why B writes (his eq. 2.8) the microscopic result

o-,,B = 1.96 O1" (III.4.17)

which is actually a relation between the three components of a :

cr,|B =1.96 (III.4.18)

The contribution of <rA
2 is essential here because <rn and CTX have actually

very different dependences on the magnetic field, while <rA
2 / O1 and cr\\

have the same dependence in the classical l imit .

When the results are compared with those given by B p.249, we find
the following equivalences ( i'= ae ne JJ61-, cf. I.7.12 ):

B
ee ne

B J - - eene H. VT6
B

* - ot? . U61 (III.4.19)

- 3UT . 2 T6 (III.4.20)

The transport coefficients used by BRAGINSKII ( a8 and puT ) are thus
s s

- the resistivity tensor ( a -1 defined in terms of the electric force

and not £6ff )

= ( ee ne )z 1, = ( ee ne )z a -1 (III.4.21)

and
- the resistive thermo-electric effect ( MA ~ p̂

T is tne NERNST effect)

ne M (III.4.22)

For the heat flow we have (III.2.19) which is written by B (his eqs
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4.32-33):

3e -X e. VT6 (III.4.23)

His transport coefficients pTu and H * can thus be identified with the

thermal conductivity (see III.2.13) ( KA or AA is the TJGHI-LEDUC effect
(see p. 238 in /3/):

H * = Ae = Ke - T6 a . .a (III.4.24)

and with the resistive electro-thermal effect ( MA ~ pA
u is the

EHINGHAUSEN effect):

BTU = ee "e Tc M (III.4.25)

We thus check that the ONSAGER relations insure that the BRAGINSKII
coefficients are related by

-.Tu su T (III.4.26)

which is indeed his relation (4.36).

To summarize this comparison with the transport laws obtained
microscopically by BRAGINSKII, we observe a general agreement between the
two formulations, which both satisfy the ONSAGER relations.

We observe however that:

a) his thermal conc-'-tivity K e is equivalent to our Ae ( and not to Ke ),
= = =

and that

b) his "perpendicular electrical conductivity" er,B actually involves the
HALL effect crA .

All definitions of transport tensors used up to this point are
based on a definition of the thermodynamic electric force which is chosen
here to be the collisional friction, as in BRAGINSKII. In Section III.5 we
make the difference with another set of transport tensors which are also
found frequently in the plasma literature; the latter ara based on a
different choice for the electric force.
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5. AN ALTERNATIVE SET OF TRANSPORT TENSORS.

A. The HALL field as a force.

It is well known that the question of the magnetic field dependence
of the resistivity crucially depends upon the definition of tSie «Tectric
field which is used in the OHH law (see COWLING p. 110 in Ref./lo/). The
alternative consists of including the HALL field J^ - (j A b)/o-0 or not
into the electric force.

In our definition (II.2.2 or 7) of the electrical conductivity, we
have used I6 as the electric force. Since the latter is equivalent to the
collisional friction which is purely dissipative, this definition is
analoguous to that of BRAGINSKII /7/, and insures that the electrical
conductivity a in a magnetized plasma is purely dissipative.

S

If, instead of of E6 = £' +E" - E1, , we choose E' + £" as the
electric force, we obtain a "modified11 resistivity, with a very different
dependence on the magnetic field strength. This is rather well explained by
COWLING /16/.

Let us present such a transformation in order to make this point
explicit, as it is not always clear in the recent literature.

From

Ie = E' + £" - E1, = CT -
1. i' + M . 2 T6 (III.5.1)

a s

and

E« =1' Ab/a 0 = - m<
3>. I'/ oj, (III.5.2)

s

( where a0 is defined in II.10.Zl), we immediately obtain the following
expression for the modified electric field, i.e. another form of the
thermodynamic OHM law:

I - £'+ £" = I6+ E „

= cr'1 . T (a) . 1' + M . VT6 (III.5.3)

with a modified resistivity tensor:
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* - 1•n - CT
s =

. T (CT) = CT -
= S

1 . _Lm(3>
0O =

(III.5.4)

This latter is related to the former resistivity a '^ by means of the

tensor (with a subscript - - ")

T (CT) = I - —a . m{3)

°b =

which reduces to the unit tensor I in absence of magnetic field:

(III.5.5)

T (CT)
B -» O

-. I (III.5.6)

In (4) we see that this tensor T (a) modifies the magnetic field

dependence of a , This corresponds to a modified conductivity;

CT * = TI* = CT ' '. T (CT) I
= = V = a )

which can be proved to be simply

-i
(III.5.7)

(III. 5. 8)

On the other hand, if we substitute the expression (3) of E in terms of /

and H into E6 = | - £„ , we obtain

E6 = (t,* + — m ( 3 > ]. i' + M.VT e
V = ° o = / =

from which we deduce (use III.2.18):

T, = ff-i =11* +-Lmc3> = a"'1 . T ( f f«)

(III. 5. 9)

(III.5.10)

with

T ( C T * ) = i + - L C T * . m < 3 > (III.5.11)

which appears to be different from (5). We deduce from (10) the inverse
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expression for a in terms of CT * :

I * -1 T ( Ol"1 T-I ( *}CT= (7 .T Iff I = T ' Iff J . CT

I= % >» ' J B + X = / =

Comparison of (8) and (12) gives

T-I(CT*) . r1 (CT) = I
= «a ' = = =
+

i.e. the two transformation tensors are related by:

it')-re

(III.5.12)

(III.5.13)

(III.5.14)

An explicit expression of these two transformation tensors can
be obtained from (5) and (11). Both results can be summarized in the
following form:

T fa) = I + — a- .
_ *_' _ CT» _

„(3)

!-«OA/OO

ECT1A
7O

O

-€°i/°b
!-«V^b

O

O '
O

1

(III.5.15)

which reduces to T (CT) for « = -1, and to T (CT) for « = +1. The inverse

tensor is given by

I-€CTA/CTO eoj/ob O

'(CT) = f I + -!-CT . m< 3> V1 =7r4--r
U U Cr0 = . J C£(CT)

-€0i/°b

where

( 0I t,W,|_]

C£(CT)

(III.5.16)

(IH.5.17)

Since the transformation matrices depend on the magnetic field
(through <TO : see 11.10.21), the field dependence of the two electrical
conductivities appear to be different, as remarked by COWLING /16/. In
terms of CT we have from (4 and 16) :
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t,* = = = n, (III.5.18)
"̂ - y . P

! -L =IIA-^- (III.5.19)

= t,,, (III.5.20)

^2

°1

1

By comparing with the components of t\ (given in III.4.5-7), we find that
=

the only difference is that the HALL resistivity is here decreased by I/CTO
(defined in 11.10.21).

This corresponds to a modified conductivity (8), the components
of which are (use 8 and 16):

^2

(III.5.22)
C. (CT)

a,,* = CT,, (III.5.23)

in terms of the conductivity CT (defined as in BRAGINSKII by the friction

taken as the thermodynamic force for electrical processes: see III.2.2).

The two definitions of the electric force (E6 or £ ) yield two
definitions of the conductivity tensor ( CT or CT* ): CT being associated to

purely dissipative process (friction), its dependence on the magnetic field
strength appears to be very different from CT * .

This difference between commonly used definitions of transport
coefficients in presence of a magnetic field has to be kept in mind in
order to avoid serious mistakes.

B. Consequences on electric and thermal.transport coefficients.

As a consequence of the different choice for the electric force (£
instead of ̂  ), we have obtained a different definition of the
resisitivity ( i\* instead of TI ). But actually all coupled electric and
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thermal transport tensors are also modified by this transformation.

The set of "modified" (with respect to BRAGINSKII) transport
coefficients obtained in this way has been used by various authors, namely
V. P. SILIN /17/, LP. SHKAROFSKY, I. B. BERNSTEIN and B. B. ROBINSON /30/, A.
KAUFMAN /31/, B. B. ROBINSON and I. B. BERNSTEIN /32/, T. KIHARA and Y.
MIDZUNO /38/ and many other authors. A short review is given in Appendix 4.

Let us consider the two coupled flows j/ and Ô  , in terms of the
friction E6 taken as the electric force (III. 2. 2 and III. 3. 16):

= - Ke. V T6 + Te a . E6

j' . I6 - a . VT 6

(III. 5. 24)

(III . 5. 25)

where the ONSAGER symmetry is apparent. When the modified electric field is
chosen as a thermodynamic force, we actually obtain a transformation of
each of the three transport tensors a , a. and Ke into the modified ones

ss s =

* * J If*<T , a and K :

- K". VT 6 + T6 a* . £ (III . 5. 26)

* . £ - a* . VT 6 (III . 5. 26)

Our goal is to derive the relations between original ( a , a , Ke ) and

modified ( er * ,a* ,K* ) transport tensors.

The correponding laws for the fields are:

£e = o- -1 . j' + M . VT 6
= =

*"' . 1' + M* . V T6 + EH

*"1

(III . 5. 28)

(III . 5. 29)

where M* = a*" . a* (see III. 2. 15). Since the two fields only differ by a
= ^ =

term proportional to the current (EH ), the two tensors M are equal:

(III. 5. 30)
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This allows us to deduce the relation between the two thermoelectric
tensors a and ce* :

. a

i.e. from (8)

a*
a*

-ru») . a (III.5.31)

or

a - CT . cr .a

i.e. from (12):

a - T" n (a
+

) • a (III.5.32)

Let us consider the thermal flows (24, 26). When expressed in terms
of the electric current density, we have from (24 and 25):

J; « - [ Ke - T6 cc.ff-'.a ]. V Te + T6 a.a'
1.!' • (III.5.33)

and from (26 and 27):

1C - - [|f -T. «*-**"1-» ]• 2Te +Tea*.c7*"
1.i' (III.5.34)

Defining effective thermal conductivities x and x" according to (III.2.13),
St Sf

these two equivalent expressions of the thermal flow are:
1

G^ = - X . V T8 + Te M . j' (III.5.35)

05 = - x- . 2 TC + Te H- . r (III.5.36)

Both expressions agree (use 30), and we obtain the equivalence between
effective thermal conductivities in the two representations:
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(III.5.37)

i.e.

*~1Ke - T6 a . <r -1. a = K* - T6 a* . a * .a* (III.5.38)_ _ _ _ _ e - _ _

The thermal conductivities K are thus related to each other by (use 30):

K* = Ke

~e

. M (III.5.39)

i.e. (use 31):

K* = K - T6
~e ~e

I - T-1H 1. a . (III.5.40)

Inversely, one has:

K = K* - T6 [a* - a J. M*
~e e ~ ~~

- IT - T. ( I - TMO 1. of . M*
=e U % ' =

The bracket in (40) can be made explicit by using (11):

C. (a) - (UV°b) °i/°b

(III.5.41)

C. (a) - (1+Vb)
O

with a vanishing parallel contribution. As a consequence, we can see that
the thermal conductivities K and K* (in 40) only differ by their

= =:

perpendicular and off-diagonal ("perp-tangent") components Kx and K̂  . The
latter is known as the RIGHI-LEDUC effect /3/: the definition of this
thermal coefficient is thus proved to depend on the choice made for the
thermodynamic electric force.

By using the invariance property for M and A (30 and 37), we may
a =

also write (18,19) in the form:
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£ = - A . 2Te + T8 M . i' (III.5.43)
3k ae

E8 = a'
1. 1' + M . VT8 (III.5.44)

= TI . 1' + M . 2 T8
a s

as well as

E - a*"1, j' + M . VTe (III.5.45)
s a

- TI* . i' + M . 2 T8
a s

In other words <r or <r * is obtained as the electrical conductivity,

according to the choice of I8 or £ as thermodynamic force; x and N are not
a a

modified under this transformation ( but only a , K1 and KA ).

L. Application: diffusion and thermodiffusion.

The expression (45) of the OHN law can be shown to generalize the
usual diffusion Jaw of neutral systems by taking electromagnetic effects
into account.

From the expression (1.7.12) of i', we have indeed:

= 1 •'
e e

which can be written from (45) - use (30):

(III.5.46)^"rVf**^ -a*-*Te)ce e = —

Substituting in this equation the expression (11.10.30) for £, we obtain:

1
n.
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. --ee d t eene

- a* . VTe ] (III. 5. 47)

The forces (Y n)T and V T are obviously reminiscent of the diffusion and
thermodiffusion processes in neutral systems, which are generalized here
because of additional electromagnetic effects.

Introducing a general diffusion coefficient D*, we obtain:

(ne + n, 1 ro. « JL l
i V A B - — -T̂ - - -i- v.nc~ ~ e e d t « - -

+ D'. 2Te (III. 5. 48)

with the diffusion coefficient given by the EINSTEIN-! ike relation:

_J_D* : a* (III.5.49)
'• = ne

 6I K+ ni) "

and a thermodiffusion coefficient D1 given by
s

D- = —-a* = . _f
 e ' D*. H* (III.5.50)

ee ne . n, T8 . =

Equation (48) generalizes a similar result obtained by T. KIHARA and Y.
MIDZUNO (eqs. 48-50 in /38/). These authors have neglected electromagnetic
and pressure forces, along with inertia and viscous effects. Our result
(49) for the' diffusion coefficient reduces to their result (eq. 49 in
/38/): for a neutral plasma where ne ee = - n, e,-, we find:

^D* » (T* (III.5.51)
ne el + n, e? =

in agreement with /38/.

On the other hand their thermal diffusion ratio kT (their eq. 50)
defined by
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"e "l =T
 Te '

is found here to be given by the tensor

(III.5.52)

("e + n i > J_ k
 Se K +". ' ) 1 H.

ne n,- T8

n, e,-
,T3 (,.,.,>«• (HI.5.53)

' = =

For their case of a neutral plasma, this expression reduces to their result
(50) with their a given by - M*, i.e.

(III.5.54)

The transport coefficient used by these authors are actually the
modified coefficients ( <r * a.s.o.); this can be checked for instance in

their eq.(55) which describes the non-diagonal element of the diffusion
coefficient D* (hence of the conductivity a*) in the limit of vanishing

ee "«

=T "e + ,
! M*
^i »

interaction. Their result is

"i r Tn* -. ' c 'A ne + n, e B
(III.5.55)

which implies (use eq. 49) that in this limit the non-diagonal conductivity
goes to

- "e ee (III.5.56)

which is indeed the non-dissipative contribution from the HALL field. This
corresponds indeed to the fact that in this limit Ti1 = tiA = O and from
(18-20) we have

hence

This corresponds indeed to (use III.3.2 and 12):
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L* — °
(III.5.57)

°

which holds in the non-dissipative case.

O. Approximate transport laws for a simple case.

Finding the "good" thermodynamic variables appears to be
particularly important in order to deduce the correct ONSAGER relations
between transport coefficients. In order to allow for an easy comparison
with the literature, we consider here approximate transport laws which hold
when the following approximations are valid:

(i) local neutrality a = O —» j/ = j

d U01
(H) no inertia effect -J-T- = Od t

(Hi) no viscosity n = O —» P = p I = n i lOt * 11Ol 1O.

Ot ~<X

(iv) uniform density J? na = O

This last approximation has an important consequence on the electric force.
From (11.10.16-19) and (III.2.5), (III.5.3) the possible electric forces
are in the present case

£e = £' + E" - E11 (III.5.58)

£eff = E + - U6 A B = E6 + — V Te = E'- E11 (III.5.58)
e

.^ l lA.- l i /Mi

£ = £'+£" = E6+ E11 = E + - V A B - — 5 T6 (III.5.60)
C 6e

with

E' = E + I V A B (III.5.61)

E" = - — VT e (III.5.62)
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— J A b (III.5.63)
°b

The two general coupled laws for the electron thermal flow and the
electric current density are given by (III.5.24-25) in terms of E6, by
(III.5.26-27) in terms of E, and by (III.2.6) in terms of E f̂. We consider
here the laws in £ which has a simple expression in terms of the bare
electric field E. We obtain from (26, 27 and 60):

a*. E' - |a* +^-<T* ]. 7Te (III.5.61)

K* +—T. «* 1. YT- +T- «'.£' (III.5.62)
% 6e = J =

In the simple case where the barycentric velocity V is negligible in the
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, E' reduces to the bare
electric field £: only in the framework of the present assumptions (mainly
7 n^ = O) do the thermodynamic forces reduce to 7 Te and E. This simple
situation is frequently considered in the literature. Obviously the ONSAGER
relation does not hold in such variables.

Equations (61-62) can also be written in terms of 7 Te and j:

E' = a *"' . j + f H* + J- I I. 7 T8 (III.5.63)

J? = - [K* - Te N* 1. YT. +T. K". i (III.5.64)
L = = J =

e

where crossed coefficients remain different.

In conclusion we see that even in the present simple case, the
ONSAGER relation does not imply the equality of crossed coefficients when
the variables E' and 7 T6 or j. and S Te are used in the transport laws.

In (III.2.6) we have already seen that crossed coefficients are not equal
either when E6^ and 7 Te are used in the transport laws for j' and J!.

Of course such conclusions crucially depend on the definition
(1.3.11) of Ĵ  : when another heat flow is used, equality between crossed
coefficients can be recovered in some cases.
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6. OFF-DIAGONAL TRANSPORT PHENOHENA IN A MAGNETIZED PLASMA.

The off-diagonal elements of the transport tensors (III.3.2)
introduce in the transport laws for magnetized plasmas several effects
which are well-known in metals /3, 33/: the HALL effect, the isothermal
NERNST effect and the particularly important ETTINGHAUSEN effect.

Let us write the transport laws (III.2.18-19) in the local
coordinate system defined in Fig. III.3.1 :

JS H = ̂3 O O Xf,

- M o) (Vl

V

(III.6.1)

= IA 1U O

O O t\]\

' *; *
M1 - MA O

M

Since A, M and the resistivity tensor -q (III.4.4) are given in terms of K,

a and a , the effects discussed here are related to the electrical
= 5

conductivity a and the thermo-electric effect a.
s ss

A. The HALL effect:

The well-known HALL effect is due to the non-diagonal part of the
electrical conductivity tensor. More precisely, this effect is
characterized by the appearance of a (radial) electric field measured by
the ratio

RH = -4- (III.6.2)
J2

in situations where J1 = O and V T = O ("isothermal" HALL effect): see Fig.
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III.6.1.
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and

Thus:

From (III.5.1 and 3), we have in absence of thermal gradients:

E8 = £' + £" - £« = « "
1 > Ï (III.6.3)

£-.£'+£"- cr- 1. T. I'- T,*. 1' =a*'\ 1' (III.6.4)

1' = a*.(E' +£«) -a .(£'+£" -

or, inversely:

a*, i' = £' +-£' - I

and

n- 1' -£'+£'-£ H- £.

(III.6.5)

(III.6.6)

(III.6.7)

Here the two definitions TI and t)* of the resistivity are involved,
s =

according to the thermodynamic choice for the electric force (i.e.
including or not the HALL field E11 ). Since we want to measure the ratio
between £ (or £') and j', we are thus led to use the electric force £ which
is independent of 1', and thus to use i\* .
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HALL.

3

(parallel)

( perp-tangent)

1

(radial)

Fig. IH.6.1:
Radial electric field E1 due to the isotnermal HALL effect

For J1' = O we have from (6,7):

i.e. (use III. 5. 19):

R - 1 *RH-T^-^A
- 0A 1

(111.6.8)

(111.6.9)

(III.6.10)

These two terms represent, respectively, the dissipative ( TJA ) and the
non-dissipative ( l/a0 ) contributions to the HALL coefficient:

ee ne
< 0

(III. 6. 11)

(III. 6. 12)
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B. The Isothermal NERNST effect:

In a metal, the isothermal NERNST effect is defined by the
appearance of an electric field in the (radial) direction OX1 when a
temperature gradient is applied in the (tangential) direction OX2 (sei 3
III.6.2) in situations where there is no electric current ami no
temperature gradient along OX1 ("isothermal" effect).

NERNST

effect

X3 //
(parallel)

x

(perp-tangent)

X
1

(radial)

Fig. III.6.2:
Electric field E due to the isothermal NERNST effect

For simplicity, let us consider a neutral plasma (a = O i.e. j'=
This situation corresponds to:

2 Te = V2 Te

J1 = J2 = O

(111.8.13)

(111.6.14)
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(thus j. A B = O and E1, =0, hence I6 = £ ), where (III. 6.1) gives:

- M A (III. 6. 15)

The isothermal NERNST coefficient in a plasma is thus:

V2 T

a
_ M - _
~ "A

A 0I - al 0A
(III.6.16)

This effect obviously appears from non-diagonal terms in the electrical
conductivity and in the thermo-electric effect. The importance of this
coefficient HA comes from the fact that it appears in the non-diagonal
contribution of the electric curren* to the heat flow (1). this effect in
plasmas has been referred to by BRAGINSKII /7/.

C. The ETTINGHAUSEN effect:

The ETTINGHAUSEN effect appears in the symmetric situation, and is
conjugated to the isothermal NERNST effect. In a metal, this effect is
defined by the temperature gradient (V1 T) which appears in the (radial) OX1
dire -"on when an electric current exists in the OX2 (tangential)

rfOii, in situations of vanishing heat flo,̂  in the OX1 direction:

and (use III.6.1)

(see Fig. III.6.3).

O =

V2 T6 = O

- T. "A

(III.6.17)

(III.6.16)
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(parallel) X // B

ETTINGHAU3EN

V1T
diamagnetic

(perp-tangent)

x

(radial)

Fig. III.6.3:
Temperature gradient due to the ETTINGHAUSEN effect

The ETTINGHAUSEN coefficient defined by /3/

PE (III.6.19)

is found to be (use III.2.13):

P^ - Te "A - T
A" e K

"A

I - TO «I
(III.6.20)

In confined plasmas, whenever the magnetic field is not force-free, an
electric current exists in the tangential direction (the diamagnetic
current), hence a radial temperature gradient can be expected to result
from the ETTINGHAUSEN effect. This effect has been invoked very rarely in
the plasma literature (see Réf. /29/). We will see in the following
Sections that this effect actually plays an important role in the transport
laws applied to realistic situations.
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The relation between the ETTINGHAUSEN coefficient PE (20) and the
isothermal NERNST coefficient Q" (16) is found to be:

pE Q" (III.6.21)

i.e.

T6 Q" = T6 M, (III.6.22)

This is known as the BRiDGMAN relation: it is actually one of the various
particular cases of the general ONSAGER relations (see p. 361 in /3/). Both
effects are due to the non-diagonal term of the resistive thermo-electric
effect M.

The explicit value of the ETTINGHAUSEN coefficient in terms of the
electrical conductivity and thermo-electric tensors can be obtained from
(III.3.17-25):

6 Kl K»+** ) -T 6 [Cr1 (Cc1* -«A2 ) + 2 a A a ± O A ]
(III.6.23)

It is interesting to note that the non-diagonal part of the
resistive thermo-electric effect M , i.e. MA (NERNST or ETTINGHAUSEN

s

effect!. also contributes to the effective electron thermal conductivity
Xe. From (III.2.13 and 16) we have indeed:

A* - K* - T M . a

- T.

- MA aA - (HA O1 + M1 aA)

aA - M

M,, a,.

(III.6.24)

He see that MA contributes to both the perpendicular and the non-diagonal
components of this deviation which exists between the effective thermal
conductivity xe (defined without current: see III.2.19) and the thermal

conductivity Ke (defined without E6 field: see III.2.2).
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D. Off-diagonal contributions in transport laws.

These various effects are all Involved In the explicit expressions
for the transport laws III.5.43,44 for Instance. By using (III.3.26,29),
the perpendicular part of these laws can be written as:

OFF-DIAGONAL TERNS IN PERPENDICULAR TRANSPORT LAWS

^x - - *1 SL
 T* - AX b A V T6 + T6 Mx J1 + T6 MA b A j'

Iex - ̂  2 Ji - 2
JA

 2 b A i' + Mx Vx T6 + MA b A V

(III.6.26)

and the parallel parts:

Jq,, - - *B 7II Te + Te Hll Jfl ( III .6 .27)

E6|j = -i- j|, + M1, V1, T6 (III.6.28)

where Ax is the perpendicular thermal conductivity

0I
— the perpendicular resistivity ̂ x (III.4.5)

the dissipative HALL coefficient t,A (III.4.6)
0I + U1,

Mx is sometimes called the thermoelectric power

MA is the NERNST or ETTINGHAUSEN coefficient

XX is associated with the RIGHI-LEDUC effect (/3/ p.238).

Equations (25, 26) are obviously ONSAGER symmetric.
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By using (III.5.45), we deduce in a simular way the following
expresion for the modified electric field E:

E1 = •nl Ii + T£ b A i' + Hx V1 T6 + MA b A 2 T6 (III.6.29)

where ̂ x = tij_ is the modified resistivity (III.5.18), and

1

includes the non-dissipative HALL effect (III.6.12). We note that Eqs. (25)
and (29) are also ONSAGER symmetric; the various contributions are however
organized in a different way.
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P A R T I V

APPLICATIONS TO CONFINED PLASMAS

1. TRANSPORT LAMS FOR A NEUTRAL TOKANAK PLASMA WITH

CONSTANT-TEMPERATURE MAGNETIC SURFACES.

The above phenomenological relations between thermodynamic forces
and flows can be simplified if we consider a model involving the following
assumptions:

I) neutral plasma ( a = O) with singly ionized ions (Z = 1)

ne = n, = n

e, » - ee = lei

(IV.1.1)

(IV.1.2)

2) the density and the temperature are considered as being constant over a
magnetic surface. Gradients are thus in the (radial) OX1 direction:

VT = V1 T (IV.1.3)

Vn = V1 n (IV.1.4)

In this case the electric current density reduces to

> IeI n (U,- U6) = j' (IV.1.5)

The general phenomenological relations for the two coupled flows
(II.2.10 using III.2.17)
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Ĵ  = - xe.VTe +T6 M . 1' (IV.1.6)

1' -a • Ie,, - * • ST. (IV.1.7)

become

Jq1 • -
 xî V1 Te + Te C Mx Ji - MA J2 1 (IV.1.8)

Jq2 - - >R *i T. + T. [ MA J1 + M1 J2 ] (IV.1.9)

Jq - Te Mll J3 ( I V . 1.10)

J1 = CrxE1
6" - aA E2

6" - t±7, T6 (IV.1.11)

^Z A I _L 2 A l e * *

J3 - a,, Ê3
6 f f (IV.1.13)

The radial electron heat flow JJj for instance, involves:

(i) the usual contribution X^ due to the radial temperature gradient,
(H) a contribution from a possible radial electric current J1, and
(Hi) a contribution, because of the NERNST effect, from the diamagnetic

electric current J2 .

Similarly, the radial temperature gradient also appears in the diamagnetic
and radial current densities.

A. In presence of a purely radial effective electric field.

These expressions can be further simplified in cases where the
effective tlectric field (defined in III.2.5) has only a radial component:

Ie,, ~E,e (IV.1.14)

This appears to happen when the following conditions are satisfied:

a) the bare electric field E is purely electrostatic with a constant
potential on magnetic surfaces,

b) the density is constant over magnetic surfaces, and
c) mechanical equilibrium is insured : du^ /dt = O
d) the magnetic force U01AB = V A B ^ c J ' A b/ac due to the radial
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electron flow is negligible.

In this case, equations (11-13) become:

J1 =axE,
eff - txv, Te (IV.1.15)

J2 = aA E1
6" - tAV, Te (IV.1.16)

The diamagnetic component J2 of the electric current is then entirely due
to non-diagonal parts of the transport tensors.

If we further assume that no electric current goes out of a
magnetic surface (as is usual when viscous effects are negligible: see
Section IV.1.8):

J 1* O (IV.1.17)

the radial effective field has to satisfy the following relation with the
temperature gradient:

E,eff = —7. T6 (IV.1.18)1 °j.

and the diamagnetic component of the current density is related to the
radial temperature gradient by

7, T. (IV.1.19)

i.e. by means of non-diagonal components of the transport tensors. The
latter can thus surely not be neglected in the present case, since a
non-negligible current density exists in the magnetic surfaces of TOKAHAKS
for instance, in the tangential direction OX2 perpendicular to the magnetic
field: this is the diamagnetic current which is essential for plasma
confinement:
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B. With no electric current going out of the magnetic surfaces

(no viscous effect).

On the other hand, if we do not make any assumption on the
effective electric field E1* , but only consider that the current density
remains in the magnetic surface (&12), we have:

(IV.1.20)

This condition can also be justified by the fact that it ensures an
ambipolar radial "diffusion" since from (5) we have:

u] - uf K O (IV.1.21)

Thus (12) gives:

O1 E,
eff = OTA E2

eff + t± V1 Te (IV.1.22)

In this case, the condition of no radial electric current implies (21) that
the radial velocities are the same for electrons and ions: thus, there is
no thermodvnamic radial diffusion

J? = j; = O (IV.1.23)

but only a ccnvective motion;

17 = q = ne uf = n, uj (IV. 1.24)

This condition (20) can be insured only if the effective electric field is
given by (22). Then we have from (8-10):

(&12) This is the case for instance in cylindrical geometry in absence of
viscosity: see Section IV.4 . In the general case, in turn, a tensorial
pressure tensor may be the cause of a departure of the "current surfaces"
from the magnetic surfaces.
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*1 Te

\e rtA1 V,

(which includes the ETTINGHAUSEN effect)

n 2

III. 6

J2 -

z ~ A CT x ^
°1 \ \. I

.16)

2 + 2
L A T p e f f M y T 1

CTx I EZ M/S Vl Te J

'e

(which includes the NERNST effect)

E-
ef *

(IV.1.25)

(IV.1.26)

(IV.1.27)

(IV.1.28)

(IV.1.29)

(IV.1.30)

Here we note that, because of the ETTINGHAUSEN effect (MA * O), all the
terms involved in the diamagnetic current J2 actually contribute to the
radial heat flow JJj . This modifies the conventional term of thermal
conductivity in the radial heat flow (26); combining (28 and 26) one has:

CT/ +
- T

ef f
(IV.1.31)

which appears to be a particular case of the general relation (III. 2. 6)
(use III. 3. 16):

Ae + T6 M . t . V T6 + Te M . CT . (IV. 1.32)

In a symmetric way, HA also describes the contribution of a radial
temperature gradient to the diamagnetic electric current, which is related
to the NERNST effect (28).
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The effective thermal conductivity involved in (26) is given
explicit^ by (use III.2.13-14 and III.6.24 along with III.3.22-23):

Kl - Te N1 = Kl - T6 ( M1 Oc1 - MA «A )

i/e T -*- -*• A A . T U
K, - I- ^-——^——• GCi + I- M. ŒAX e i t j. e /i ri (IV.1.33)

The general definition (III.2.5) of the effective electric field
becomes in the present case (neglecting viscosity):

t,,
E 1 + ^1 C

e
TeT

B

me d uf
iel d t

E "
me d u!
TeT TT

(IV.1.34)

me d uf
IeT TT

We note that in the present thermodynauric formulation of transport, the
velocities U01 of the species (in the stationary case djue/dt = C) only
appear in this effective electric field (and of course in the electric
current (5)J.

This is a very important point: what is usual ly called the
"diffusion" flow of electrons, for instance, only appears in the
thermodynamic force E2

6 (34) and consequently in the electric current
(28,29) which is written as:

• ** me d u|

TeT d t (IV.1.35)

The condition (20-22) of no radial current for instance involves the
tangential velocity u| (use IV. 1.12) :

(where we neglected the inertia terms).

+ I1V1 T6 (IV.1.36)

In the case of stationary velocitias JJ6 , we may inversely express
the barycentric radial velocity uf in terms of the tangential current and
field, and in terms of tha radial température gvadient:
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« - r i -x2

0I
+ "A2 J'

+ E2 - MA V1 T6 (IV.1.37)

We observe a very important fact: the radial temperature gradient enters
the expression for the radial velocity uf only through the isothermal
NERNST effect, i.e. by non-diagonal components of the transport tensors TA
and aA .

Due to the ONSAGER symmetry, which is apparent in (26, 28), this
expression (37) presents some symmetry with the expression (26) for the
radial heat flow:

T. - Te MA J2 (IV.1.38)

The latter involves:

(i) a contribution from the tangential (diamagnetic) electric current, due
to the same transport coefficient MA i.e. the ETTINGHAUSEN effect,
along with

(ii) the usual thermal gradient term where A^ is given by (33).

We recall that these relations hold for a neutral plasma with
constant-temperature magnetic surfaces (1-4) and no radial current (20),
i.e. in the case of "ambipolar diffusion".
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C. Neglecting off-diagonal transport phenomena.

Let us consider the transport laws (25-30) in which we neglect the
non-diagonal parts of all transport coefficients:

(IV.1.39)

(namely the dissipative HALL conductivity , see III.6.11). We obtain:

Jq, = Te Ml JZ = Te Ml 0I E;
eff

J! • T. Te Mll all E3
eff

J1 «0

J2 =
.eff f _ B . I

1 E2 = O1 [ E2 - - u? J

eff

(IV.1.40-45 )

where A1 reduces to (use 33 and 39):

(IV.1.46)

When we neglect the ETTINGHAUSEN effect, the radial heat flow (41) does not
involve any contribution from the current J2 any more, and thus no
contribution from the density gradient (see 28).

Density gradient contributions of this type have been taken into
account in the HAKOKOT transport code /28/: hence this code takes into
account at least the ETTINGHAUSEN effect. In other words, the comparison
between TOKAMAK experiments and the HAKOKOT simulation code has proved the
importance of taking into account non-diagonal crossed transport
coefficients in the simulation of confined plasmas.

Equations (40-45) represent the simplest possible description of
thermodynamical flows in a magnetized plasma. Even in this case, we note
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that a difference remains between the two kinds of thermal conductivities
X̂  and K^ , because of the thermo-electric effect ax and of the finite
resistivity (i/°i )• We nave seen in (IH.4.24) that Xe corresponds to the

=

thermal conduction used by BRAGINSKII /7/.

Such a simple description is however not compatible any more with
the assumption of a purely radial effective electric field E6̂  , since
this would imply from (43) that J2 would vanish; this only happens in a
force-free magnetic field where the current is aligned with the magnetic
field.

However, if the bare electric field is purely radial (E2 = O), then
the tangential current

J2 - - oj.| u? (IV.1.47)

becomes proportional to the radial velocity of the electrons. This could be
an unfavorable situation in TOKAMAKS since the radial "leak rate" would
then be proportional to the diamagnetic current

I* = ne u? = - ̂j2 (IV.1.48)

and thus far from negligible in non force-free configurations (J2 Ti O).

D. Discussion.

In Appendix 6 we present a simplified form of the usual derivation
of the phenomenological laws from plasmadynamical equations, as done for
instance by HINTON and HAZELTINE /19/. It should be contrasted with the
thermodynamic derivation given in the main text.

In that work /19/ the TOKAMAK geometry has been fully taken into
account, and averages over magnetic surfaces have been performed for some
quantities like electric current and electric field. In this Section we
have simply considered a local geometry around the direction of the local
magnetic field. Moreover, we have chosen the transfer of energy Qf between
electrons and ions as one of the tharmodynamic floi.;:, a', was done by
BRAGINSKII /7/. Instead of Q^ and i, HH chose two other flows: the particle
flow

Ze - "e U.

and the surface average of a combination of parallel electric currents (HH
eqs. 5.70 and 72 in Raf./19/). Whether the corresponding change of forces
and flows can be performed in general remains an open problem, which is
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decisive for the application of ONSAGER symmetry relations in such
variables. Ue will come back to this point in Section IV.2.

HH did not consider actually the entropy production in order to
define flows and forces on a thermodynamic basis: they rather consider the
heat production rate (II.8.29) (which has a priori no reason to be a
quadratic positive definite form in the forces) and the ONSAGER symmetry
has been invoked at the level of the microscopic expressions for transport
coefficients in that particular TOKAMAK case.

Here we consider the general entropy production rate for a
two-temperature diffusing plasma. Forces and flows have been defined on
thermodynamic ground in agreement with the microscopic calculations of
BRAGINSKII (in the case of classical transport), and ONSAGER symmetry has
been applied to the general expressions (III.2.2). Every specific
application (neo-classical transport, or toroidal geometry) only introduces
additional specific relations arising from particular geometric
cancellations, but cannot modify the general transport laws which only
result from exact plasmadynamics and from the second principle of
thermodynamics.

The non-equilibrium plasma thermodynamics which is developed in the
present work describes transport phenomena for a plasma "not far" from a
local equilibrium Maxwellian distribution function. The validity of such a
description is insured by collisions. Out of this domain of linear
transport, only few things are known, although this subject has received
recently a renewed attention /23-25/. For a collisionless turbulent plasma,
for instance, the distribution function may be quite different from a local
Maxwellian. This type of turbulent contributions to the entropy density
have been considered from a microscopic basis in /34-36/. For such cases,
the present thermodynamic theory of Part II should be modified.
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2. TRANSFORMATIONS OF THERNODYNAHIC FORCES AND FLOWS.

In agreement with BRAGINSKII /7/ we have seen that the
(thermodynamic) diffusion flow may vanish in the case of what is called for
confined plasmas the ambipolar "diffusion" or the "leak rate", i.e. the
particle flow

C = n. u»

of species ce across the magnetic field. It is thus important to distinguish
the two concepts of thermodvnamic diffusion flow from the particle flow
across the magnetic surface.

General relations have been obtained in Section III.2 on the
transport laws relating the thermodynamic flows and the thermodynamic
forces. In the present formulation of plasna thermodynamics, however, the
particle flow does not appear naturally as a thermodynamic flow. We will
see however (in IV.3.15) that the particle flow may appear as a true
dissipative process rather than as a simple convective process.

In a microscopic calculation of transport coefficients for TOKAMAK
plasmas, HINTON and HAZELTINE /19/ have considered r* air- a
thermodynamic flow. They obtain a set of variables given by four flows (HH
eqs. 5.70-73): g£/Te >fli/Tj » Cs and the fourth one is a weighted average
over the magnetic surfaces (<...>) of the deviation of the parallel
electric current density from the SPITZER current density, i.e. (&13):

The corresponding forces are denoted by An a . Four of these forces are
considered as the independent ones:

(&13) One has to remark that it is not obvious a priori that the
thermodynamic relations could be preserved by ave,aging over magnetic
surfaces: if for instance a = J X , one has by averaging < a . = <J X>,
which is a priori different from <J> <X>.
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(IV. 2. 2)

< B2 >

ln

(IV. 2. 3)

(IV. 2. 4)

and two others (A1 { and A4e ) are complicated combinations of the previous
ones, with some transport coefficients.

In /19/ the transport laws between these forces and flows seem to
have been obtained from microscopic calculations of these flows, taking
into account the particular relations, ordering, and geometry of a TOKAMAK
plasma.

On the other hand, our general results of Section III.2 indicate
that (beside the viscous transport) a consistent set of thermodynamic
forces and flows is given by (III.2.2):

FLOU

i' = i - o- u,.

FORCE

£e

T,-

(IV.2.5)

In order to compare with the HH variables, we would be tempted to find a
transformation which would allow us to derive one set from the other. Let
us summarize how such transformations can be applied.

Linear transformations of forces and flows have been studied from a
general point of view /3,21/. The results can be summarized as follows.
When the entropy production is a bilinear form of the n flows dm and forces
X1n (which have the same tensorial rank):

n

m=l
(IV.2.6)

linear transport laws can be written between forces and flows:
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= I LrapP=I
(IV.2.7)

where Lmp are the transport coefficients which satisfy the ONSAGER symmetry
relations

I - r I RA MU 9 R\ma o m » ' |iv.t.oj

Let us consider J and K as vectors of dimension n (each component being
itself a tridimensional vector or tensor). The transport coefficients T
appear as (n x n) tensors.

Another set of thermodynamic variables

. J

can be found (& 13):

(IV.2.9)

F = Q . X

These will conserve the bilinear form of the entropy production:

o- = J . Î = F . F

(IV.2.10)

(IV.2.11)

if and only if the matrices P and Q satisfy the relation

T-T=TtT-T (IV.2.12)

where T is the transport matrix, and T an arbitrary antisymmetric (n x
n) matrix:

T = - T (IV.2.13)

This result can be easily understood. The new bilinear form is

j7 . F = ( T. T ). T - T = T . T .T - T

- j*. (T + T.T ). r = j*. r (iv.2.H)

(& 13) It has to be noted that the transformation between ̂  and | as
electric forces actually involves the electric current and cannot thus be
included in the present framework.
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and is equal to the old linear form since the second term vanishes:

due to the antisymmetric feature of A"*.

The new transport matrix is related to the old one by:

T* = T* . T* . 'q-1 ' (IV. 2. 16)

It can also be written in terms of the arbitrary matrix A as :

. ( L-I +T) . (IV.2.17)

The new transport coefficients L,; defined by the new transport laws, p

T* . X7 (IV. 2. 18)

satisfy the ONSAGER symmetry relation if T* is odd in the magnetic field:

'A(-B)' = - 1A(B) l (IV. 2. 19)

In absence of magnetic field, the only possibility is *T* = O and

T7"* = T* . L* 1 . T*

which gives indeed

Lmp ~ Lpm

for every transformation *~P~* . In this case

We did not find any transformation ( *7* , *lf*) which would allow us to go
from the present general thermodynamic results (I II. 2. 2) to the microscopic
results of HH. The transformation between both kind of results thus appears
to be of a more general class. Moreover, to reproduce the results of HH,
one has to take into acount averages over magnetic surfaces and specific
toroidal effects.
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3. TRANSPORT LAWS FOR PARTICLE FLOWS ("leak rate"):

CLASSICAL AND NEO-CLASSICAL TRANSPORT.

Ue come back to our general results (III.2.2) in order to extract
some general information about the particle flow from the thermodynamic
point of view.

Let us focus our attention on the electron heat flow and the
electric current density:

- Ĵ  = - Ke . v 7n T6 + a . E6
e = =

- I' = - * . E6 - a . V
* a 'B= =

V In T

(IV.3.1)

(IV.3.2)

The corresponding "good" thermodynamic forces are - v Tn Te and E6 (see
11.10.28): in these variables, cross coefficients are equal ( a is the

thermo-electric effect). More simply we can write:

- Ke . VT 6 + T6 a . (IV. 3. 3)

j' = a . E6 - a . VT 6 (IV.3.4)

or (inverting this last relation):

J| = - K* . V T6 + T6 a . E6

-1 . 1' + M . V T6

(IV.3.5-6)

Similarly to the plasmadynamical derivation of the transport law
for the particle flow r presented in Appendix 6, we may focus our attention
on the electron equation of motion. The modified electric field E6 ,
equivalent to the friction (II.10.8), is defined by (II.10.6):

= E + 14A B - (IV.3.7)

Extracting the vector u^ (perpendicular to the magnetic field) allows us to
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write, inversely, an expression for the velocity in terms of the various
forces:

C du.
(IV.3.8)

>• ̂  ^̂  •• *» ^ •" ^ f* T * *

B2

The perpendicular particle flow can thus be written in a general way as:

—
(IV.3.9)

•i
where Jl6 is the Larmor frequency (A.6.5). This is the transport law for the
(perpendicular) particle flow. The difference with the other transport laws
obtained in the present work is that this latter transport law for particle
flow is not a priori expressed in terms of the thermodynamic forces alone:
the particle flow appears as one contribution inside a particular
thermodynamic force (IV.3.7).

In this expression (9) we can identify the various contributions,
according to the classification of HH presented in Appendix 6. In the two
first terms one can identify contributions arising from the average over
magnetic surfaces of the scalar pressure and of the scalar potential, which
give the equilibrium rotation of the plasma in the tangential direction:

rot. S < * > ] dV.3.10)

The deviations of pe and * from their averages define, according to HH, the
neo-classical particle flow:

I

(IV.3.11)

We find an additional viscous contribution to the particle flow, which is
at least quadratic in the viscous force, and thus beyond the domain of
linear transport:

(EI) . =;rVfeA f s-n 1 (iv.a.iz)^ 'viscous m ne i = j
. e

along with a non-stationary- contribution;

/ x ee "e F d H« 1
(El) =-7T-fcA -T-T- (IV.3.13)v A 'non stat. 17, I d t I

234 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport IV-Section 4
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In (9) the term associated with the modified electric field, i.e. with the
collisional friction effect, is identified by HH as the classical particle
flow:

( a ).,.... (IV.3.14)

(see also eq. 4.33a in /8/).

This classical contribution can thus be related to the transport
laws obtained previously. Using (6) we find the transport law for the
classical particle flow:

class

n. C r 1
. = -^-b A [a'1, i' + M . 2Te I (IV.3.15)

In other words, we have eliminated the friction (or the modified electric
field) between the classical particle flow and the electric current
density. In this way we obtain a general expression of the classical
electron flow in terms of the electrical conductivity tensor and the
thermo-electric tensor. The corresponding forces are the electric current
density and the electron thermal gradient.

The fact that a thermodynamic transport law has only been obtained
for the classical part of the particle flow, is clearly due to the fact
that this classical part is due to collisional processes and actually
contributes to the entropy production (see II.3.14) as a genuine
dissipative process.

General particle flows, however, are not purely dissipative
processes and cannot thus be expressed by transport relations in terms of
thermodvnamical forces, except at the price of introducing additional
transport coefficients (see Appendix 3).

A. Explicit transport law for the classical particle flow.

The result (15) can be made explicit in general local coordinates
(for instance those defined by Fig. III.3.1) . Using

b A
-V,

(IV.3.16)
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Classical "diffusion" (leak rate) appears to be essentially a
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along with (see III.3.12)

'1 j'

we find:

ne c

'class.

i + 0A Jz

J1
1

»i2 +
°\\

(IV.3.17)

- "1A V1 Te - ml V2 Te

Te -

(IV.3.18)

where mx and mA are defined by (III.3.18-19) in terms of the electrical
conductivity and - of the thermo-electric effect. The coefficient mA is
associated with the NERNST and ETTINGHAUSEN effects (see Section III.6).

B. Neglecting off-diagonal transport coefficients.

In the absence of non-diagonal transport coefficients, i.e. by
neglecting <XA , the dissipative HALL effect CTA and the ETTINGHAUSEN effect
mA , the classical particle flow is simply:

. e J_
'class. B ff,

- ( J2 - CT uj ) - Ot1 V2 T6

J1 - a u; + aj_ V1 T6
(IV.3.19)

For a neutral plasma (CT = O) and when the electric current density has no
radial component (J1 = O), this reduces to:

236 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport IV-Section 4
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ne c

'class.

- J2 - OC1 V2 T6

Qt1 V1 T6

O

(IV.3.20)

temperature gradient ( V1 Te ) induces a
the tangential direction due to the

corresponds to a dissipative rotation of the
added to the equilibrium rotation (10). The
density J2 (which appears in non force-free

fields) is responsible for the radial classical particle flow, along with a

which means that the radial
classical particle flow in
thermo-electric effect: this
electrons, which is to be
diamaqnetic electric current

possible tangential thermal
effect.

gradient, because of the thermo-electric

C. Contribution of the ETTINGHAUSEN effect.

Let us consider a simple case taking into account non-diagonal
transport coefficients. In the case where J1 = O ( the electric current
lines lie in the magnetic surfaces) and V2 Te = O (the thermal gradient is
perpendicular to the magnetic surface), we have from (18) for a neutral
plasma ( cr = O):

'class.

- Cr1 J2 - mA V1 T6 '

(IV.3.21)

where the first component represents the radial flow, and the second the
rotation. The second component shows that, because of the dissipative HALL
effect, the tangential current density J2 contributes to the classical
rotation. The first component proves the following important point: because
of the ETTINGHAUSEN effect, the thermal gradient contributes to the
classical particle flow, in addition to the tangential electric current.

In summary of this Section, we recall that the classical and
neo-classical particle flows have been identified as dominant contributions
to the component of electron velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The classical particle flow, which is due to collisional processes,
satisfies a thermodynamic transport law (15) and is a true dissipative
process. It has components in both the tangential and radial directions,
which depend on the electric current density and temperature gradient: the

Thermodynanric Theory of Transport Appendix 1 237
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coefficients depend on the electrical conductivity tensor and on the
thermo-electric effect.

Because of the same friction force, the thermal flow also depends
on the thermo-electric effect; this appears to be a classical effect (see
(5))-

The peculiarities of the thermodynamics of neoclassical transport
have been discussed in Réf. /46/ (Chap. 17).
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APPENDIX 1: ABOUT ENTROPY OF MIXING.
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4. TRANSPORT LAWS IN CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY.

A. Transformations of the linear transport laws.

The elementary transformations of Appendix 7 allow us to transform
the linear transport laws obtained in Section (III.2) in a local reference
frame, into transport laws expressed in a fixed cylindrical reference
frame.

In the local reference frame, the transport laws have the following
simple form:

L . X LA L1 O (IV.4.1}

i.e. explicitly:

Ji = L1 X1 - LA X2

J2 - LA X1 - L1 X2

J3 = L1, X3

(IV.4.2)

In absence of non-diagonal components LA (HALL, NERNST and ETTINGHAUSEN
effects), such laws reduce to:

J1 = L1 X1

J2 = L1 X2 (IV.4.3)

which are particularly simple in the physically significant local reference
frame.

In cylindrical geometry, the linear law (2) takes the form:

Jcyl- = ( R(n) . L . R-1U) )• Xe*1- (IV.4.4)

or, explicitly (use A.7.18):

240 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport Appendix 1
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JP • L1 Xn - D1 LA X8 + be LA Xz (IV,4.5)

J9 = bz LA Xr + [ L1 + ( Ln - L1 ) bg ] X9 + ( L1, - L1 ) be bz Xz (IV.4.6)

J1 = - D8 LA XP + be D1 ( L1, - Lj. ) X8 + [ L1, - ( L1, - Lx ) b§ ] X1 (IV.4.7)

where

be = B9/B , bz = BZ/B

In the absence of any non-diagonal transport coefficients, the components
of the flow reduce to:

J1. = Lx Xr (IV. 4.8)

J9 = [ L1 - ( L|, - L1 ) b§ ] X8 + ( L11 - Lx ) D8 D1 X1 (IV.4.9)

J1 = D8 bz ( L1, - Lx ) X8 + [ L1, - ( L1, - L1 ) b
z
e ] Xz (IV.4.10)

Only when both LA and B8 go to zero, do these relations take simple forms
corresponding to (3).

B. Explicit transport laws.

Let us consider the fundamental transport laws (III. 2. 2)

J4 = - IO . 7 T,-

J| = - Ke - 2 Te + T6 a . ̂ = - Xe .2 Te + T6 M. j'

1' = Î ~ o u, = a . E0 - a . V Te
s =

I.e.

1 - j' + M . V Te= a

along with (IV. 3. 9) for the leak rate. In cylindrical geometry these basic
laws can be written in the following form (see III. 5. 35):
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N«x
(A.I. 7)
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fir,o,z

= - R(jx) .Xe .R-1 (n) - (2 T6) +T6 R(̂ ) .H.R-1 (n). Q-a u, )
"

(IV.4.11)

+R(M.).M.R-1 (n).(vTe)

(IV.4.12)

- R(n).K''.R-1M-(VTi! (IV.4.13)

'r.e.z

where (IV.3.9):

= 5-P - ee ne (E -

(IV.4.14)

du.
Pe TT- (IV.4.14C)

is the force responsible for the perpendicular electron flow. In (14) we
have used for compactness the notation with a subscript 2 to represent the
component of a general vector y along OX2 :

- V2 = Vz D8 - V8 bz (IV.4.14c)

Using the partial results (A.7.18, 26) for the transport tensors in
cylindrical coordinates, we rewrite explicitly the cylindrical components
of each thermodynamic flow as follows:
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In summary, the expression (A.1.6) of the GIBBS free energy of the
mixture takes into account the mixin contribution since the chemical
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- KA

KA bz KI + ( Kf1 - KI ) bl ( Kf, - KI ) be bz

- KA b8 ( Kf, - Kl ) be bz Kf, - ( Kf, - KI ) t

ai - «A bz aA be

"A bz ax + ("Il " a±) b8 ^all " ai) be bz

- aA be (a,, - aj bg bz a,, - (a,, - aj bl

(IV.4.15)

2 Xl + (xf, - XI) bl (xf, - XI) be bz

b9 (xf, - xi) bg bz xf, - (xf, - xi) b

m± - mA

- m - mx) be bz - mx)

where (III.2.13, III.3.22)

"e

jz - a U1

(IV.4.16)

Xe = Ke - T6 N = K
e

(IV.4.17)

f.e. (from III.3.23-24):
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APPENDIX 2:
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e - *î - <*A
A

K* -

^-^~ (IV.4.18)

°i + OA*

KA -
+ a

ax mA (IV.4.19)

= K + T - (IV.4.20)

The perpendicular component of (IV.4.18) is thus seen to deviate from K1
because of the three effects: the dissipative HALL effect CTA , the
ETTINGHAUSEN effect mA and the perpendicular thermoelectric effect Qt1 .

The thermodynamic OHM law (12) is:

(CT1
2 + CT2) (E )>. J- A ) V£e./r' r .8.1

o-A bz

- °

0A b8

8 be bz

ff
bl

mA bz mx + (m,, - mj b| (m,, - mx) be bz

- mA be (m,, - Ui1) be bz ni|| - (iri|| - In1) b|

J6 * a U9

(IV.4.21)
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with

- 0

The ion heat flow is given by:

bz KA be

KA bz Kl + (Kj, - Kl) bl (Kj, - Kl) be bz

b9 bz Kj, - (Kj, - Kl) b|

The electron flow ("leak rate") is (use A. 7. 30):

(IV.4.22)

1
me ne

- V2 P6 + ee ne (E2 - E8 2) - ee pe duz/dt

ft Pe - Se "e (Er - Ee r) + ». Pe

ft Pe - ee ne (E1. - E6 p) + ee pe

(IV.4.23)

In the above results, we may clearly see that each cylindrical
component of the flows actually involves the three cylindrical components
of the forces; this is due to the non-diagonal components aA , crA , KA and
mA of the transport tensors (in the local frame).

For instance, because of the ETTINGHAUSEN effect mA (see Section
III.6), the radial component of the modified electric field Êe r also
depends on the azimutai temperature gradient V8 T6 (see 21); on the other
hand (from 23 and 14c), the radial electron flow also depends on V8 T6 .
All these crossed dependences are described only by the four fundamental
transport tensors a, a , Ke and K1 ; their classical values can be found in

BRAGINSKII /7/, with the equivalences given in Section III.4.

C. Particular transport laws in cylindrical symmetry.

In the simple case of cylindrical symmetry, the electric current
density lies in the magnetic surface:

j. = O (IV.4.24)
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and the densities and temperatures are surface quantities:

V2 Ta

V9 Pa = O = V1 Pa ( IV. 4. 25)

In this case, the transport laws (15-16, 21-23) reduce to the
following forms ( for a neutral plasma where CT = O)

r = - Kl Vp T6 + T6 ( Otx E. r - «A bz E. B + Ofc b B E- z ) (IV.4.26)

e " - KA bz Vr T6
(IV.4.27)

+ Te [ «A b, Ee r + ( ttl + <all ' «1.) bl ) Ee 8 + (all ' «1.) b8 bz E. z ]

^ z - KX be Vr T6

(IV.4.28)

+ T8 [ - ctA D8 E6 r + ( «g - (a,, - aj b§ ) Ee z + (a,, - a±) be bz E. 9 ]

The thermodynamic OHM law is:

fax2 + °AZ ) E6 r = aA bz J9 - CTA D9 J1 + mj. Vn T6

(IV.4.29)

(°i2 + °A2 ) E6 8 - (O1 + bl CT s ) J0 + a s be D1 J1 + Bl1 bz Vr T6

(IV.4.30)

2 + °t ) ^6 z = I ̂  ̂  - b| CT 5 j J1 + o * be bz J9 - mx be Vr T6

(IV.4.31)

From these relations we derive the components of E6 perpendicular to B in
the magnetic surface (see IV.4.14c):

- E6 2 H be E6 , - bz E6 8

1
b9 J1 - bz J8 ) - mA Vp Tp 6

— f - O1 ( j A b )r - mA Vr T6 ] (IV.4.32)
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The ion heat flow is given by (IV.4.22):

Jq r = - K! Vr T,-

Ji 9 = - KA bz Vr T1

JÎ z - KA bg Vr T,-

The electron flow is given by (see IV.4.23 and IV.4.14c)

_ 1

(IV.4.33)

(IV.4.34)

(IV.4.35)

d "I

d U8

- bz - ee "e ( Ee - Ee e ) + ee P6

r
Er - E6 r ) + ee pe ̂ —

Er - E6 r + ee pe -

(IV. 4. 36)

(IV. 4. 37)

(IV. 4. 38)

When expressed in terms of the thermal force and of the electric
current density, the electron thermal flow (26-28) introduces the modified
thermal conductivity Ae (use IV.4.16):

J S r *PT. - ••A ( bz J8 - b8 J1 ) (IV.4.39)

Jq 9 = - *p Te
(IV.4.40)

>x + ( m,, - mx ) b| m,, - b9 bz J1

q z = ̂  be vr T6
(IV.4.41)
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+ e Ï [ m,, - ( m,, - In1 ) b% ] J1 + ( m,, - mx ) b9 bz J9 ]
«x +

As done In Section IV.3, we identify in the particle flow:

(i) the equilibrium rotation (IV.3.10 and A.7.30):

O

*• 'equi I . rot. Ule îî e
Vr < pe ) + ee ne Vr

r.B.z
(IV.4.42)

which indeed lies in the magnetic surface, in the direction perpendicular
to B (the pressure terms are involved in 37-38);

(U) the classical particle flow (IV.3.14, A.7.30 and IV.4.29, 32)

be E, z - bz E6 s

(1)
ee ne

class. m (IV.4.43)

7.e. :

(II)
ee ne

class. me n e 2+ a

J r .8 .z

- 0I ( Je bz - J1
 b8 ) - "1A Vr Te

0A b| J8 * OA b8 bz Jz + bz "1X 7r Te

1A ba b
z Je + °A be Jz '

 ba mx vr Te
r,8,z

(IV.4.44)

We remark that this "classical" particle flow involves components jn the
magnetic surface (due to E6 r ) which have to be interpreted as rotation,
in addition to the radial component:
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= -!îJÎ! L_[ - a, ( J A b ) - mAVP T. ] (IV.4.45)

rad. -1-

The latter radial flow is due to the ETTINGHAUSEN effect mA and to the
UAB) force. The meaning of the LORENTZ force is well-known. In neutral
plasmas ( a = O) in which mechanical equilibrium is achieved (DV/Dt = O),
the plasma equation of motion (I.8.3c and 1.7.21) indicates that the (j. A
b) force is given by the gradient of the (barycentric) pressure tensor
pDGH .

. |s- (IV.4.46)

In simple cases, the force I A b thus reduces to the total pressure force,
electrons plus ions, ("HHD equilibrium"):

Pi ) = v p (IV.4.47)

D. ONSAGER relation for electron heat flow and particle flow.

Ue have applied the ONSAGER relations in Section III.l on general
expressions of transport laws in "good" thermodynamic variables (i.e.
corresponding to a quadratic positive form of entropy production). As a
consequence, we observe here that symmetry relations also exist in the
present expressions for the flows in cylindrical symmetry.

It is particularly interesting to observe that in the present
simple case and for cylindrical symmetry, it appears that the classical
part of the radial particle flow is actually conjugated by ONSAGER
relations with the radial heat flow (39) in the variables Vn T6 and (j A b)
for forces. More precisely, we have (from 39, 43 and 32):

CONJUGATED FLOWS IN CYLINDRICAL SYMMETRY

Te - — ï T6 (IAb) n

(IV.4.48)

m fî «T. nu(n,
(IV.4.49)
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In the resent enerali ation we note that the article flows are
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Classical "diffusion" (leak rate) appears to be essentially a
resistive effect associated with the force J A b ("resistive diffusion" of
the particles across the magnetic field), in the same way as the thermal
conduction is basically due to the thermal force. These are the elementary
effects of basic plasma physics.

In addition, we observe the crossed effects of the thermal force in
the particle flow, and the "resistive thermo-electric" effect of the i A Jb
force in the heat flow. Both effects are actually related to each other by
the ONSAGER relation in these variables; this indicates the importance of
the ETTINGHAUSEN effect mA . Let us recall that this effect is related to
the HALL effect CTA and to the non-diagonal component of the thermo-electric
effect OCA by (III.3.19):

"1A - «A 0I ' ai 0A (IV.4.50)

These conjugated relations (48-49) simply appear as a particular
case of the general relation (III.2.18,19):

J^ = - Ae . 2 Te + T6 M . ( j - a U1 ) (IV.4.51)
= SS

E 6 = * ' 1 . ( j - a u, ) + M . V Te (IV.4.52)
= s

where the transport tensor M = a '1 .a has been called the resistive
:= s 3

thermo-electric effect (of the electric current to the heat flow),
conjugated to the effect of the thermal gradient in the modified electric
field. The latter defines the classical part, of the radial particle flow.

On the other hand, we recall the difference between thermal
conductivities for electrons and for ions: for ions K' appears as the basic

thermal conductivity, while for electrons it rather appears to be (see
III.6.24 and III.3.17)

T6
*1 = Kl - -; r ( «i »j. ' «A "Vs ) (IV.4.53)0I + aA

z

where the difference with K* is due to the resistive thermo-electric effect
m , including the ETTINGHAUSEN effect mA . This is the second point where
=

the ETTINGHAUSEN effect appears to be of crucial importance for transport
processes in magnetized plasmas. The importance of this effect is rather
new in the literature and could be stressed in conclusion of this whole
work.
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E. Summary.

The classical transport relations in a cylindricalIy symmetric
neutral plasma in mechanical equilibrium can be written as:

r = - [ «I - T8 ( O1 M1 - ofc MA ) ] Vr T6 - T6 MA Î Vr ( pe + p, )

(IV.4.54)

3J. C

ee ne

(IV.4.55)

(IV.4.56)

in terms of the perpendicular components of the thermal conductivities K* ,
of the thermoelectric effect a , of the electrical conductivity a , along

with the "resistive thermo-electric" effect M = O-"1. a which occurs here

through the non-diagonal EHINGHAUSEN effect n»A = aA a± - O1 crA and through
m± = ax 0I + a/\ 0A » Dotn including the dissipative HALL effect <rA .
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(A.3.37)
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A P P E N D I C E S
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and into the expression of the ion heat flow:
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APPENDIX 1: ABOUT ENTROPY OF HIXING.

An ideal mixture of perfect gases does not give rise, by
definition, to any energy increase during mixing (p. 185 in Réf. /20/). An
increase of GIBBS free energy, however, occurs with respect to the initial
components of the mixture (taken at the same fin?! pressure and same
temperature). As a result, a nonvanishing "entropy of mi>ony" Appears.

1,
Let us consider two isolated volumes V/2 containing •»;»(• h one (a =

2) Na particles of species a at a same temperature T (for simplicity),

with initial densities - and pressures p£ = n° T (see fia. A. 1.1).

BEFORE:
V/2

AFTER:

V

N
1

H

BI V/2

N
2

n"--^"Z V/2

H - H + H
1 2

"- - I <

- - °

p - - Tp0

OC

V/2

Fig. A.I.I:
Mixing in volume V of N1. particles of species 1

with N2 particles of species 2.

Before mixing, the chemical potentials per particle are given by
(in absence of kinetic energy: see III.1.7 or 15)
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7 " *-=- = In - + est.
T J3/2

P°
=. In — — + est. (A.I.I)

J5/2

When the separating wall Is removed, the diffusion process occurs
which mixes the two components in the total volume V. After mixing, partial
densities and pressures are of course reduced by a factor 2:

"* • -J- - 2 n«

Ip« (A.I. 2)

The total pressure

P - T, Pec - i 2 P° (A.1.3)
CP!, 2 * otFl.2

is simply equal to the initial pressure of each component in the particular
case of equal quantities of particles:

N1 = N2 - » p = p° = p° = 2 pa (A.I. 4)

The chemical potentials per particle in the mixture are given in terms of
the density or of the partial pressure by:

* , *
=- = In - + est.
T T3/2

= In -JL+ est. (A.I. 5)
'

The GIBBS free energy (average energy over the N1 + N2 particles) for the
whole mixture is (see p. 328 in Réf. /2/):

9 = 2 Xa^ (A.I.6)
OL

where the molecular fraction is
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N^ n» N1 = N, i
(A.I.7)

1QL £-t Ot

Ct Ct

IN,

We thus have

g = _ [ . 3 in T + In n, + In n2 ]

= I [ - 5 7n T + 7/J P1 + 7n p2 ] (A. 1.8)

This quantity has to be compared to the corresponding quantity g°
obtained from the same two components taken separately, each one at a
pressure p equal to the total pressure of the final mixture (p. 328 in
Réf./2/). In the simple case N1 = N2 this total pressure p is simply the
pressure p!} - p§ of the initial configuration, and we have for the two
components before mixing:

n° = V Y ."g = S1 A~ u£
CE

= j [ - 3 In T + 7n n° + In n° ]

= j [ - 5 In T + In p° + In p| ] (A.1.9)

When the two GIBBS free energies (A.1.9 and 8) are compared (i.e. "before"
and "after"), a difference appears which is the GIBBS free energy of
mixing. In our simple example it reduces to

9« = 9 - 9° = U Xa ( na - n£ )
U2

-7 E [ '"Pa- 7" P° ] " - T J" 2 (A.I.10)
a

The entropy of mixing is given by (see p. 329 in Réf./2/):

3 9my m - - -^Y= + 7 n 2 (A.i.ii)

This increment of entropy due to mixing can be understood intuitively as
due to the increased "disorder" obtained when the separating wall is
removed: the volume accessible to each particle is increased by a factor 2.
This explanation is in agreement with the BOLTZMANN interpretation of
entropy in terms of the number of possible configurations (see p. 330 in
Réf./2/).
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In summary» the expression (A.1.6) of the GIBBS free energy of the
mixture takes into account the mixing contribution since the chemical
potentials are evaluated with their partial pressure in the mixture. As a
consequence, the entropy of the mixture is simply additive for an ideal
mixture of perfect gases (p. 190 in Réf./20/). Note that this does not
mean, however, that no entropy could be produced during mixing, since one
has then to compare the chemical potentials n°. "before" and ̂ 01 "after"
mixing: the difference appears to be due to the increased volume or to the
reduced partial pressures in the mixture.

256 Thermodynamic Theory of Transport Appendix 4

Here the temperature is defined with the barycentric reference velocity
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APPENDIX 2:

CHANGING THE REFERENCE VELOCITY IN THE ENTROPY BALANCE.

Expressions of the entropy balance equation can be obtained with an
arbitrary reference velocity.

This is achieved by using the momentum equation for each species in
order to relate it to the chemical potential by means of the GIBBS-DUHEM
equation, and to subtract the result (with appropriate weighting factors)
from the entropy balance equation. The appropriate factor involves a vector
( V - V 0 ) where V° is an arbitrary velocity which may be chosen in such a
way as to simplify the physical interpretation of the result. Such a metiiod
has been applied by DGM (p. 346 in Réf. /3/) in the particular case of a
non-viscous mixture at global mechanical equilibrium. Here this property is
proved to hold in general for a two-temperature diffusing plasma.

Ue start from the entropy balance equation (I I. 8. 34) with the
entropy production given by (II. 8. 27):

«t y«--s. T-^ + 11«*« -s. -I- (a. -X)-II
'<*

H- \ ̂  - ï|2 *• ]•* 1n T« - fn : 5 * + f Q« + f<* •* 'a = 'a a

We introduce J£ instead of 0°°" by means of (1.7.35) and obtain:

- -s. - j + y -5- ~(s-y.}.n
Ot

- Y- [ jC + U« - yj-l» + (M01 - V) s lh 1. v In Ta - ^- n : 7 V
a = J a =

(A. 2. 2)

Viscous terms can be re-organizea to yield:
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> n , S ï . t i « . + i
1Ot =a

 1OC 1Ot

(A.2.3)

Let us now introduce the GIBBS-DUHEM relation (II.2.21) in the
form:

2^.= V In pa - I 2 In T01 (A.2.4)

and the momentum equation (1.5.2):

2 P« - B, + ea nfc [ £ + i Ji01 A B ] - 2-n - Pa -jy- (A.2.5)

which give:

na Ta 2 ̂  = E01 + ea na [ E + - U01 A B 1 - V.n - Pot -r^- - i pa V 7n Ta1Ot L W J _ U t t

(A.2.6)

Let us introduce now an arbitrary reference velocity Va and
multiply (6) by (Jt - Va) / T01 :

O = - —
Ot

\.2.7)

By summing (3 and 7) a general diffusion flow Jf1 appears, which is defined
with the arbitrary reference velocity Va :

Jl = P0C (iU - Y") = 4 + P1x (V - V
a) (A.2.8)

and the summation gives:
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a, y .--2. M.*. - P ï« T

Tn:
a ot

^a
1OC 'Cl

•£• (A.2.9)

The gradient of the chemical potential can be made explicit by using again
(4) and we are left with:

- fn:
3

Ot

"«Ta

(A.2.10)

where the modified electric field with the reference velocity V8 is:

Hence:

(A.2.11)

(A.2.12)

When the arbitrary velocity is chosen to be the barycentric velocity V of
the plasma, the present modified electric field for electrons Ê  appears to
play the role of E (see 11.10.25) and is called the modified electric
field.

9):
Summation over species can be performed by noting that (use 1.4.6,

f-Qa = Q,- f T- - jM -T1- V
* V ',- 'e I 'e

(A.2.13)

and we obtain
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a

I.TT (Ha - r)..J
a a .1

a
'. Ea
• • *=sii (A.2.14)

Exactly as in (11.10.13), the friction term disappears in the last two
terms which exactly cancel each other when we use (12) and we obtain
identically the BRAGINSKII result (11.10.13).

This calculation also constitutes an easy derivation of the
BRAGINSKII result from the DGM result.
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APPENDIX 3;

TRANSPORT LAMS WITH AN ION THERMOELECTRIC EFFECT.

A more general set of phenomenological or transport relations can
be obtained by relaxing the conditions (11.11.10 and 13) which have been
imposed in the main text. These conditions mean that:

(i) the thermal force of one species does not contribute to the thermal
flow of the other species: L12 = L21 =0

(U) the electric force (acting mainly on electrons) does not contribute to
the ion heat flow: L26 = L62 = O.

Let us examine here which would be the consequences of relaxing
these two assumptions.

Here we consider the electric force as acting on both species. For
this reason, we split the diffusion flow J6 into:

J6 - ii' = ~ee ne ( U6- a, ) = J7 + J8 (A.3.1)
e e

°7 = f~ee ne "« (A. 3. 2)
'e

ee "e Ui (A.3.3)
'e

L

with

For simplicity we assume that the velocity gradient of one species does not
contribute to viscous effects of the other species:

L34 = L43 = O (A.3.4)

We obtain:
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xi + L12 X2 + L17 X7

J2 = L21 X1 + L22 X2 + L27 X7

(A.3.5)

(A.3.6)

J3 = L33 X3

J5 = L55 X5

J7 = L77 X7 + L71 X1 + L7Z X2

J8 = L88 X8 + L81 X1

(A.3.10)

(A.3.11)

(A.3.7)

(A.3.8)

(A.3.9)

=11 -5 In Te - L .V 7n T= + ( L + L )e =1 2 ~ ' v =1 ? =*i a '

-̂ Jl = - L .V In T- - L -.V In T, + ( L + L ) . L
T -«1 =1 ~ e = ' v = = ' ̂=21 =22 =27 =88

=- n = - L : 7

J7
ee ne

ee ne

£e -^1-SJnT. -Lf2-V7nT1.

u, = L . L - L .V In T- - L .V 7n T51 =«8 ~* =81 ~ e =62 ~ '

(A.3.12)

(A.3.13)

(A.3.14)

(A.3.15)

(A.3.16)

(A.3.17)

(A.3.18)
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SPITZER heat flow
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In the present generalization we note that the particle flows are
treated as independent thermodvnamlc flows, while in the main text they
appear coupled in the electric current density.

Summation of the last two flows (17-18) gives:

J7+J8=I-J' =

(A.3.19)
= (L + L ).L-(L +L ).27nT. -(L + L ).V7nT,

V =77 =88 ' ̂  V =71 =«1 ' e V =72 =82 ' '

Usual transport coefficients are introduced by the following definitions:

electron thermal conductivity Kee = L (A.3.20)

ion thermal conductivity Kn = L (A.3.21)
= =22

=12
le

crossed e-i thermal conductivity K'1 = =- L
Ij =1

* L21 =f-K
ei(-B) (A.3.22)

electron viscosity ve = Te L (A.3.23)

ion viscosity i>'~ = T, L (A.3.24)

heat transfer rate (equipartition) -Y = T1- L55 (A.3.25)

electron conductivity (e-mobility) a = T. L (A.3.26)
=e e =77

ion conductivity (i-mobility) a = T1. L (A.3.27)
=i e =88

electron (e-e) thermo-electric effect a = L » L = à (-B)
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T6
electron (e-i) thermo-electric effect a = =- L

B 1 I £ ^TT C

Ti ~
- » L = 7!- a (-B) (A.3.29)

=87 I =ei

T6
ion (i-i) thermo-electric effect a = =- L

™i î I= =82

a C -B) (A.3.30,

ion (i-e) thermo-electric effect a = L
=ie =81

» L -a (-B) (A.3.31)
=18 =ie

In the thermodynanric OHM law for J7 + J8 , we have:

electric conductivity < r = a + ( r = T c ( L + L ) (A.3.32)
= ~e =i

electron thermo-electric effect a = a + a = ( L + L ) (A.3.33)
= = V =71 =81 ' '

e ee ie

i o n thermo-electric effect a = a + a = = * - f L + L )
- _ T- x =72 =82 '

i ei i i
(A.3.34)

and the transport laws become:

= - Ke.V T6 - Kei .V T1. + T6 a (-B).Ê.
=

e

(A.3.35)

.VT1- - f J-I K 6 1H^ 2T 6 +IL S (-B) .£.
^ e ) = 'e =.

(A.3.36)
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H = - £: V u 6 (A.3.37)
~e ~

H = - v± : Vu 1 - (A. 3. 38)
=i =

Te - Ti
Q1 = -r -V-i- (A.3.39)

'e

T6J7 = ee ne U6 = O . E6 - O - V T6 - . .v T,

Te J8 = - ee ne U1 = * . I 6 - a e.V T6 - a . .V T1

(A.3.40)

(A.3.41)

The last two expressions are the transport laws for the particle flows.

The particular case described in the main text corresponds to

L ~ Kei = O (A.3.42)

f t + L Y ~ a = a + a =0 (A. 3. 43)
^2 -**' -i -., -„

a = a + a = a (A.'3.44)
~e ~ee ~ i e ~

The summation of J7 and J3 yields

T6 ( J7 + J8 ) = 1'= a . E6 - a . V T6 - a .V T1 (A.3.45)
~ ~e ~i

and, inversely:

I6 = a '1 . i' + a '1 . a . V T6 + a '1 . a - V T, (A. 3. 46)
- ~ ~e ~ ~i

Substituting this expression into that ior the electron heat flow for
instance, we find:

^ = - [K* - Te * (-B).a'1 . a ]. VT6

~ ~e . ~ ~e

- Kei - T6 a (-B) .a '1 . a I. V T1 + T6 a (-B). a '1 . i' (A.3.47)
1 = = J - -
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As long as E is prescribed to be the bare electric field in KANEKO's work,
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and into the expression of the ion heat flow:

T? ~
K' - =-ct (-B) .o -1. a
— I ̂  — = -5 J

(-B) - T1-
M '« =

1. al. VT6 +II à (-B). a'
1. I' (A.3.48)

=ej

These last two general results have obviously very unusual properties: the
heat flow of one species would depend on the temperature gradient of the
other species. This is due to the /on thermo-electric coefficient a

"i
(A.3.34) which makes that 2 T,- also contributes to the electric current
(see A.3.19). Although unusual, such an effect has already been introduced
and calculated by CHHIELESKI and FERZIGER (see Eqs. 38 and 39b in /44/).

Such contributions would however vanish if both

Kei - Te * (-B). a (A.3.49)

and

r _, ^ i
ÎT (-B) - T6 a (-B).a -

1.a
L = -i " =J

(A.3.50)

are vanishing.

This can indeed be achieved simultaneously if and only if the
following relation is satisfied:

Kei T8 a a (A.3.51)

(the corresponding demonstration uses the general form of the transport
tensors A (11.11.34), along with the properties ApB)=A and

A . A = A . A ).

The condition (51) appears to be more general than (42 and 43), but
nevertheless requires a precise relationship between Kei , a ,a and CT .

When this condition is satisfied we obtain the following transport laws:
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IF Kei = T6 a . <T •'. a

THEN

Ke - T6 a . cr -1. a |.V T6 + T6 a . a '1. j'
e ~

(A.3.52)

Tf

-TTV a' 1 , a .VT1- +
T?_a

e «
. . a-M'

=

(A. 3. 53)

AND

n

n

Qf - T

(A.3.54)

(A.3.55)

(A.3.56)

AND

T6 J7 = ee ne U8 = a . E6 - a .2 T6 - a .2 T1

(A.3.57)
Te J8 = ' ee "e î = a ' £e ' a -5 T6 - a .2 T1-

=i =i e =i i

I.e.
(A.3.58)

I' - er . E6 - a . 2 T6 - a . 2 T1.

(A.3.59)

where
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et H ct +
~e ~ec

Ct = OC +Ct
=i =ei =i

<7 = a + o

~ ~e ~\

If moreover

a = ot +a (A.3.60)

then the terms written inside a box F"] vanish, and we recover the laws
(III.2.8) of the main text where a = a .

In other words, the most general transport laws obtained here
(35-41) include transport laws for the particles flows (40-41), contrary to
what has been obtained in Section III.2. But these laws also involve a
cross effect of the thermal force of one species on the heat flow of the
other species. This latter cross effect can be shown to vanish in cases
where the condition (51) is satisfied, and one obtains the laws (52-59):
the two heat flows and the OHM law involve one additional transport
coefficient as compared with (III.2.8): the ion thermo-electric effect a .

The transport laws (III.2.8 ) of the main text thus assume:

1°) no thermal cross effects between species,

2*) a vanishing ion thermo-electric effect ct .
~"i

The present generalization takes advantage of a theoretical possibility
predicted by thermodynamics: the ion thermo-electric effect, but the latter
would have to be justified to be non-zaro from microscopic calculations of
transport coefficients.
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APPENDIX 4

SHORT REVIEW OF VARIOUS DEFINITIONS OF TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

IN THE PLASMA LITERATURE

The main goal of the present work consists to derive In a
consistent way a few sets of "good" thermodynamlc variables, such that the
expression for the coupled flows are ONSAGER symmetric In the asoclated
forces.

From a brief (but not exhaustive) review of the plasma literature
on this point, It Is rather surprising to discover that several Important
papers on plasma transport coefficients do not use at all this Important
symmetry property, that others apply the OMSAGER relations in wrong
variables and without thermodynamic justification, and that finally very
few works make use of the "good" thermodynamic variables.

Among this last class of works which give transport coefficients
satisfying the correct ONSAGER relations, one finds the works by B.B.
ROBINSON and I.B. BERNSTEIN in 1962 /32/, I.P. SHKAROFSKY, I.B. BERNSTEIN
and B.B. ROBINSON in 1963 /30/, the detailed plasma physics presentation by
A.N. KAUFMAN /8/ in 1966, and of course the celebrated work by BRAGINSKII
/7/ in 1965 and the subsequent fusion literature. We have already discussed
in Section III.4 the variables used by BRAGINSKII: the latter yield ONSAGER
symmetry relations which are in total agreement with those derived in the
present work.

A. ROBINSON and BERNSTEIN

In /32/ these authors use a mi ni -max principle to calculate
transport coefficients from a Fokker-Planck equation by the Chapman-Enskog
method. This principle is related to the entropy production rate, but these
authors do not develope any thermodynamic argument to deduce transport
laws: the latter are rather obtained from a microscopic calculation. Their
result for the transport equations giving current density coupled with heat
flow can be written in a compact manner as (their eqs. IV. 37-38):

a RB ERB + o«B. VT (A. 4.1)

> £RB . KRB 2T (A. 4. 2)
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Here the temperature is defined with the barycentric reference velocity
(their eq. 11.13), as done by DE GROOT and MAZUR /3/. Their "generalized"
electric field, defined by their eq. 11.34, Is:

FRB - 2 In p (A.4.3)

which is easily seen to be a particular case of our modified electric field
(11.10.25) when inertia and viscous effects are neglected:

E » £RB (A.4.4)

The transport tensors involved in (1, 2) are of the form (see /30/,
eq. A.35):

A1 A2 O

-A2 A1 O

O O A0

which corresponds in our notations (III.3.2) to:

A1 = A1 , A2 = - AA , A

(A.4.5)

(A.4.6)

The heat flow in (2) is defined with the barycentric reference velocity and
is thus equal to J°GHe (1.3.15):

From (1.3.17) we have

(A.4.7)

(A.4.8)

when viscous effects and convection energies are neglected. Because of the
small mass ratio, the barycentric velocity equals the ion velocity to
lowest order. Using (1.7.6-7) for a neutral plasma, we have:

5 I
(A.4.9)

Using (7 and 9), we can rewrite the results (1, 2) of ROBINSON and
BERNSTEIN as coupled equations for J? and j:
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£±" = — Ij. + Sy Vj. T + RL" B A i + Ut-* B A V T (A.4.63)
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j = CT RB. ERB + ex"8. V T

(A.4.10}

(A.4.11)

Using (4), these relations can be compared with our transport laws (III.5.,
26-2/):

J = CT*. E - a*. V Te

J! = - K". VT 8 + T e a*. £

(III.5.27)

(III.5.26)

to deduce the following relations between our "modified" transport
coefficients and those defined by ROBINSON and BERNSTEIN:

RB _

- ot

(A.4.12)

(A. 4. 13)

(A. 4. 14)

(A.4.15)

These authors present an extended tabulation of the results for these
transport coefficients, but did not actually remark that the ONSAGER
relation reduces this set to only three independent coefficients a*, a*

s =

and Ke.
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B. SHKAROFSKY. BERNSTEIN and ROBINSON

In /30/ the same authors give with SHKAROFSKY a condensed
presentation of transport coefficients in a fully ionized plasma for the
simple case of neutrality (or = O) and equal densities and temperatures:

ne = n, = n , Te = T1 = T (A.4.16)

Their results (4 and 16) for the transport laws are esssentially the same.
They introduce different notations (here denoted by the superscript SBR)
which are related to those of /32/ by the following relations:

ySBR = flRB . JDGH (A.4.17)

o- S B R = < 7 R B = a* (A. 4. 18)

T/SBR = a"8 = - a* (A. 4. 19)

5 Te
K/SBR = KR8 = K* +Î — a* (A. 4. 20)

' ee

(A. 4. 21)

The important point is that these authors have remarked that ONSAGER
symmetry implies the following relation between their transport tensors
(A.36 in /30/):

T T ' S B R = M?" + i - l C T
S B R (A.4.22)

= a ' ®e =

which is identically satisfied in terms of a*, a * and K* .

As conclusion, we see that in /30/ and /32/, these authors make use
of transport tensors which are the equivalent of our "modified" tensors
presented in Section III.5, and their ONSAGER relation (22) is fully
equivalent to the one which is deduced in the present work.
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C. KAUFMAN /8/

In Réf. /8/, KAUFMAN gives a very clear presentation of the main
plasma physics effects. His results for transport laws in an arbitrary
magnetic field are taken from Refs. /30/ and /32/ so that the same
conclusion applies to this work.

One remarks however that KAUFMAN introduces an electric field

EK =£x + i-u, AB +J-^n (A.4.23)

which (in simple cases without inertia nor viscous effects) is equivalent
to (see 11.10.25 and III.2.4):

£ + ^-2 T6 » E K (A.4.24)
ee

This shows that KAUFMAN has separated the temperature gradient involved in
the modified electric field £ (11.10.25) in the same way as we did for the
temperature gradient involved in the friction I6 (see III.2.4-5).

In what concerns the HALL field and the definitions of the
conductivity tensor, the results of KAUFMAN are thus also given in terms of
CT*, and their results are those of /30/, in agreement with the ONSAGER

symmetry relation used in the present work.

* * *

Let us consider some other basic works which do not apply the
ONSAGER symmetry relation or apply it in an apparently erroneous way.
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D. SPITZER and HARM /6/.

The celebrated work of SPITZER and HARM in 1953 /6/ yields coupled
transport relations for the current density and the "rate of flow of heat"
Qs (their eqs. 25, 26):

j = o8 Es + as V T

Qs = - ps E - Ks V T

(A.4.25)

(A.4.26)

in terms of transport coefficients o-s, as, ps and Ks which are sealars in
absence of magnetic field. We have noted the electric field Es for reasons
to be explained below.

For this case the definitions (11.10.16, 23, 24) and (III.2.4)
give (in simple case):

"e "e

and, in absence of density gradient:

and

(A.4.27)

(A.4.28)

(A.4.29)

There is of course no difference between £ and £e or between a and a * in
= s=

the unmagnetized case (see 11.10.24). Our transport relations (III.2.2)

(A.4.30)

* = - K" V Te + T6 a £

(A.4.31)

can also be written in terms of the bare electric field (III.2.6)
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(A.4.32)

(A.4.33)

The comparison with the SPITZER and HARM expressions (25,26) cannot be
performed (except that CT s = CT) since these authors actually did not define
their heat flow Qs in a precise way.

However, the results (25,26) are also given in the book by SPITZER
(see eqs. 5.40, 41 in /40/) where this author remarked that the ONSAGER
symmetry yields the following relation between these four transport
coefficients (eq. 5.42 in /40/):

ots T -
5 T

(A.4.34)

This author did not define his heat flow Qs in a way which would allow us
to identify it with J^ or with Jg™ or Q£ (remember 1.7.33-35).

If fls was equal to J^, and if we assume that

?
£s — £

then we would have (from 25-26 and 32,33):

OC + CT
e

(A.4.35)

Ps =̂ = - T6 a

Ks — Ke + — c

and the relation (34) would not be satisfied.

We are thus tempted to guess the following definition for the
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SPITZER heat flow

-05+ (A.4.36)

with an unknown value of N. The SPITZER and HARM coupled relations (25, 26)
can thus be written:

1 = a s Es + as V Te
(A.4.37)

(A.4.38)

If we again asume that Es = E, this would give the following equivalences
with (32-33)

a + — CT }
6e J

(A.4.39)

Ks

- T a. - — •— CT
2 ee

N + 2 Te N Te
—= a + T — a2 ee 2 ez

and the relation (34) would be satisfied for N = 7 in his definition (36)
of the heat flow. We do not see any physical meaning to such a definition:
one should expect 5 for enthalpy convection or 3 for energy convection, but
not 7.

There is however another interpretation of the SPITZER results (25,
26, 34): it would consist to interpret his electric field as

(A.4.40)

Then the equivalence of (37-38) with (30-31) would give:
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Eliminating J, in the expression for the electric current density is
equivalent to eliminating S1" and A1" . Noting that
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(A.4.41)

and the ONSAGER relation (34) would be satisfied for N = S, which would
imply the following definition (36) of the SPITZER heat flow:

(A.4.42)

Here 5/2 represents enthalpy convection.

In summary, the ambiguity which persists in the definition of the
heat flow fls in SPITZER's work leads us to conclude that:

(1) either the heat flow is defined by

? ,_ 7
PJ5 Pe + Pe

and the electric field is indeed the bare electric field, but nothing
seems to explain the physical meaning of such a definition

(H) either the definition is

fls
^ P e M e

which is more plausible, but then the SPITZER electric field should be
interpreted as

Es (A.4.44)

This is the more plausible conclusion, but nothing seems to indicate
explicitly why the SPITZER electric field would involve such a temperature
gradient term which is necessary in order that his definitions could
satisfy the ONSAGER symmetry relation.
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E. KANEKO /41/ and KANEKQ and YAHAO /27/.

In his work of 1960,KANEKO /41/ gives coupled relations

,-1

= - T XK V 7n T

(A.4.45)

(A.4.46)

with a heat flow defined by:

2 e. (A.4.47)

Adding the ion flow (III.2.2) to our result (III.5.43) gives, with
(III.5.45) for a neutral plasma with T6 = T1- :

.-i
E = CT * . I + H . S T

i, = - ( A + K ) . 2 T + T H .
=e =i

(A.4.48)

(A.4.49)

These laws are ONSAGER symmetric, and we could identify the KANEKO
coefficients

(A.4.50)

= X + K
~e ~i

if and only if his electric field EK could be interpreted as E, i'.e. in the
present simple case as:

£K — £ - £ --J-ST6 (A.4.51)
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As long as E is prescribed to be the bare electric field in KANEKO's work,
we are forced to conclude that his transport laws do not agree with ONSAGER
symmetry relations.

This is due to the absence, in the work of KANEKO /41/, of a
careful thermodynamic approach to the transport laws, and to the use of an
inconsistent set of thermodynamic variables.

In 1980, KANEKO and YAMAO /27/ have calculated transport
coefficients from the BOLTZMANN equation by using an expansion in Sonine
polynomials. With the same heat flow as in /41/, they give the transport
relations as a particular form of:

' j. = <TKY. E + T<p K Y. V InI
S 8

(A.4.52)

? = - T <pKY. E - T AKY. 2 In T

(A.4.53)

for the case where £ and V T are perpendicular to B, i.e.:

I = a/Y Ex + o-A
KY (b A E) + T ̂  V In T + T <p£Y (b A 2 In T)

(A.4.54)

3 = - T <(%> Ex - T <$? (b A E) - T A^V In T - T A«Y (b A V Tn T)

(A.4.55)

where x is represented by I and A by U in réf. /27/.

Eqs. (52-53) clearly show that these authors assume that the
ONSAGER relations hold for i and aK in the variables E and V T, which has
been proved to be an incorrect assumption in general (see Section III.5.D
or 48, 49).

In other words, there seems to be no general reason to assume that
the two contributions from <PI

CY in (52) and (53) are equal, except if E
could be interpreted as E (see 51).
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F. KIHARA and HIDZUNO /38/

This work of 1960 on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes
in a strong magnetic field represents an important extension of the
validity of the first thermodynamic work by KIHARA /5/ in 1959. They use
the methods introduced by PRIGOGINE in 1947 /39/. This work is very close
in spirit to the present work. The generality of the resulting transport
laws (eqs. 44 or 46 in réf. /5/) is however restricted by the particular
case considered: in the absence of mutual diffusion, and with no pressure
gradient, respectively.

These authors take fully into account the tensorial feature of the
resistivity for instance. Their results have already been discussed in
Section III.5.C. Ue have seen that the electrical conductivity defined by
these authors is actually the modified cr.e CT*. Their heat flow qKH (their

eq. 65) is actually QH (see 1.3.12 and 1.7.36), but the general validity of
their ONSAGER symmetry relations is actually difficult to check, due to the
specific case they consider.
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G. HERDAN and LILEY /29/.

In 1960 these authors published an important work on transport
relationships in a magnetized plasma /29/. This paper stresses the fact
that the coupling between current and heat flow is of prime importance.
They calculate transport coefficients in the 13-moment GRAD approximation
/42/.

Their macroscopic laws are rather general and they have made the
connection with the various known effects: HALL, ETTINGHAUSEN, RIGHI-LEDUC,
etc... However, their definitions for species temperature and pressure
tensor in a plasma are considered with the barycentric reference velocity
of the mixture, as is done for neutral fluids. This does not simplify the
comparison.

It is however important tc note that these authors make use of a
definition of the thermodynamic force for electric processes (their eq. 82)
which includes, beside the bare electric field, a term in V pe and another
in V T: this could be very similar to the thermodynamic force used in the
present work.

Since these authors do not deduce general relations between
thermodynamic forces and flows, it is rather difficult to check that their
ONSAGER relation is the correct one.
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H. CHHIELESKI and FERZIGER.

These authors have developed In 1967 a modified CHAPMAN-ENSKOG
technique to calculate transport coefficients in a partially ionized gas in
absence /43/ or with a magnetic field /44/, taking into account the
different temperatures between light and heavy particles.

They obtain very complete transport relations for the electric
current and for the heat flows of the light and heavy (h) particles. Their
results (eqs. 38, 39 a and b in Réf. /44/) can be written in the following
compact way:

J = a CF .E' + a" .V Te - a" .7 Th + V* .2 ne - £ T" -2 "j (A. 4. 56)
=h = J =j

a4F = - p« .E' - Ke" .2 T. - K"" .7 Th -£ S
e" -2 n, (A.4.57)

% =e =h J -j

T6 - K
h . V Th - 5 h . V n, (A.4.58)

These authors thus allow for a contribution of V Th in the electron heat
flow (as we consider in Appendix 3) and aCF is a ion thermoelectric effect.

=h

Since their electric force is E' = E + i v A B (their eq. 3) it is
quite natural that the ONSAGER symmetry does notCappear in such variables.

In order to examine if ONSAGER symmetry actually holds between the "good"
combination of their transport coefficients, one would need to combine
their various results for transport coefficients. This remains out of the
scope of the present work
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I. LEE and MORE.

In a more recent paper /45/ these authors have calculated a
consistent set of transport coefficients for a magnetized plasma, taking
into account not only the electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity,
but also thermoelectric power and HALL, NERNST, ETTINGHAUSEN and
RIGHI-LEDUC effects.

In their basic equations, these authors give expressions for the
electric current and the electron heat flow which are ONSAGER symmetric in
the variables E and V T (their eqS. 11 AND 12):

j = a LH ( ELM - SLH V T ) (A.4.59)

QLM = T SLH j - KLH 7 T (A.4.60)

Their heat flow is defined in their eqs. 9 and 10 in terms of the chemical
potential: their QLH can be proved (from II.2.8 and 6) to reduce to J* in
the case of a weakly coupled plasma where only kinetic effects are taken
into account. When we specify that their partial derivative is taken at
constant pressure (as should be specified in thermodynamics), we have in
our case:

^L f aT. ~ I • T.
\ (A.4.61)

and

(P . J£ (A.4.62)

for a dilute plasma.

We have seen in Section III.5.B that the transport relations for Ĵ
and i can have an apparent symmetry in the variable 7 T6 if the electric
force is taken to be, not the bare electric field, but the collisional
friction field E6 or the modified electric field £ (remember 11.10.23-25).
We can thus justify the symmetry appearing in the eqs. (59) and (60)
obtained by these authors only if their ELH can be interpreted as E6 or as
£ : in the first case a LMcan be related to <r , in the second case to a *,
the modified conductivity.

Let us consider more specifically their results, eqs. (62-63) in
réf. /45/:
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EL" = -L I1 + Ŝ
H V1 T + R^ B A i + NJ1" B A V T (A.4.63)

0J."

flL" = T Si" J-1 - K^ V1 T + N^ T B A i + L̂  B A V T (A. 4. 64)

If gf can be identified with £ , then these results can be identified
!using 62) with III. 6. 25, 29 in the simple case T6 = T,, j = j', etc... ,
with the following equivalences:

T H1 (A.4.65)

- KxH ' - XI (A.4.66)

Hi." T B = T6 MA (A.4.67)

U1" B = - AA (A.4.68)

•"

+ 0A

(A.4.7C)

N^ B = MA (A. 4. 71)

N̂ 1 is indeed associated to the NERNST or ETTINGHAUSEN effect MA {see
Section UI. 6), L̂  with the RIGHI-LEDUC effect, and R^ with the HALL
effect (here including the convective HALL coefficient l/cr0 because we have
considered ELH = £ ) .

We note however that O1
1-" is not the perpendicular resistivity, but

actually involves O1 and the dissipative HALL effect CTA.

In conclusion, we see that the transport laws (63, 64) obtained by
these authors include all the important crossed effects, but that the
ONSAGER symmetry between the coefficients cannot be justified in their
results if ELH is interpreted as the bare electric field: this field should
be E6 or £ in order that the same coefficient N1 and S1 appear in the two
equations.
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J. CONCLUSION.

If we try to give a general conclusion of this brief review on the
definitions of the transport coefficients and the justification of their
symmetry relations, we could stress the fact that several works, which are
rather important from other points of view, have actually neglected to
consider seriously the deep justification of the ONSAGER symmetry
relations, and failed to write these down correctly.

The only way to apply the ONSAGER symmetry relations is to look
first of all at the good thermodynamic variables. This has been done
specifically in few works reviewed in this Appendix, each one in particular
cases with specific approximations; the aim of the present work consists to
derive these relations from a more general point of view.

The practical conclusion which has to be noted is that the choice
of the thermodynamic force for electrical processes is particularly
important in order to obtain transport relations which are ONSAGER
symmetric in an apparent way (I.e. equal crossed coefficients). "Good"
thermodynamic forces are £̂  or E. Several authors seem to have considered
incorrect ONSAGER relations or, at least, failed to define precisely the
elementary forces and flows used.
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APPENDIX 5;

THERMODYNAHIC FLOW OF DIFFUSION:

THERMO-DIFFUSION AND THERMOELECTRIC EFFECTS.

In the present Appendix we derive the phenomenological laws for the
heat flows and the thermodynamic diffusion flow J01 . We thus choose to use
the DGM-I ike formulation for the entropy production (II. 8. 43).

Let us restrict ourselves to the domain of linear transport, which
means that we assume linear laws between thermodynamic flows ' forces. As
a consequence, the entropy production is a quadratic form in the forces,
and we neglect in this Appendix higher (I.e. third) order terms:

T-
»

Forces and flows are defined by (II. 8. 44). Linear phenomenological laws can
thus be written as follows:

• - Ln ? ln TOC -L f2 -R0 1

~ 1
T"^ = " L22 — B a - L J 1 V In T01 (A.5.2)

OC. P(X

We do not write here the heat transfer term or viscous processes: because
of their different tensorial rank, they do not couple to the diffusion and
heat flows (CURIE principle). Here the transport coefficients L1n are in
general tensors of second rank. The ONSAGER relation gives

L12(
B) = ̂ 21(-B) (A.5.3)

but the symmetry of the transport tensors implies (11.11.47):

L"(-B) = L(B) (A.5.4)

and we thus have
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L21 (B) (A. 5. 5)

The phenomenological laws can be written:

-B4x- L-, VT, 0.

GH _ Jl — R

(A. 5. 6)

(A.5.7)

Let us define transport coefficients Ca , Aa and S* for each

species by

Lf1 = C" (A.5.8)

; a - I * - AaHz - Lzi ~ A (A.5.9)

I a _ _ I _
L22 ~ T ' -

(A.5.10)

In these terms (6-7) can be written:

1
P i @cot I ca

!̂ r "

.R + Att.V T (A.5.11)

From (1.4.6) we know that R1- = - R6 , and these laws can be written
for electrons :

1

ee I ee ne
Se .R, + Ae .V T.

JDGK

and for ions:

A- .ST. -

e

(A.5.13)

s- .B. (A.5.14)

(A'5>15)

* (A-5-16)
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Let us introduce the effective electric field E6̂  (III.2.4-5); we
obtain for electrons:

e =
J.-=M S-. Lff- A« + -L S- .2T1

(A.5J17)

7 Te ...- 5 T.

{A.5.18)

and for ions:

e. n.

' •
n., 1

- î1 -2 T- +-iHv-!'-'2 T- 1 (A-5-191

(A-5-20)

The ratio ( ee ne / e, n,- ) is -1 in a neutral plasma; more generally it
can be expressed in terms of the charge density a (1.7.2):

or

(fl.5.21)

" = T- n + - (A.5.22)

which allows us to write the ion flows in the form:
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ree
(A.5.23)

(A.5.24)

Clearly, from (17-18 and 23-24) we see that Sa is associated to partial

electrical conductivity or thermodynamic diffusion; Aa is associated with

thermo-diffusion, and C01 with thermal conduction. Combinations of these

transport coefficients however always appear in the flows.

From the diffusion flows J01 , we may express the electrical current
density j by (1.7.7, 9):

(A.5.25)

where a is the charge density £ ea na . Ue thus havea a
Oe

-A- .V T6 - A » (l --^- ].STf
= V Bi "i /

(A.5.26)

Some relation exists between the four transport tensors S* and A* . By

definition of the barycentric velocity V, we know that the sum "of the
diffusion flows has to vanish (see 1.7.11):

O = J* + J1- • (A. 5. 27)
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Eliminating J5 in the expression for the electric current density is
equivalent to eliminating S1' and A' . Noting that

ee n,
I _ £_]..£.

1 n, J p ,
«! (A.5.28)

we obtain:

(A.5.29)

which is a general relation between the electric current density and the
thermodynamic electron diffusion flow. In other words, the thermodvnamic
flow of diffusion of electrons ̂  = pe (û  - V) is equivalent to the
electric current (at least in a neutral plasma).

Ue thus find from (17 and 29):

if -1-TJI 1 -i(s- . [£.„ -i-ST. ] -A'.V T6] (A.5.30)

The first factor is almost unity because of the weak mass ratio me / m,-.
Comparison with the phenomenological law obtained in (III.2.8) immediately
gives us the following relation between Se and the electrical conductivity

<7 = Se 2-s
Pj t Se

(A.5.31)

and between the electron thermo-diffusion coefficient Ae and the

thermoelectric effect a :

QC = -?- A" S

Pi =
s Ae

(A.5.32)

The present results for the thermodynamic flows of diffusion can
be summarized as follows (use III.2.2 and 4):
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J, - - J1 - P. (II. - JO - - P, (a,- - Y) (A.5.33)

(A.5.34)

Using the complete expression (III. 2. 5) for the effective electric field
E6^f , we obtain the following expression for the thermodvnamic electron
diffusion flow;

--!' =Pe Ul. 'Y

^T :•**?"»•- t^-irs'""--ihT-rir*-!:

in terms of the LORENTZ force, of the HALL field and of the density and
temperature gradients. Let us note however that the phenomenological
relations we have obtained here for the thermodynamic diffusion flow only
involves two thermodynamic forces: VT6 and the effective electric field

Equation (29) indicates that the knowledge of J6 (35) is equivalent
to the knowledge of the electric current density.

TAi's shows the deep difference which exists between "thermodynamic
diffusion" and the usual outward "diffusion rate" or "Teak rate" of the
plasma out of the magnetic surfaces. In the case of ambi polar diffusion,
for instance, the radial components of both J6 and J, are identically
vanishing, whereas the leak rate of the plasma is described by the
nonvanishing species velocities.
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APPENDIX 6:

PLASMADYNAMICAL DERIVATION OF PHENOHENOLQGICAL LAHS

FOR A SIMPLE TOKAHAK TRANSPORT MODEL

From the momentum equation (1.5.2) and from the evolution equation
(1.5.9) for the heat flow, we can extract the component perpendicular to
the magnetic field B = B b in the form:

b A v.P - ea na E - R01 + Pa -J-T- (A.6.1)

and

(A.6.2)

Equation (1.5.2) can be used again to eliminate the electric field in (2)
and we obtain:

du 1

(A.6.3)

A --
(A.6.4)

where

«oc

B
c (A.6.5)

In these variables, the electric field does not appear in the perpendicular
heat flow, but the friction remains. The above expressions (3-4) are exact
consequences of the plasmadynamical equations.

These results can be simplified if we consider that each species is
at mechanical equilibrium:
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^=O (A.6.6)

and that the heat flows are stationary;

3t J£ = O (A.6.7)

In this case, the perpendicular velocity and heat flow are given by:

J - ^ 8 L k A I1.. - I. - i [*._P - «.] [P .Jp . I J ] (A.6.8)
*̂ I ~ot oc L o t J J

u* = _ -L-bA[v .P - B 0 1 H 0 1 E - R 0 1 ] (A.6.9)
OL

or, in terms of the modified electric field I0. (III.2.5):

u* = _ L _ b A [ v . P - ea na E ] +-Î -B A I01 (A.6.10)

These equations are the analogue of eqs.(2.37-38) in HINTON and HAZELTINE
/19/.

Let us introduce the TOKAMAK geometry and consider a reference
frame where OX3 is parallel to the local magnetic field. The direction OX2
is in the magnetic surface (diamagnetic, tangential, or perp-tangential
direction) and OX1 is radial (see Fig. A.6.1).

The results (8-9) are usually separated into three parts. The
lowest order dominant terms are called "equilibrium flows" (HH. p. 249).
They actually result from a Maxwellian distribution, with no collisional
exchange. In this lowest order approximation, the density and the
temperature are considered as constant on the magnetic surfaces (their
gradients are directed in the radial direction OX1 ) and the electric field
is given by the gradient of an electrostatic potential * which is constant
on a magnetic surface:

£ = - 2* (A.6.11)
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X (radial)
1

( per p— tangent)

Fig. A.6.1:
Local coordinates on the torus

A. Equilibrium flows;

Knowing that for a Maxwellian distribution (II.1.1}, i.e. to lowest
order in the gradient, the fourth moment R (1.3.18) reduces to

(A.6.12)

the equilibrium flows (in the tangential direction) can be written:

il" ) = b A [ V ea na V

(A.6.13)

5 < Pa >

(A.6.14)
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In agreement with HH eqs. (2.61-62) (see also B. eq. 2.11). Here, < >
denotes a spatial average on the magnetic surface.

These perpendicular flows, resulting from LARMOR rotation, remain
within the magnetic surface. As their divergence are vanishing, return flows
parallel to B have to exist in order to maintain the slow variation of
density and temperature in the magnetic surface.

Ue note that these so-called "equilibrium flows" are non-
dissipative: the heat flow (14) does not contribute to the entropy
production since this flow is orthogonal to the temperature gradient. The
rotation (13) may however contribute to the LORENTZ force included in the
effective electric field E9ff (see IV.1.34) and act in turn as a
thermodynamic force.

In a simple case ( ne = n} ; ee = - e,), we remark that the
"equilibrium heat flow" vanishes by summation over species when the species
temperatures are equal: this means that the electron and ion equilibrium
heat flows exactly cancel each other in this case and do not produce any
global heat flow in the magnetic surface.

About the equilibrium rotation (13) we note that its contribution
to the barycentric motion of the plasma can be quite small if the electric
field is such as to cancel the ion pressure contribution

- V < * > V < P1- > (A.6.15)

which means a radial electric field parallel to the pressure gradient
(inward).

Both flows (13-14) can however be understood easily as follows. Let
us consider the case E = O and V na =0 where these equilibrium flows
reduce to

(Jïi) 2=n*T a ( JC)2 (A.6.17)

We immediately see that the equilibrium heat flow simply describes the flow
of enthalpy (i.e. 5 na Tœ /2 ) at the velocity of equilibrium rotation.

The physical meaning of these both flows can be explained in terms
of finite LARHOR radius (FLR) effects. As seen in Fig. A. 6. 2, for a
temperature difference
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& T
d T
d~x

(with pL = vth/ n), the thermal velocity difference is

u ~
1 d T

m n d x

which is the diamaanetic drift in absence of density gradient. It is due to
FLR effects and is opposite for ions and electrons; it corresponds to a
particle velocity although guiding centers do not move (see e.g. p.61 in
/37/). The corresponding heat flow describes an enthalpy transfer along
isotherms and does not contribute to the total entropy production (p. 228
in /7/); it corresponds to a non-dissipative contribution to the off-
diagonal thermal conductivity KJJ per species, which is due to the
diamagnetic drifts.

(parallel) X3 /(S B

U
x

(perp-tangent)

y->
. /A
i

(radial)

Fig. A.6.2:

Diamagnetic drift due to FLR effect
in a temperature gradient
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B. Classical and neo-classical flows;

Other contributions in (8 and 10) can be separated into:

a) "classical" flows resulting from collisional exchanges:

(A. 6. 18)

(A.6.19)

and

b) "neo-classical" contributions (HH. 2.77 and 2.84). The latter find their
source in

(i) the deviation of the pressure tensor P from < pa > I (averaged over
~0t ~

the magnetic surface),

(U) in the deviation of the electric field from (11),

(Hi) but also in the deviation of the fourth moment R from its local
"~OC

equilibrium value (12). The latter is more easily expressed in the
framework of the GRAD 13- or 21-moments method.

Their expressions are:
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-«."««-*<*»
(A.6.20)

R -J.

-E01 UP *|P«I| -|
*-= •*

(A.6.21)

which correspond indeed to HH. eqs. (2.78 and 2.85). The latter expression
is given in terms of the electric field which we have eliminated in a
general way from (3).

The classical "diffusion" flow is:

(A-6-22)

Because of the conservation (1.4.6) this appears to describe an ambi polar
flow:

"« <*>.,.... c t >.,„..-« <*•••«)

For a neutral plasma with singly ionized ions (ne = n, ; e, = - ee), this
means that the radial classical "diffusion" velocity is the same for each
species:

>
el.... cuss.

and corresponds to the radial component of the (local) barycentric
velocity:

Y1 = U0 (A.6.26)

Classical ambi polar "diffusion" thus reduces to convection which occurs
without thermodvnamic diffusion.
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In the same approximation, we remember that the "equilibrium heat
flow" (14) vanishes by summation over species if the temperatures are
equal. When the electric field is given by (15), the equilibrium rotation
(13) for ions exactly vanishes. It is thus reasonable in this case to
assume that (26) is the only barycentric motion:

Ï = v = u = — r f A 6 n\—1 =̂O n *~cl8SS. V"*°'̂ '/

This result can be useful for simple M.H.D. models.
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APPENDIX 7:

TRANSFORMATION FROM LOCAL TO CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

In Sections IV.1-3 we have described the transport laws in a local
coordinate system ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) with the axis OX3 parallel to the local
magnetic field. Here we consider explicitly a cylindrical geometry of the
magnetic field and perform the transformation from the local system of
coordinates to a fixed cylindrical system.of coordinates (r, 8, z): see £m
A.7.1. The change from ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) to (r,9,z) can be described by a
rotation by an angle> in the (X2 , X3 ) plane: see fig. A.7.2.

Fig. A.7.1:
Local and cylindrical coordinates
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X // B (parallel)

0

X

(radial)

( perp—tangent)

Fig. A.7.2:
Rotation in the (X2, X3) plane
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A. Unit vectors.

The relations between unit vectors (e, , e 2 , e s ) in the local
system, and unit vectors ( ..1^ , Î  , Î  ) in the cylindrical system, are
given by (see Fig A.7.2);

C-J -(B8IJ1+B,-17) (A.7.1)

e7 = T; (A.7.2)

and consequently (O2* = e3 x ë )̂ :

Ç -ç (-B1 I9*- B9 £) (A.7.3J-

Inversely, one has (see Fig. A.7.3):

ÎT - f ( Bz «T - Be *2* ) = ( <£ cos M- - "C sin M- ) (A.7.4)
> j t ^ t t

I9 = ̂  ( B8 es + B1 ez ) = ( e3 sin n + e2 cos p, ) (A.7.5)

ï7 = ̂  (A.7.6)

where the local rotational transform is described by the angle p.:

Bz = B cos M. , B8 = B sin M- (A.7.7)
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e

Fig. A.7.3
Rotation in the (8, z) plane
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frame of Va) ((A.2.8)

: total heat flow of the plasma (in the U00 reference frame)
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B. The transformation matrix.

The components of a vector V in the local system are represented
here in round brackets

v '1.2.3

and are transformed in the cylindrical system into

V.

(A.7.8)

ycyl,

r.8,z

by means of the transformation matrix:

V,

ycyl. V9

V,

1 O O

Q cos v si" M-

O - sin (A cos M-

the inverse of which is the transposed matrix:

' 1 O O

O cos VL sin

O sin cos

in terms of which one has:

(A.7.9)

(A. 7.10)

(A.7.11)
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(A.7.12)

This can be written explicitly and eqs. (1-3) are recovered, as it should:

1 O O

O cos M. - sin

O sin \n cos

cos IL T^ - sin M. lz

sin n I + cos n I

(A.7.13),
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C. Transformation of the transport tensors

The components of the general transport laws in the local system of
coordinates are of the form

(A.7.14)

with (III.3.2):

AL A1 O (A.7.15)

and in the local reference frame they are given by:

W1

W2

W3

= AL .
s

V1

V2

V3

(A.7.16)

i.e.

W - b A,, b.V - AA V A b + A1 b A ( V A b )

where b is the unit vector along B. In the cylindrical frame we thus have:

W.

. AL . (A.7.17)

which means that, in the cylindrical coordinates, the transport tensors
become:
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- = R(M.) . AL .

Ax - AA cos

AA cos M. A1 + ( AH - A1 )

AA sin

( AH - Ax ) sin \L cos v

~ AA sin M- ( AU - Ax ) sin r* cos M> AH - ( AH - Ax ) sin
2M-

- AA B1XB

AA B1XB Ax + ( A,, - A1 ) ( A1, - Ax ) B9 B1

- AA B9XB ( A,, - A1 ) B9 Bz XB
2 A,, - ( A,, - A1 ) B

2
9XB

2

TZ

"8p

tp Ari Ae1 A11 = - A89 + Ax -r A,,

(A.7.18)

For instance, the electrical conductivity tensor in cylindrical coordinates
has the form:

cyl . _

0T 8

0Bp CT88 °8z

°ZP °z8 °zz

(A.7.19)

with

ffpp " 0I

B| Bg
er, + ( ff.i - a, ) — » a, + 2 A —

B2 B2
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- ( oïi - o"i ) ̂ ~ ~ °ïi - 2 A —
" B2 B2

and

- °

2 A

where

2 A = c7|, - Ox

(A.7.20)

(A.7.20 b)

takes anisotropy effect into account.

The transport tensor M (III.3.17) describing the resistive
~ ' ' ~ s_

thermo-electric effect in terms of the electrical conductivity a and of the

thermoelectric effect a. , becomes in cylindrical coordinates:

R(n) . H

H, HA Be/B

HA BZ/B Hx + ( M1, - Mx ) Bl/B2 ( M,, - Hx ) B8 B1 /B
z

- HA B9/B ( H1, - Hx ) B9 B1 /B
2 H,, - ( H,, - Hx ) B§,

k - i

- "A BZ/B mA B9XB

B1XB mx + ( m,, - mx ) BlXB2 ( m,, - mx ) B9 B1 (A.7.21)

( m,, - mx ) B8 B1 XB
2 R1 - ( m,, - mx ) B8YB

2

where mx , mA and m,, are given in (III.3.18-20) , from which we have:
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l / 2 2 -,
- m± " — ( al + ffA J - al 0I ' <*A <*A (A.7.22)

D. Inverse transport tensors.

For the inverse relation of (14):

V = A'1 L .W

we have in the cylindrical system:

Vr

V8 = R(n) . A'1 L . R'1 (M.)
= SS S

vz

where (III.3.12)

(A.7.23)

(A.7.24)

s-1 L
- AA A1

; o o

(A.7.25)

"Il

We thus obtain for the inverse matrix in the cylindrical system:

V,

9 " (A.7.26)

with
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A'1 ̂ - = R(n) . A'1 L . R'1 (M.)

= ( Ai + A2 )•' .

where As denotes

cos

AA sin M- A8 sin M- cos

- AA sin

- AA cos M- A1 + A
s sin2 M- A8 sin M. cos M-

I + AA
A8 sin2 \L

AS AA - Ax ( A,, - A1 )
=

(A.7.27)

(A.7.27 b)

Equations (17 and 26) allow us to go directly from tensorial
products in the local reference frame where fi is parallel to OX3 and where
the transport matrices have simple forms (15 or 25), to tensorial products
in the cylindrical system where the transport matrices are given by the
more complicated forms (18, 27).

As a particular case, we find the following expression for the
resistivity tensor in the cylindrical reference frame:

t, = a'1 = ( -X2
i-i

°A BZ/B

- aA BZ/B O1 + a
5

o-A B9/B as B6 B1 /B
2

where a5 denotes (see Section IV.4):

Be/B

a5 B9 B1 /B
2

(A.7.28)

( °i2 + «A

a8 E
0Il

•A - °x ( °ï| ~ O1 )
 1C^2 - 2 A O1
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E. Transformation of the vector product.

The vector product of a given vector VL with the unit vector along
the magnetic field has a simple expression in the local reference system
(IV.3.16):

b A VL = ë7 A V>

V1 V2 V3

(A.7.29)

In the cylindrical system it can be written in terms of the transformation
matrix (10, 11) by

b A Ve*1- •sin

cos

. VL

sin M. cos

I «m Vn I R8n Vn £ R1n Vn
n n n

V1 cos \i

- V1 sin M

(A.7.30)

where the summation over n includes n= r, 9 and z . In terms of the
magnetic field components, we thus check that we have the two following
equivalent expressions for the vector product in cylindrical and local
reference systems, respectively:

b A V = V1 BZ/B

- V1 B8 /B
r.B.z

( V1 B8 - V8 Bz )/B

Vr B1 /B

- Vr B8 /B
r.e.z

where the r component remains unchanged, as it should.

'1,2,3

(A.7.31)
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

L A T I N

A : generic variable representing all transport tensors (III.3.2)

As : symmetric part of the tensor A (II1.3.5)
s =

Aa : antisymmetric part of the tensor A (III.3.4)
St =

AL : generic transport tensor A in the local coordinate system

(A.7.15)

Acyl- : generic transport tensor A in the cylindrical coordinate
= a

system (A.7.18)

As : combination of components of the generic tensor A (A.7.27 b)

Aa : crossed transport tensor: thermo-diffusion for species a (A.5.9,

23, 24 and 32)
A001 : general nth- thermodynamic force for species a in Réf./19/

(IV.2.1-4)

*/T : arbitrary antisymmetric (n x n) matrix in the transformation of
thermodynamic variables (IV.2.12, 13)

a = a (p., or): constant (before eq. (1.8.7)

B : magnetic field vector (1.2.1)

B : absolute value of the magnetic field strength

b : unit vector along the magnetic field (11.10.20)

Br, B8, B;: cylindrical components of the magnetic field (Fig. A.7.1)
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c -.velocity of light (1.2.1)

Ca : collision term of the kinetic equation (1.2.1)

Caoi : 1 ike-particles collision term in (1.2.1)

Cap : uni ike-particle collision term in (1.2.1)

C : constant (II.2.7)

Ca : thermal transport tensor for species a (A.5.8, 23, 24)

D : scalar diffusion coefficient in the Pick law (Intr.)

D* : general diffusion tensor (III.5.48, 49)

D' : general thermodiffusion tensor (III.5.48, 50)

JT-T- : convective derivative along the barycentric motion (1.8.21)

d
T-T- : convective derivative along the U01 motion (1.9.12)

d : variational increment of thermodynamic variables (II.2.9)

E : (bare) electric field (1.2.1)

ea : electric charge per particle of species a (1.2.1)

S JJ1 : thermal energy density per species a (1.3.7)

S g*rt : particle energy density per species a (1.3.9)

: convective energy density per species a (1.3.10)

: internal energy density per species a (1.7.15)

e ™l : specific internal energy (par unit mas) of species a (II.5.3)

: total particle energy density of the plasma (L7.13)

;conva.

; int
OL
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S th : total thermal energy density of the plasma (1.7.14)

S COIW :total convective energy density of the plasma (1.7.15)

5 int : total internal energy density of the plasma (1.7.16)

6 : total energy density of the plasma (1.7.18)

e int : total specific internal energy (per unit mass) of the plasma
(1.8.20)

E01 : modified electric field for species a (II.10.6) (~ friction)

Î  : modified electric field for species a in the reference frame of
Va (A.2.11)

J-̂  : first order modified electric field for electrons (III. 1.8)

£ : modified electric field (11.10.24) which generalizes the gradient
of chemical potential (11.10.29)

E' : electric field in the barycentric reference system (11.10.17)

E" : contribution from electron pressure term to the modified electric
field (11.10.18)

E1, : Hall field (11.10.19)

t.ff : effective electric field (III.2.5)

ê * , ê̂  , e7 : unit vectors in the local coordinate system with ê  Il B
(Appendix 7)

fa : microscopic distribution function (1.2.1)

f£ : local Haxwellian distribution function (II.1.1)

fi : total deviation of the distribution function from a local
Maxwf.ilian (II.2.1)

F̂  = R0, : friction, in the notation of Réf./19/ (1.4.5)

^ : electro-magnetic contribution ;o the internal energy evolution
(II.9.10)
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18. M.N. ROSENBLUTH, A. KAUFMAN: Phys. Rev. 109 (1958) 1.
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g£ , 0̂1* •' partial electro-magnetic contributions to the internal energy
evolution (II.8.17, 19)

r : Lorentz force on species a (II.3.3)

: third moment of the collision term (in the Ij0. reference frame)

: third moment of the collision term (in the laboratory reference
frame) (1.4.12)

X : heat production (II.7.16)

h : Planck's constant (II.1.4)

I : unit tensor

i : non-convective part oF the electric current density (1.7.9)

: partial heat flow of component a ( in the (^ reference frame)
(1.3.11)

: modified partial heat flow of component a ( in the U01 reference
frame) (1.3.13)

: partial heat flow of component a (in the barycentric reference
frame) in the notation of Ref./3/ (1.3.15, 36)

j : electric current density (1-6.3, 1.7.7)

1' = 1 - o-ij. : modified electric curent density for a non-neutral plasma
(1.7.12)

J0. : (thermodynamic) diffusion flow of species a (in the barycentric
reference frame) (1.7.10)

J0I : (thermodynamic) diffusion flow of species a (in the reference
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frame of Va) ((A.2.8)

J : total heat flow of the plasma (in the U01 reference frame)
~" (1.7.30)

JDEH : total heat flow of the plasma ( in the barycentric reference
frame) in the notation of Ref./3/ (1.7.32)

J s : total flow of energy in the plasma = gjot (1.8.14)

J . : total flow of internal energy in the plasma (1.8.18)
S

J£ : partial entropy flow of species ex = Jj^0 + J ^ 1 + Sg2 (II.3.10)

J* tot : total entropy flow of species a, including entropy convection
(II.3.9)

J4ot : total entropy flow (11.7.11)

jtot CD . first order contribution to J*ot (II.8.33)

J£ C1> : first order contribution to Jf (II.4.8)

J^tot : total entropy flow of the plasma, including convection, in the
DGH-Iike formulation (11.14.10)

31 : total entropy flow of species a, including convection, in the
DGM-like formulation (II.8.8)

: entropy flow of the plasma, according to DGM (II.4.11)

: total entropy flow of the plasma, including convection, according
to Réf./7/ (B) (II.4.14)

: mth- thermodynamic flow for species a

: n-dimensional vector with components given by the n different
thermodynamic flows J

kB : Boltzmann constant (taken = 1 in the first Part)

Ke : (bare) thermal conductivity of electrons (III.2.2)
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K' : (bare) thermal conductivity of ions (III.2.2)

K* : (bare) modified thermal conductivity of species a (III.5.40)
~ot

Kee : electron thermal conductivity in the extended transport laws of
Appendix 3

K" : ion thermal conductivity in the extended transport laws of
Appendix 3

K* p : crossed a-p thermal conductivity in the extended transport laws
of Appendix 3

In : natural logarithm

L : generalk crossed transport tensor between the mth< thermodynamic

flow and the pth- thermodynamic force

L : (n x n) transport matrix with n2 elements given by the trasmport
tensors L

IK1x : mass per particle of species a (1.2.1)

m : current index labelling the n transport phenomena ( 1 « m « n)

H : transport tensor of the resistive thermo-electric effect

= a-* .a (III.2.15, III.2.21)

MA : non-diagonal component of the resistive thermo-electric tensor
(ERNST-ETTINGHAUSEN effect) (III.3.17)

Mx : perpendicular component of the resistive thermo-electric tensor
(III.3.17)

HU : parallel component of the resistive thermo-electric tensor
(III.3.17)

mx : perpendicular contribution to the thermo-electric tensor H

(III.3.17, 18)
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mu : parallel contribution to the thermo-electric tensor M (III. 3. 20)

mA : non-diagonal contribution to the thermo-electric tensor M

(III. 3. 19)

m<3) : elementary numerical tensor (III. 4. 12)

na : particle density of species a (1.3.1)

N01 : total number of particles of species a in the plasma (I I. 1.2)

n : total number of transport flows (I I. 7. 13)

N : composed transport tensor (III. 2. 14, 16)

nx : perpendicular contribution to N (III. 3. 22, 23)

HU : parallel contribution to N (III. 3. 22, 25)

nA : non-diagonal contribution to N (III. 3. 22, 24)

P : partial pressure tensor of species a (in the U0̂  reference frame)

(1.3.4)

PH : partial pressure tensor of species a (in the laboratory reference
~OL

frame) (1.3.8) as used in Réf. /19/

PDGH : partial pressure tensor of species a (in the barycentric
~<x.

reference frame) as used in Réf. /3/

P : total pressure tensor of the plasma (in the U0. reference frame)

(1.7.19)

PH : total pressure tensor of the plasma (in the laboratory reference
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frame) (1.7.20) as used in Réf./19/

pi»* : total pressure tensor of the plasma (in the barycentric reference

frame) (1.7.21) as used in Ref./3/

PE : ETTINGHAUSEN coefficient ( ~ MA) (III.6.19, 20, 22)

*T~* : transformation matrix for thermodynamic flow vector J (IV.2.9)

pa : partial scalar pressure of species a ( in the U01 reference frame)
(1.3.6)

< pe > : average value of pe over the magnetic surface (IV.3.10)

p : total scalar pressure (in the U0. reference frame) (1.7.22)

pH : total scalar pressure (in the laboratory reference frame)
(1.7.23) as used in Ref./19/

pOCH : total scalar pressure (in the barycentric reference frame)
(1.7.24) as used in Réf./3/

fl£ : partial heat flow of species a (in the laboratory reference
frame) (1.3.12) as used in Réf./19/

Q0. : heat transfer (1.4.2)

QH : total heat flow of the plasma (in the laboratory reference frame)
(1.7.31) in the notation of Ref./19/

QVÎSC. : viscous contribution to the thermal energy (1.10.21) in the
notation of Ref./7/

QH : isothermal NERNST coefficient (III.6.16)

*7T : transformation matrix for tharmodynamic force vector ~)T(IV.2.lO)

fl" = J£ : partial heat flow of species a (in the reference frame of U01)
(1.3.11) in the notation of Ref./19/

& = J0* : partial heat flow of species œ (1.6.2) in the notation of Réf./7/

a|ot = J £• total flow of energy in the notation of Ref./7/
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R : fourth velocity moment of the distribution function (in the U01

reference frame) (1.3.18)

R° : local equilibrium value of R (A.6.12)
(X

RH : fourth velocity moment of the distribution function (in the

laboratory reference frame (1.3.19) as in Réf./19/

R01 : friction (1.4.1)

R1, : isothermal HALL coefficient (II 1.6.2)

: transformation matrix between local and cylindrical coordinates

(A.7.10)

a

*

: entropy density of species a (II. 1.4)

y £ : local equilibrium value os the entropy density of species a
(II. 1.9)

: entropy density of species a, according to Réf. /3/ (II. 8. 32)

: entropy density of species ce, according to Réf. /7/ (II. 9.1)

S0. : entropy per partiels a (1 1. 1.5)

S* : specific entropy (per unit mass) of species a (II. 5.1)

S5 : specific entropy of the plasma (I I. 5. 7)

Sa : diffusion transport natrix for species a (A. 5. 10, 23, 24 and 31)

Ta : temperature of species a (in energy units in Part I, and in
temperature units in Part II) (1.3.7)

TH : Maxwell electro-magnetic stress tensor (1.8.5)
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: transformation tensor (III.5.15)

t : time (I.Z.I)

t : composed transport tensor (III.2.17)

tilda : transposed tensor

U01 : ensemble velocity of species a (1.3.3)

U6. : relative velocity (1.6.8)

u| : radial (2) component of the electron velocity

v : phase coordinate: velocity of the particle (1.2.1)

V : barycentric velocity of the plasma (1.7.3)

Va : specific volume (per unit mass) of species a (II.5.2)

V : specific volume (per unit mass) of the plasma (II.5.9)

Va : arbitrary reference velocity (A.2.8)

W<2> : second order contribution tc the total entropy flow (II.7.11)

X* : mth- thermodynamic force for species a

X : n-dimensional vector with components given by Lhe n different
thermodynamic forces.

Z : charge number of ions (1.6.4)
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G R E E K

a : label of the species (= e, 1)

O0 = c ne/ B (11.10.22)

a : tensor transport coefficient of thermo-electric effect (III.2.2)

à : transposed tensor of a.

a. : crossed thermo-electric effect in the extended transport laws of
~0t Ot'

Appendix 3

a : ion thermo-electric effect in the extended transport laws of

Appendix 3 (A.3.34)

r : diffusion flow in the Pick law (Introduction)

Ĉ  : particle flow os species a (1.3.3)

Cj : particle flow of species a in the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field ("leak rate") (IV.3.9) usually called "diffusion
flow"

TT : heat transfer rate (III.2.2)

d
5 = T— : nabla, spatial derivative (1.2.1)

d X

d
3t H ——: partial time derivative

A : anisotropy effect in the electrical conductivity tensor (A.7.20
b)

: small parameter related to mass ratio (1.10.15)
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: scalar resistivity

: resistivity tensor (III.4.4), see also (A.7.28)

: modified resistivity tensor (III.5.4, 18-20)

: contribution to the entropy production of species a (II.7.7, 8)
in the notation of Réf./7/

Xe : effective electron thermal conductivity tensor (III.6.24)

X̂  : perpendicular effective electron thermal conductivity (III.6.1)

xfj : parallel effective electron thermal conductivity (III.6.1)

X̂  : non-diagonal effective electron thermal conductivity (I11.6,1)

na : chemical potential per particle a (II.2.3)

M£ : local equilibrium chemical potential par particle a (II.1.7)

also: : unperturbed chemical potential per particle a in Appendix 1

na : modified chemical potential per particle a (II.2.3; II.8.2)

—o
(ia : local equilibrium value of the modified chemical potential per

particle a (II.1.14)

ii : angle between the magnetic f ield vector and the z-axis in
cylindrical coordinates (A.7.7)

M- = me / m, = small mass ratio
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: fourth order rank transport tensor of viscosity per species a
(III.2.2)

£ : bulk viscosity (Introduction)

II : partial viscous stress tensor (1.3.4) in the U01 reference frame
~OL

n : total viscous stress tensor (1.7.26)

rt1 : total viscous stress tensor in the laboratory frame (1.7.27)

rf"3" : total viscous stress tensor in the barycentric reference frame

(1.7.28)

ptt : mass density of species et (1.3.2)

p : total mass density of the plasma (1.7.1)

a : charge density of the plasma (1.7.2)

aa : entropy production of species QL per unit time and unit volume
(II.3.12)

aa
B : entropy production of species a in the B-Iike formulation

(II.7.10)

<TB : entropy production in the B-like formulation (II.7.10)

aa
DCH : entropy production of species a in the DGM-like formulation

(II.8.9)

<TDGH : entropy production in the DGM-like formulation (II.8.31)

a : electrical conductivity transport tenser (II.2.2)
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cr* : modified electrical conductivity transport tensor (III.5.8, 21,

23)

CTX : perpendicular component of the electrical conductivity tensor
crA : non-diagonal component of the elect al conductivity tensor

(HALL effect)

CTU : parallel component of the electrical conductivity tensor

er0 : non-dissipative contribution to the electrical conductivity
tensor (11.10.21)

cr8 : combination of components of the electrical conductivity tensor
(IV.4.21)

<t> : electrostatic potential (A.6.11)

$ : particular expression for the energy flow (1.10.20)

<i>a : reduced deviation of the distribution function from a local
Maxwellian (II.2.1)

< <J> > : average value of the electrostatic potential over the local
magnetic surface (IV.3.10)

: Larmor frequency for particles of species a (A.6.5)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. III.3.1. : Local coordinates

Fig. III.6.1. : Electric field E1 due to the isothermal HALL effect;

Fig. III.6.2. : Electric field E due to the isothermal NERNST effect.

Fig. III.6.3. : Temperature gradient due to the ETTINGHAUSEN effect.

Fig. A.6.1. : Local coordinates on the torus,

Fig. A.6.2. : Diamagnetic drift due to FLR effect in a temperature
gradient

Fig. A.7.1. : Local and cylindrical coordinates

Fig. A.7.2. : Rotation in the (X2, X3) plane.

Fig. A.7.3. : Rotation in the (e,z) plane.
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